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7'111: gouge type of sawing chain; a l tcrnat i~  ely 
called planer. cl~ipper,  cliisel. etc., is illus- 
tratccl below. The diagrams overleaf show the 
various angles of a gouge-type tooth. In the 
assembled chaitl there is o l~ ly  one t j  pe of 
tooth. the cuttcr ( left  and r igh t ) ,  which 
p r f o r ~ u s  sinlultaneously the ~ - o r k  of cutters 
and rakers i l l  a scratch-type chain. Hence 
tlirre are o d p  about a cparler  of the numl~er  
of teeth c.omparcd .cvitli a scratch chain. IGtch 
cuttcs has a clcpth gauge in front of it, \ \hick 
pseecnts it fro111 hi ting too deeply. 

Torrching Up-Thc main ad \  antagc of this 
Crouge type of chain is that i t  ran lw sha~.pc~lr t l  ? 
In roughly a quarter of the Lime usually sprnt  
on scratch chains. Ilowever, touching up ~iilist 
be more frequent. hecause while the front 
edge of a gouge tooth may he still sharp, it 
quickly tlevelops a shoulder. 1~hic.11 tends to 
psevent the tooth from biting. Thus altho~rgh 
one touch-up per clay might s u f l i r ~  for a 
scsatc.11 chain. more woultl he newssar y Col 
a gouge chain of the s a n e  steel. Whilc 1;1;11111- 

fac'tusers ilsr l ~ c t l r s  sleek in gougc olinins, 
f reyue~i t  light touc'lli~ig up is still soot1 
practice. 
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Sharpening GOllge .. tYI)e Po·wer Saw· Cllail1.s
By W. M. McKENZIE, Utilization Section

TUE gouge type of sawing chain, alternatively
called planer, chipper, chisel, etc., is illus
trated below. The diagrams overleaf show the
various angles of a gouge-type tooth. In the
assembled chain there i~ only one type of
tooth, the cutter (left and right), which
performs simultaneously the ''''ork of cutters
and rakers in a scratch-type chain. Hence
there are only about a quarter of the number
of teeth compared with a scratch chain. Each
cutter has a depth gauge in front of it, which
prevents it from biting too deeply.

Touching Up.-The main advantage of this
gouge type of chain is that it can he sharpened
in roughly a quarter of the time usually spent
on scratch chains. However, touching up n1ust
be more frequent, because while the front
edge of a gouge tooth may be stiIl sharp, it
quickly develops a shoulder, which tends to
prevent the tooth from biting. Thus although
one touch-up per day might suffice for a
scratch chain, more would he necessary [or
a gouge chain of the same steel. \Vhile 1~1anll

facturers use better steels in gouge chains,
frequent light touching up is still good
practice.

The gouge f;ype of sawing chain.
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The only other regular, less frequent opera- 
tion needed to keep a gouge chain cutting 
smoothly is jointing the depth gauges to make 
them uniform. Makers supply a gauge for this 
operation, with instructions. 

Making a Chnirz Czct Straighl.-If a chain 
runs off, jumps, or grabs, and the above 
operations do not cure it, it is necessary to 
make the cutting teeth uniform in height. 
This can be done with a double jointing post 
of the type used for scratch chains, which is 
used in the same way. (See chart on "Main- 
tenance and Sharpening of Power 'Saw 
Chains", published by C.S.I.R.O. Division of 
Forest Products.) 

I t  may be too drastic to make the heights 
completely uniform in one operation, but the 
average heights of the teeth on each side 
should be similar. 

Mnkirtg a Cltairt Cut Faster.-If a chain is 
sharpened, cuts smoothly, but does not load 
the engine suficiently unless the cutter bar is 
pressed heavily, the cutting rate may be 
increased by increasing the depth gauge clear- 
ance. This should be done only when the 
above conclitions apply. I t  should be done 
very cautiously, because depth gauge clear- 
ance can he reduced only by lowering the 
cutting teeth and shortening the life of the 
chain. When supplied by the maker, the 
depth gauge clearance of a chain shoulcl be 
small, so that it can 'be  adjusted for cutting 
any particular wood by increasing it 0.005 in. 
at  a time. 

Cutting rate may also be increased by 
reducing the sharpness angle of the top cutting 
edge (diagram ( c )  ) . However, this angle 
shoulcl not be reduced so much that the edge 
heconies too weak, and a reduction is aclvls- 
able only with soft tiphers. 

Reducing the ~ e Z h n d  on the Engine.-If 
a chain cuts well but the teeth bite too deeply, 
tending to stall the motor, its performance 
can be improved by filing at a greater hori- 
zontal angle to the square position. This 
increases front bevel angle (diagi-am ( a )  ) , 
reduces the power deniand of a chain, and 
allows it to cut more smoothly, though some- 
what more slowly. As with depth gauge clear- 
ance, this step should be made cautiously by 
increasing the horizontal angle of the file So 
a t  a time. In very hard or k~lotty timber, it 
may be necessary lor smooth cutting to in- 
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(c) VIEW ALONG FILE 

T h e  angles o f  a gorrge-type tooth.. 

crease the angle until the engine is loacled 
rather lightly most of the time and the chain 
cuts slowly. The cutting rate may then be 
restored by increasing depth gauge cleararlce, 
again by cautious steps. 

Overcoming Lack of Set.-Lack of set can- 
not be overcome in gouge chains, as it can 
in the scratch type, simply by setting the tips 
of the teeth out with hammer and 11~1nch. 
However, there is one way in which bindins 
due to lack of set can be &red to some extent 
This is by increasing the front bevel angle : 
above. For instance, in a chain that had 
slightly too little set for sawing racliata yinc, 
so that it jammed repeatedly, inrreasiiig tile 
front bevel angle greatly improved perfmln- 
ance. 

(c) VIEW ALONG FILE

The angles of a gouge-type tooth.
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crease the angle until the engine is loaded
rather lightly most of the time and the chain
cuts slowly. The cutting rate may then he
restored by increasing depth gauge clearance,
again by cautious steps.

Overcoming Lack of Set.-Lack of set can
not be overcome in gouge chains, as it can
in the scratch type, simply by setting the tips
of the teeth out with hammer and, punch.
However, there is one way in which binding
due to lack of set can be cured to some exten~'
This is by increasing the front bevel angle r
above. For instance, in a chain that had
slightly too little set for sawing radiata pinf:',
so that it jammed repeatedly, increasing the
front bevel angle greatly improved perform
ance.

The only other regular, less frequent opera
tion needed to keep a gouge chain cutting.
smoothly is jointing the depth gauges to make
them uniform. Makers supply a gauge for this
operation, with instructions.

Making a Chain Cut Straight.-If a chain
runs off, jumps, or grabs, and the above
operations do not cure it, it is necessary to
make the cutting teeth uniform in height.
This can be done with a double jointing post
of the type used for scratch chains, which is
used in the same way. (See chart on "~ain

tenance and Sharpening of Power Saw
Chains", published by C.S.LR.O. Division of
Forest Products.)

It may be too drastic to make the heights
completely uniform in one operation, but the
average heights of the teeth on each side
should be similar.

Making a Chain Cut Faster.-If a chain is
sharpened, cuts smoothly, but does not load
the engine sufficiently unless the cutter bar is
pressed heavily, the cutting rate may be
increased by increasing the depth gauge clear
ance. This should be done only when the
above conditions apply. It should be done
very cautiously, because depth gauge clear
ance can be reduced only by lowering the
cutting teeth and shortening the life of the
chain. When supplied by the maker, the
depth gauge clearance of a chain should be
small, so that it can be adjusted for cutting
any particular wood by increasing it 0.005 in.
at a time.

Cutting rate may also be increased hy
reducing the sharpness angle of the top cutting
edge (diagram (c)). However, this angle
should not be reduced so much that the edge
becomes too weak, and a reduction is advis
able only with soft t4,pbers.

"'"..,
Reducing the Del1iand on the Engine.-If

a chain cuts well but the teeth bite too deeply,
tending to stall the motor~ its performance
can be improved by filing at a greater hori
zontal angle to the square position. This
increases front bevel angle (di.agram (a)),
reduces the power demand of a chain, and
allows it to cut more smoothly, though some
what more slowly. As with depth gauge clear
ance, this step should be made cautiously. by
increasing the horizontal angle of the file 5 0

at a time. In very hard or knotty timber, it
may be necessary for smooth cutting to in-
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Sawimg - 1x1 Quest of Efficiency 

By D. S. JONES, 

I~iflneiice of Tooth Set on Cutting 
Efficiency - Swage or Spring Set? 

Bandsams, frame saws, and circular ripsaws 
can be either spring set or swage set and it is 
often habit or convention which determines 
the tvpe of set used in any locality or mill. 
BTork has been done in various laboratories 
to determine if one type of setting has any 
advantage over the other. 

Investigations in Sweden that involved the 
cutting of 25,600 logs on a 24-in. frame saw 
revealed that for the same cutting accuracy 
a thinner swage-set blade could be utilized 
than if a spring-set blade were used. This 
resulted in  a material saving of about 10 per 
cent. The power requirements for each type 
of setting appeared to be the same for the 
same width and depth of cut. The blade with 
swage-set teeth lasted longer than a chromium- 
plated spring-set blade and gave a surface as 
smooth or  smoother. I t  could be ground three 
or four times between swagings. 

The work of the Swedish Timber Research 
Institute wit11 swage-set and spring-set frame- 
saw blades was done on two frame saws in a 
Swedish sawmill. I t  was found that there was 
no difference in power required or in' the 
cutting quality produced by the two types of 
blade, but the swage-set blade retained its 
accuracy longer because the teeth had no 
tendency to spring inwards with use. Equip- 
ment was installed to measure the temperature 
of the blades and it was shown that the tem- 

Utilization Section 

perature increased during a shift more with 
the spring-set than with the swage-set blades. 
This indicated that the spring-set teeth did not 
retain their keenness as long as the swage-set 
teeth. Temperature measurements also re- 
vealed that the swage-set blades were more 
sensitive to inaccurate setting up than the 
spring-set blades. 

The Norwegian Institute of Timber Tech- 
nology conducted experiments on spring-set 
and swage-set circular saws. Blades of four 
different gauges were used. The average 
power consumption was found to be slightly 
higher for swage-set than for spring-set saws. 
but the difference was of no practical signifi- 
cance. Tests on cutting accuracy showed that 
the thinner blades cut less accurately than 
the thicker blades, but the inaccuracy was less 
with the swage-set than with the spring-set 
saws. Cutting accuracy was better with small 
depths of cut than with large depths of cut 
irrespective of blade type. Both swage-set and 
spring-set blades cut less accurately with in- 
creased feed speed. 

The tests made by Russian investigators 
show that cutting and feeding power were 1.2 
to 1.3 times greater with swage-set than with 
spring-set teeth. Swage setting did not give 
as good a surface for larger sets because the 
teeth chipped. 

In the next article of this series the d i~cus -  
sion on the relative merits of swage and 
spring setting will be .concluded. 

VISITORS 
A VISITOR from New Zealand who left for 
home in November was Miss Margaret E. 
Lancaster, M.Sc., of the Forest Research 
Institute, N.Z. Forest Service, Rotorua. Miss 
Lancaster, who is a mycologist, has been 
working for  some months at the Division to 
broaden her experience in timber mycology. 
In particular, she has been studying fungi 
causing blue stain in radiata pine and their 
effect on the strength of the tilnher. 

DONATIONS 
DONATIONS to the Division of Forest 
Products for the month of November 
iricluded 5100 from Miss Julia Hale ~ I I  

appreciation of assistance given hy tlw 
Division. 

Details are as follows: 
Rawlings Bros., Bruthen, Vic. &2 2 0 
Riverina Sawmilling Co., 

Wagga, N.S.R7. $25 0 0 
Miss Julia Hale, Vic. &100 0 0 

SSl~illg - 11. q.le~t of Efficiellcy
PSI-t··VII

By D. S. IGNES, Utilization Section

hifluence of Tooth Set on Cutting
Efficiency - Swage or Spring Set?

Bandsaws, frame saws, and circular ripsaws
can be either spring set or swage set and it is
often habit or convention which determines
the type of set used in any locality .or mill.
~Tork has been done in various laboratories
to determine if one type of setting has any
advantage over the other.

Investigations in Sweden that involved the
cutting of 25,600 logs on a 24-in. frame saw
revealed that for the same cutting accuracy
a thinner swage-set blade could be utilized
than if a spring-set blade were used. This
resulted in a material saving of about 10 per
cent. The power requirements for each type
of setting appeared to be the same for the
same width and depth of cut. The blade with
swage-set teeth lasted longer than a chromium
plated spring-set blade and gave a surface as
smooth or smoother. It could be ground three
or four times between swagings.

The work of the Swedish Timber Research
Institute witll swage-set and spring-set frame
saw blades was done on two frame saws in a
Swedish sawmill. It was found that there was
no difference in power required or in" the
cutting quality produced by the two types of
blade, but the swage-set blade retained its
accuracy longer because the teeth had no
tendency to spring inwards with use. Equip-

. ment was installed to measure the temperature
of the blades and it was shown that the tem-

perature increased during a shift more with
the spring-set than with the swage-set blades.
This indicated that· the spring-set teeth did not
retain their keenness as long as the swage-set

.teeth. Temperature measurements also re
vealed that the swage-set blades were more
sensitive to inaccurate setting up than the
spring-set blades.

The Norwegian Institute of Timber Tech
nology conducted experiments on spring-set
and swage-set circular saws.. Blades of four
different gauges were used. The average
power consumption was found to be slightly
higher for swage-set than for spring-set saws,
but the difference was of no practical signifi
cance. Tests on cutting accuracy showed that
the thinner blades cut less accurately than
the thicker blades, but the inaccuracy was less
with the swage-set than with the spring-set
saws. Cutting accuracy was better with small
depths of cut than with large depths of cut
irrespective of blade type. Both sl",age-set and
spring-set blades cut less accurately with in
creased feed speed.

The tests made by Russian investigators
show that cutting and feeding power were 1.2
to 1.3 times greater with swage-set than with
spring-set teeth. Swage setting did not give
as good a surface for larger sets because the
teeth chipped.

In the next article of this series the discus
sion on the relative merits of swage and
spring setting will be .concluded.

VISITORS DONATIONS
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£25
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DONATIONS to the Division of Forest
Products for the month of November
irtcluded £100 from Miss Julia Hale ill
appreciation of assistance given by the
Division.

Details are as follows:
Rawlings Bros., Bruthen, Vie. £2 2 0
Riverina Sawmilling Co.,

Wagga, N.S.W.
Miss J ulia Hale, Vie.

A VISITOR from New Zealand who left for
home in November was Miss Margaret E.
Lancaster, M.Sc., of the Forest Research
lnstitute, N.Z. Forest Service, Rotorua. Miss
Lancaster, who is a mycologist, has been
working for some months at the Division to
broaden her experience in timber mycology.
In particular, she has been studying fungi
causing blue stain in radiata pine and their
effect on the strength of the timher.
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REVIEW 

DR. T-I. E. DADSJVELI,, Assistant Chief of Divi- 
sion and 0fl;cer-in-Charge of the TVood and 
Fillre Structure Section of the Division of 
Forest Products, has accepted an invitation 
to visit the University of Washington, Seattle. 
U.S.A.. as RTallter-Ames Professor in Forestry 
for the fi1.s~ q u a l k r  of 1955. He  left for the 
U.S.A. during llecember. 

This invitation is a recognition of the 
world-ivicle reputation whicli Dr. Dadswell has 
earned in it-ood technology, and ill adctition to 
ljcing a compli~nent t o  him personally it 
reflects the standing which the Djvision has 
attained l~eyontl the boundaries of Australia. 

Before returning to Australia in May Dr. 
I~acls'cvell will pay short ofricial visits to the 
Forest Prod~icts Lahoratories. Riladison, Wis- 
consin, and the Institute of Paper Chemistry, 
Appleton, IVisconsin. 

SAWDUST BRIQUETTES 
", ! 

SAWDLIST may he briqnettcci for use as fuel 
1)y 1 ) rcss~re  alone. hut only i f  the sari-du$t 
is cIriet1 unifornlly to about 12 per cmt .  
moisture content. Briquetting ~nachines 'cl  it!^ 
a daily output of 10 tons and upwards have 
heen developctl in the I1.S.A. and Switzcrla~itl 
and Inany of them are operating successf~dly 
alongside plants overseas  hat produce large 
quantities of dry shaviugs or dry sawclust. 

1954 Forest Seed Directory 

PUBLISHED by Food and Agriculture Organi- 
zation of the Unitccl Nations, RO~IIC, ltaly. 
Obtainable in Australia through Rilcssrs. A.  J. 
Goddard Pty. Ltd.: 255 Geo~.ge Strert. Svdncy. 
Australian sales agents for F.A.O. p;~l,lira- 
tions. Australian price 3s. 2d. plus loral 
postage, less 1 0  per cent. to (hvcrn~ixwt  
l k p r t m e n t s .  

I I 

I he  directory is clearly presented in t l ~ r r e  
sections. the third and main section I~eing an 
alpl~abetical list of species ~ 4 t h  refcrel~ce to 
the countries from which seecls a r t  availn1,le. 
Reference is h y  ~lurnherc;, 'ct-hic.11 arc g i ~  ell i l l  

relation to countries in the first src4o11. 
The seconcl section is an  alpl~abetic~d list 

of co~i t~ t r i es  included7 with the adc11-f-ssts of 
registered suppliers in each countrv. Rela- 
tively few corn~nercial dealers are listed and 
their jnclusion does not imply any rtcwtii- 
mendation of inclividuals os fii111~. 01. t l~eir  
!$-ares, o r  a guarantee of their 1)usincqs stand- 
ing or financial responsihilitv. Comnierrial 
dealers wishing to he in(-lu&d in future 
editiorls should su l~mi t  to their national forest 
agency their names, together 'cz it11 spwics o f  
seeds available (botanical na t~ i t s )  and a 
stalelnelit of willingness to p~m\ idc  (;elti(;- 
cates of Quality and Origin t-o l j u p t ~ . ~ .  on 
request. Copies of these cestifiratcs arc in- 
cluclecl at  the end of the clircctory. 

TIMBER SEASONING 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
I N  FUTUIIE a certificate will Iw iwuecl lo 
all studen ts suc,cessfull y c*omplef iug tlic 
Kiln Operator's Corrcspondellcc C o u r v  
to all app1 o\ed standard. Ar ~.aiipcli~rv~ts 
ha l e  hcen cwmpleted to iswe the wrtifi- 
(%ate lo all past students it1 this t'alcgor\. 

As from January 1 .  1955. a fct of 
one guinea 11 i l l  be charged for the PIT- 
liininary Seasoning Course, and four 
g ~ ~ i n e a s  Tor 1 the nloi e a c l ~  anc'e(1 J(i111 

Ol~erator's Course. 

T h i s  Neivsletter is  prfprrretl for gerrerul circnlation b y  t h e  Llicision of Forest P todnc t s ,  C.S.I.R.O., 59-77 
Yart  n B r r d  Iiontl, Sorctlr ~ I l e l b o r ~ r n e ,  S.C.4, and will be supplied free on  r eqrlest to  m e m b e r s  of t h e  t imber  
trade and t imber  users ~c;ho ~cislr t o  k e e p  nbrenst wi th  current developnzents in t h e  field of forest products.  

Priritcd by  C.S.I.R.O.. hielbourne 

DR. H. E. DADSWELL, Assistant Chief of Divi
sion and Officer-in-Charge of the \Vood and
Fibre Structure Section of the Division of
Forest Products, has accepted an invitation
to visit the University of Washington, Seattle,
U.S.A., as Walker-Ames Professor in Forestry
for the first quarter of 1955. He left for the
U.S.A. during December.

This invitation is a recognition of the
world-wide reputation which Dr. Dadswell has
earned in wood technology, and in addition to
being a compliment to him personally it
reflects the standing which the Division has
attained beyond the boundaries of Australia.

Before returning to Australia in May Dr.
Dadswell will pay short official visits to the
Forest Products Laboratories, "Madison, Wis
consin, and the Institute of Paper Chemistry,
Appleton, Wisconsin.

SAWDUST BRIQUETTES
~i,;

SAWDUST may be briquetted for use as fuel
by pressure alone, but only if the sawdust
is dried uniformly to about 12 per cent.
moisture content. Briquetting machines with
a daily output of ] 0 tons and upwards have
been developed in the U.S.A. and Switzerland
and many of them are operating successfully
alongside plants overseas that produce large
quantities of dry shavings or dry sawdust.

REVIEW

1954 Forest Seed Directory

PUBLISHED by Food and Agriculture Organi
zation of the United Nations, Rome, Italy.
Obtainable in Australia through lVlessrs. A. .J.
Goddard Pty. Ltd., 255 George Street, Sydney.
Australian sales agents for F.A.O. publica
tions. Australian price 3s. 2d. plus local
postage, less 10 per cent. to C;overnment
Departments.

The directory is clearly presented in three
sections, the third and main section being all
alphabetical list of species with reference to
the countries from which seeds are available.
Reference is by numbers, which are given in
relation to countries in the first section.

The second section is an alphabetical list
of countries included, with the addresses of
registered suppliers in each country. Rela
tively few commercial dealers are listed and
their inclusion does not imply any recom
mendation of individuals or firms or their
wares, or a guarantee of their business stand
ing or financial responsibility. Commercial
dealers wishing to be included in future
editions should submit to their national forest
agency their names, together \vith species of
seeds available (botanical names) and a
statement of willingness to provide Certifi·
cates of Quality and Origin to buyers on
request. Copies of these certificates are in
cluded at the end of the directory.

TIMBER SEASONING
CORRESPOt\JDENCE COURSES
IN FUTURE a certificate will be issued to
all students successfully completing the
Kiln Operator's Correspondence Course
to an approved standard. Arrangelnents
have been completed to issue the certifl
cate to all past students in this category.

As from January ], 1955, a fee of
one guinea will be charged for the Pre
liminary Seasoning Course, and four
guineas for ,the more advanced Kiln
Operator's Course.

This Newsletter is prepared for general circulation by the Division of Forest Products, C.S.l.R.G., 69·77
Yarm Banlc Road, South Melbourne, S.C.4, and will be supplied free on request to members of the timber
trade and timber users who wish to Iceep abreast with cnrrent developments in the field of forest products.

Printed bv C.S.I.R.O., Melbourne
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SELECTION OF TIMBER 
By R. F. T U R N B  ULL,  Utilizntioi~ Section 

A COMMON TENDENCY in ordering timber is 
to  ask for material that  cannot be obtained 
without some unnecessary selection. The 
timber trade endeavours to limit the number 
of grades into which production or stock is 
sorted and finds the special selection expected 
by some individuals quite impractical. The 
public generally are likely to obtain better 
services if they recognize some of the con- 
siderations tha t  lie behind timber grading. 

During growth, trees are exposed t o  many 
liaeards which leave their marks in much of 
the timber logged and milled. When con- 
verting logs t o  sawn timber, the sawmiller 
endeavours to eliminate as many faults as 
possible, hu t  finds some timbers, especially 
pines, characterized by knots ~vhich are the 
sectioned bases of hran&es in the original 
tree, and others, particularly hardwoods, 
characterized by gum or kin0 which has been 
laid down in the trees after injury. The 
grain of saw11 products may not be straight 
because  he tree was bent during growth. 
The above faults, with the addition of 
blemishes resulting from tlie activities of 
forest pests, limit the quantity' of faultless 
timber  hat can be recovered. 

Resources available today do not allow 
production -to he confined to  timber free 
from every real or imaginary blemish. The 

sawmiller has t o  ensure the niaximum yield 
of inclustrially usable timber, sort i t  witli 
regard to the recpiren~ents for different 
purposes, ancl offer i t  for sale in the respective 
qualities i n  the proporlions in ~vliich these 
can be produced. While customers ask only 
for faultless timber, irrespective of service 
requirements, the demand for this sort of 
timber will quickly overtake supply and the 
disposal of other sorts will be hindered. I t  
is necessary for the consumer as well as the 
sawmiller to  recognize tha t  certain charac- 
teristics in  mill run timber are not detrimental 
in certain uses. 

Timber is graded from considerations of 
either appearance or strength. 

The appearance is most important in 
furniture, fittings, mouldings, floors, doors, 
windows, and other itenis which are on . display. Even in these uses, howrver, all 
timber is not finished with a clear coating. 
Some furniture, mouldings, doors, etc. are 
painted. Large areas of floors are covered 
witli linoleum or carpet and in other circum- 
stances other opaque coverings may be 
applied. It is wasteful to meet tlie costs 
of eliminating minor blemishes which  nay 
detract from the appearance of timber 
finished in the clear ancl then utilize that  
timber under some screening material. I t  
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SELECTION .OF TIMBER
By R. F. TURNBULL, Utilization Section

A COMMON TENDENCY in ordering timber is
to ask for material that cannot be obtained
without some unnecessary selection. The
timber trade endeavours to limit the number
of grades into which production or stock is
sorted and finds the special selection expected
by some individuals quite impractical. The
public generally are likely to obtain better
services if they recognize some of the con
siderations that lie behind timb~r grading.

DUI'ing growth, trees are exposed to many
hazards which leave their marks in much of
the timber logged and milled. When con
verting logs to sawn timber, the saw:miller
endeavours to eliminate as many faults as·
possible, but finds some timhel's, especially
pines, characterized by knots which are the
sectioned bases of bran~kes in the original
tree, and others, particularly hardwoods,
characterized by gum or kino which has been
laid down in the trees after injury. The
grain of sawn products may not be straight
because the tree was bent during growth.
The ahove faults, with the addition of
blemishes resulting from the ~ctivities of
forest pests, limit the quantity of faultless
timber that can be recovered.

Resources availahle today do not allow
production to be confined to timber free
from every real or imaginary blemish. The

sawmiller has to ensure the maximum yield
of industrially usable timber, sort it with
l'egard to the l'equirements for different
purposes, and offer it for sale in the respective
qualities in the proportions in which these
can be produced. While customers ask only
for faultless timber, irrespective of service
requirements, the demand for this sort of
timher will quickly overtake supply and the
disposal of other sorts "vill be hindel'ed. It
is necessary for the consumer as well as the
sawmiller to recognize that certain charac
tel'istics in milll'un timbel' are not detl'imental
in certain uses.

Timber is graded from considerations of
eithel' appearance or strength.

The appearance is most important in
furniture, fittings, mouidings, floors, doors,
windows, and other items which are on

• display. Even in these uses, ho"\vcvel', all
timber is not finished with a clear coating.
Some furnitul'e, mouldings, doors, etc. are
painted. Lal'ge areas of floors are covered
with linoleum or carpet and in other circum
stances other opaque covel'ings may be
applied. It is wasteful to meet the costs
of eliminating minor blemishes which may
detract from the appearance of timber
finished in the clear and then utilize that
timber under some sCl'eening material. It

1



would be more economical to  es~inlate what 
pieces or areas are to  be finished in the clear 
and tvllat are to  have some covering, and 
then t o  order requirements accordingly. If 
the supplier lrnows these requirements he 
can nlake available for tlie covered uses 
material containing imperfections ~vhicll will 
not lower the quality of the finished job any 
more than a n  iinlxrfection permissible in  
the highest grade will detrin~entally affect the 
clear finish. A dissection of the order in  
this way can assisl tlie prodnction of both 
grades, expedite delivery, and effect economy. 
For these reasons the sawmilling industry 
offers dressing quality timber in select gracle 
suitable for clear finishing and s t  anclard 
grade snilable for covering. 

When s~ reng th  is the basis of grading, 
appearance is of minor importance. A timber 
component for a structural frame with 
appearance marred by small defects which do 
not reduce its strength or the resistance to 
deflcc~ion will be just as suitable for lhat 
use as a piece in al~solutely unl~leinisl~ed 
condition. Supply of  he latter for frameworlr 
only reduces the quantities available for the 
furniture or joinerv trade and prevcnts the 
scarce material from being used to advantage. 

Wood technologis~s have actually deter- 
mined the effect that lrnots, holes, slope of 
grain, gum yoclrets, and o ~ h e r  defects in 
various sizes and locations have on the load- 
bearing capacity of timber sections. From 
this worlr it is possible to  compute what 
defects may be permitted without reducing 
tlie strength of  he tiinlscr section below a 
certain percentage of the strength of clear 
timber. Such computations have been made 
in preparing grades for slructural timber. A 
select grade has been described in wliich 

TI-IE following donations were received 
11y the Division of Forest Products 
during December 1954: 
Saxton Timber and Trading 

Pty. Ltd., Moe, Vic. £105 0 0 
N.Z. Forest Products Ltd., 

Auckland, N.Z. £125 0 0 
Furness Ltd., Edwardstown, 

S.A. £50 0 0 

defects are limited to  the types and sizes 
tha t  do not reduce the strength of the worst 
piece in the grade below 75 per cent. of the 
strength of clear timher. A stanclard grade of 
structural timber has also heen clescril)cc2 ill 
which llle permitted defects ensurc that the 
worst piece shall have not less tlmn 60 per 
cent. of the strength of clear timlxr. On 
the basis of these grades and fuutller data  
on the s t rengt l~ characteristics of t!tc tinthers 
used in Australia for building ancl con- 
struction, a ""I-Iandboolr of Slructural Timhcr 
Design" has heen completed for the usc of' 
those designing structures in  ~inlher.  Bp 
using this handbook, the enginecr may 
select the appropriate cross section for heains 
spanning from 3 ft to  20 ft and for columns 
Will1 effective slrength from 3 ft Lo 35 f l  
for timbers of certain strength ~xt iugs  in 
select and stanclard gradcs. 

From 111e same basic technical dara  a 
pamphlet has been prepared for (lie use 
principally of tllc architect and huildcr. 
recommending 11113 sizes and spacings of [he 
various components coininonly used in dwel- 
lings. This pamphlet, "Building-Fra11lc.s: 
Timbers ancl Sizes" (C.S.I. R.O. Pampllle t 
No. 112), is recognized in thc Victorian 
Uniform Building Regulations. Thc pam- 
phlet and the grades on ~vl l ic l~ i t  is based 
malre allowance for many of the clcfccls 
which mar the appearance of scantling timher 
and many of the fears and complaints re- 
garding timber with gum T-eins, lrnots, and 
other imperfections . are mljustificcl. A 
rational utilization of available supplics has 
been attempted and if the reco~nmenclations 
were applied more widely, the esccllent 
properties of inany of our Australian timbers 
would be used to greater advantage than 
in the past. 

McCASHNEY INCINERATORS 
EXCESSIVE smoking from a McCashney in- 
cinerator may mean an over-loaded unit. How- 
ever, it may also be due to a poorly adjusted 
air supply. Marked flaming accon~panying the 
smoke often means too much air, wke~eas  
steady smoking and poor burning usually 
mean too little air. Failing satisfactory com- 
bustion by trial-and-error adjustment of air 
quantities, a pitot tube can be used to measure 
air velocity in the air duct. 

would be more economical to estimate what
pieces or areas are to be finished in the clear
and what are to have some covering, and
then to order requirements accordingly. If
the supplier InlOws these requil'ements he
can make available for the covered uses
material containing imperfections which will
not lower the quality of the finished j ob any
more than an imperfection permissible in
the highest grade will detrimentally affect the
clear finish. A dissection of the order in
this way can assist the production of both
grades, expedite delivery, and effect economy.
For these reasons the sawmilling industry
offers dreSSIng quality timber in select grade
suitable for cleal' finishing and standal,d
grade suitable for covering.

When strength is the basis of grading,
appeal'ance is of minor importance. A timber
component for a structm'al frame with
appearance marred by small defects 'which do
not reduce its strength or the resistance to
deflection will be just as suitable for that
use as a piece in absolutely unblemished
condition. Supply of the latter for framework
only reduces the quantities available for the
furniture or joinery trade and prevents the
scarce material from being used to advantage.

Wood technologists have actually deter
mined the effect that knots, holes, slope of
grain, gum pockets, and other defects in
val'ious sizes and locations have on· the load
bearing capacity of timber sections.. From
this work it is possible to compute what
defects may be permitted without reducing
the strength of the timber section below a
certain percentage of the strength of clear
timber. Such computations have been made
in preparing grades for structural timber. A
select grade has been described in which

defects are limited to the types and fllzes
that do not reduce the strength of the worst
piece in the grade below 75 per cent. of the
strength of clear timber. A standard grade of
structural timbel' has also been descl'ihedin
which the permitted defects ensurc that the
worst piece shall have not \ess than 60 per
cent. 0'£ the strength of clear timber. On
the basis of these grades and ftll'ther data
on the strength characteristics of the timhers
used in Australia for building and con
stl~uction, a "Handbook of Structural Timber
Design" has been completed for the use of
those designing struchues in timher. By
using this handbook, the engineer may
select the appropriate cross section for beams
spanning from 3 ft to 20 ft and for columns
~vith effective strength from 3 ft to 35 ft
for timbers of certain strength ratings 111

select and standard grades.
From the same hasic technical da ta a

pamphlet has been prepared for the use
principally of the architect and huilder.
recommending the sizes and spacings of the
various components commonly used in dwel
lings. This pamphlet, "Building-Frames:
Timbel's and Sizes" (C.S.I.R.O. Pamphlet
No. 112), is recognized in the Victorian
Uniform Building Regulations. The pam
phlet and the grades on which it is based
make allowance for many of the defects
which mar the appearance of scantling timber
and many of the fears and complaints re
garding timber with gum veins, knots, and
othel' imperfectioils _are unjustified. A
rational utilization of available supplies has
been attempted and if the l'ecommendatiollS
were applied more ·widely, the excellent
propel,ties of many of our Australian timbers
would be used to greater advantage than
m the past.

DONATIONS McCASHNEY INCINERATORS
THE following donations wel'e received
by the Division of Forest Products
during December 1954:
Saxton Timber and Trading

Pty. Ltd., Moe, Vic. £105 0 0
N.Z. Forest Products Ltd.,

Auckland, N.Z. £125 0 0
Fm'ness Ltd., Edwardstown,

S.A. £50 0 0
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EXCESSIVE smoking from a McCashney in
cinerator may mean an over-loaded unit. How
ever, it may also be due to a poorly adj usted
air supply. Marked flaming accompanying the
smoke often means too much air, whereas
steady smoking and poor burning usually
mean too little air. Failing satisfactory com
bustion by trial-and-error adjustment of air
quantities, a pitot tube can be used to measure
air velocity in the air duct.



Sawing - In Quest of EfEciencg' 
Part 

By D. S.  JONES, 

IN Part  VII  of this series the work done in  
Norway, Sweden, and Russia to  study tlie 
relative merits of swage and spring setting 
saw teeth \z7as reviewed. 

I n  England, Harris states that for frame 
saws either spring setting or swage setting 
is satisfactory, b u ~  swage setting is preferable 
Ijecause it permits faster feeds. He warns, 
however, that  care must be exercised when 
the teeth rub against the wood in both 
directions of the strolre, hecause under these 
circumstances swage teeth ""would be likely 
LO press somewhat heavily on the wood". 
If the teeth are spring set they should be 
square fronted to  prevent any tendency to  
deflect laterally in the cut. Swage setting 
is recommended for handsaws. 

It w o d d  appear from the data  available 
a t  the present time tha t  the principal 
difference 11eLween the two types of setting 
is the better cutting stability of the swage-set 
saw, which allows thinner blades t o  be used. 
As well as effee~ing a significant material 
saving, this can have other important con- 
sequences. For example, when a swage-set 
bandsaw is used in a breaking-down rig it 
becomes practicable, if other conditions allow, 
to  break down the logs to boards of the 
required sawn thickness. 

The evidence indicates tha t  swage-se-t saws 
consume mofe power than  spring-set saws, 
the magnitude of -the difference varying 
according t o  tlie conditions of cutting. This 
p w e r  difference might be explained 11y the 
following considerat i~q$~ If a swage-set 

U t i l i m t i o n  Section 

and a spring-set hlade with the same tooth 
pitch are running under exactly the same 
conditions, each tooth of tlie swage-set hlade 
will be removing exactly the same roluirte of 
material as each tooth of the spring-set 
blade, lmt will be removing only half the 
depth of material. This means that  as far 
as tooth bite is concerned, the swagc-se t 
blade has effectively twice as many teeth as 
tlie spring-set blade. It has heen sho~vn in 
previous articles of this series that decreasing 
the chip thickness by increasing the number 
of teeth has an  adverse effect on cutting 
efficiency. Therefore a swage-set blade wit11 
the same number of teeth as a spring-set 
blade would appear to  be a t  a dis~dvantage,  
and the eficiency of swage-sct saws might 
be improved by increasing the tooth pitch. 
It is, in fact, usual to specify a slightly 
greater pitch for swage-set than for spring- 
set teeth. 

Swage setting is common1~- used on wide 
bandsaws in  Australian sawmills, 1mt for 
other applications the decision bctween swage 
setting and spring setting is not, with o w  
present l r~lowled~e,  a simple one. Much 
research worlr needs to  be done, especially 011 

circular saws, t o  determine how the many 
other factors involved in sawing affect the 
eficiency of swage-set and spring-set blades. 
The Division of Forest Products hopes to 
do this work in the course of its sawing 
research programme. 

The next article of this series will discuss 
work done overseas t o  test the influence of 
saw and feed speeds on cutting efficiency. 

REVIEW 
Annual Report on Wood Protection, 195 1 - 52 

FOUNDED and prcviously edited by Willy 
Kinberg, present volume edited by Guntlier 
Becker and Gerda Theden. Published by  
Springer-Verlag, Berlin W 35, Reichpiet- 
schufer 20, Germany. Price not stated. 

Printed in both German. and English, 
this liandboolc is a systematically arranged 
collection of abstracts of papers on various 

phases 01 timber preservation. It is clividecl 
into four main sections, namely: Arrangement 
of Contents and Classification References J 

Reviews ;. Bibliography ; Index. For workers 
in the field of timber preservation, the hand- 
book provides a useful reference to papers 
published in all countries during the period 
covereci. 

Sa'l'ill~ In Qllest of
PaI~t ,:VIII

By D. S. JONES, Utilization Section

Efficiencv'v

IN Pal't VII of this series the work done in
NOTway, Sweden, and Russia to study the
relative merits of swage and spring setting
saw teeth was reviewed.

In England, Harris states that for frame
saws either spring setting or swage setting
is satisfactory, but swage setting is prefe:t;able
because it p'ermits faster feeds. He warns,
however, that care must be exercised when
the teeth mb against the wood in both
directions of the stroke, because under these
circumstances swageteeth "would be likely
to press somewhat heavily on the wood".
If the teeth are spring set they should be

, square fronted to prevent any tendency to
deflect latel'ally in the cut. S~\Tage setting
is recommended for bandsaws.

It would appear from the data available
at the present time that the principal
difference bctween the two types of setting
is the better cutting stability of the s'wage-set
saw, which allows thinner blades to be used.
As well as effecting a significant material
saving, this can have other important con
sequeilces. For example, when a swage-set
bandsaw is used in a breaking-down rig it
becomes practicable, if othel' conditions allow,
to break down the logs to boards of the
required sawn thickness.

The evidence indicates that swage-set saws
consume mol'e power than spring-set saws,
the magnitude of the difference varying
according to the conditio~s of cutting. This
po'wer difference might be explained by the
following consideratio~tj, If a swage-set
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and a spring-set blade with the same tooth
pitch al'e running under exactly the same
conditions, each tooth of the swage-set blade
will be removing exactly the same volume of
material as each tooth of the spring-set
blade, but will be removing only half the
depth of material. This means that as far
as tooth bite is concerned, the swage-set
blade has effectively t,vice as many teeth as
the spring-set blade. It has been shown in

, previous articles of this series that decreasing
the chip thickness by inCl'easing the number
of teeth has an adverse effect on cutting
efficiency. Therefore a swage-set blade with
the same number of teeth as a spring-set
blade would appear to be at a dis\dvantage,
and the efficiency of swage-set saws might
be impl'oved by increasing the tooth pitch.
lt is, in fact, usual to specify a slightly
greater pitch for sw-age-set than for spring
set teeth.

Swage setting is commonly used on ,vide
bandsaws in Australian sawmills, hut for
other applications the decision between swage
setting and spring setting is not, with our
present knowledge, a simple one. Much
research wOTk needs to be done, especially on
circular saws, to determine how the many
other factors involved in sawing affect th~
efficiency of swage-set and slH'ing-set blades.
The Division of Forest Products hopes to
do this work in the course of its sawing
research programme.

The next article of this series will discuss
wOTk done overseas to test the influence of
saw, and feed speeds on cutting efficiency.

Annual Report on Wood Protection; 1951 - 52
FOUNDED and previously edited by Willy
Kinberg, present volume edited by Gunther
Becker and Gerda Theden. Published by
Springer-Verlag, Berlin W 35, Reichpiet
schufer 20, Germany. Price not stated.

Printed in both German and English,
this handbook is a systematically 3.lTanged
collection of abstracts of papers on various
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phases of timber preservation. It is divided
into four main sections, namely: Arrangement
of Contents and Classification References;
Reviews ;_ Bibliography; Index. Fm wol'!<;;.ers
in the field of timber preservation, the hand
book provides a useful reference to papers
published in all countries during the period
covered.



A second-storey addition t o  the  Division's 
~z-oodx\-orking shop has provided an  oppor- 
lullit y to s tudy lmder service conditions 
modern cfevelopments in structural timber 
design. The  illustration below shows a hanging 
Leal11 1)eing fixcd oil to  a series of nailed 
trusses of 20 f t  span and 4 f t  6 in. spacing 
built to a desigil devclopecl by the  Coinmon- 
wealth Fxperimental Building Station. 

Judging Ijy ilie inqnirirs made' t o t 11 e l)irision, 
this C.E.B.S. truss is 1)ccomiag incrcasing1~- 
popular wilh home I~nililrrs. 

Novel types of floor Learns for this builcliilg 
llave 1)een designed arid m a n n f a c t n ~ d  in the 
Division and an article on these will 1je 
featured in  a forthcolning issiic~ o f  the 
Newslet tcr. 

MEMBERS of  lie timber industry in  South 
' Amtralia will be interested t o  know tha t  the 
Division of Forest Products, a t  the request 
of and in cooperation wit11 tlle Timber Dcvelop- 
ment  Association of Australia (S.A. Brancli), 
proposes giving a series of lectures in Aclelairle 
within the  next few weclrs. The scrics will 
coiisist of talks l>y"r*Messrs. G. W. Wright 
and  G .  S. Camplxll of the Division on air 
seasoning tecl~nirjnes ; shrinlrage, swelling, 
and  collapse ; kiln operation ; plant layout 
and  l~andl ing for kilns ; the  clesign of moclern 
seasoning kilns for sawn tiniber (particularly 
isadiata pine) and veneers ; predricrs ; rnis- 
cellaneous drying methods (including furnace 
kilns . and super-heated steam lrilns) and 
lriln installatiorl and drying costs. 

I~lformation 011 the  exact dates and V P I ~ U C  

of the class is available from tlic T i ~ n l ) r r  
Development Associatiorl (S.A. Branch) 01- 

the Division of Forest Procli~cts. 
No fee is heing charged, and 1tzc1n1)et.s of 

the sa~vmillilig, tiinher seasoning, veneer, and 
plpwood industries or the fi~rnitnrc t~adc's 
are welcome to the talks. 

The course ~vil l  he give11 during the daytime 
and is e~pectecl  to take aljont oric ~vcelr. 

A dvancc actvicc of' prol;al~!c at! rvnc1a;lc.r 
should be sent as early as possiltlc to tllc 
Director of I)evelopment, Tiiti1)cr 1)cvrlop- 
men1 Association (S.A. Urancli) Ltd., 17 
Cnrrie Street, Adelaide, S.A.; or to the Chirlf. 
Division of' Forest Products, C.S.T.I?.O., 
Yarra Ilanlr Road, Sonth Mr l l )o~~rnr .  Vic. 

T l r i ~  Nrlusletter i 5  p r ~ p n r t 4  for general circulation b y  t h e  Division of Forert P lodr~c t s ,  C.S.I.II 0.. 69 77 
I'clrrL I3anlc liontl. Sou th  Melbourne,  S.C.4, and zvill be  sr~ppl ied free o n  request to ruenzbeis of t h ~  tinlber 
trade and t imber users who  wish t o  k e e p  abreast with current developments in the  field of Iorcst prodl~rtr  
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Light-weight Nailed Roof Trusses!
A second-storey addition to the Division's
woodworking shop has provided an oppor
tunity to study under service conditions
modern developments in structural timber
design. The illustration below shows a hanging
heam being fixed on to a series of nailed
trusses of 20 ft span and 4 ft 6 in. spacing
huilt to a design developed by the Common
wealth Experimental Building Station.

Judging by the inquiries made' to the Divisioll ,
this C.E.B.S. truss is bccoming increasingly
popular with homc huilders.

Novel types of floor beams for this huilding
have been designed and manufactured in the
Division and an article on these ""ill he
featured 111 a forthcorning ISSlle of the
Newsletter.

Tall<s on Timber Seasoning for Adelaide
MEMBERS of the timber industry in South

.. Australia will he interested to know that the
Division of Forest Products, at the request
of and in cooperation with the Timber Develop
ment Association of Australia (S.A. Branch),
proposes giving a series of lectures in Adelaide
within the next few ·weeks. The series will
consist of talks hy/>Messrs. G. W. \Vright
and G. S. Campbell of the Division on air
seasoning techniques; shrinkage, swelling,
and collapse; kiln operation; plant layout
and handling for kilns ; the design of modern
seasoning kilns for sawn timber (particularly
l'adiata pine) and veneers; predriers; mis
cellaneous drying methods (including furnace
kilns ,and super-heated steam kilns) and
kiln installation and drying cos ts.

Information on the exact dates and venue
of the class is availahle from the Timher
Development Association (8.A. Branch) or
the Division of Forest Products.

No fee is being charged, and lnembers of
the sawmilling, timher seasoning, veneer, and
plywood industries or the furniture trades
are welcome to the talks.

The course 'Nill he given during the daytime
and is expected to take about onc week.

Advance advice of prohahle attendance
should he sent as early as possihle to the
Director of Development, Timher Develop
ment Association (S.A. Branch) Ltd., 17
Currie Street, Adelaide, S.A.; or to the Chief,
Division of Forest Products, C.S.I.H.O..
Yarra Bank Road, South Melhourne, Vic.

This Newsletter is prepared for general circulation by the Division of Forest Products, C.S.l.lU)., 69-77
Yarra Bailie Road, South Melbourne, 5.C.4, and will be supplied free on request to members of the timber

. trade and timber llsers who wish to keep abreast with current developments in the field of forest products.

Printed by C.S.I.R.O., Melbonrne
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Pattern Making Timbers used in Australia 
By M .  A. WILLIAMS, Utilization Section 

POSSIBLY few people realize the important 
role played by woocleii patterns in the pro- 
duction of metal castings. The pattern maker 
must interpret drawings of the required 
casting, and make possible its reproduction 
as a model through the medium of timber, 
~vliicli has proved itself to. be more versatile 
and easily shaped than any other material. 
The timber pattern is subsequently used for 
producing a mould into which metal can be 
cast. As inany as .10,000 castings may be 
made from a single pattern. 

Altliongh niachines such as handsaws and 
planers may be used to  some extent, pattern 
making is largely a craft involving hand tools. 
The pattern &s-t be shapecl as simply as 
possible for the conveniencc of tlie moulder. 
When intricate designs are involved .the 
pattern is generally fal@ated in a number 
of pieces which can be separated in order to  
extrac-t them from the inoulcl. These parts 
arc commonly held in  place by dowels or 
dovetailed connections. 

If large pa t~e rns  are carved from a solicl 
bloclr, trouhle is inevitably experiencecl with 
warping and distortion caused Itv shrinkage in 
llie storeroom a d  swelling in tile damp sand 
of lllc foundry. For these reasons, a nninber 
of components are ~ ~ s u a l l y  employecl even in 
s i i n ~ l e  patterns, ancl on large pieces, a small 
gap is often left between joinls to allow for 

swelling when left in the sand. This swelling 
frequeidy occurs even though patterns are 
-treated with w-ater-resistant coatings. 

The main requirements for pattern making 
timbers are tha t  they should: 
(a) be free from defects and witliont sapwood 

wherever possible, 
(b) be thoroughly seasoned (i.c. to a uniform 

moisture content of approximately 12 per 
cent.), 

(c) have a low ratio between the shrinltagc of 
backsawn and yuar tersawn faces, 

(d) be capable of being cut cleanly either 
along or across the grain. 

It is the pattern maker's responsildity to 
ensure tha t  the above points are olmmwl and 
tha t  tlie pattern is constructed t o  ensure 
ininimum shrinlcage by  a judicious arrange- 
ment of pieces. Even thougll point (c) al)plics, 
the shrinkage either across  he face 01. cleptll 
of a board is always considerably highcr than 
along the length . 

Fillally i t  must he empl~asizecl that patterns 
should be carefully stored under cover if there 
is a possibility of their re-use. If sapwoocl 
~vhicli is moderately or liigl11~- s~isccptil~lc tb 
Lyctus borer (as inclicalecl by the Irt lcr S in 
the accompan)-ing list of  hard^\-oods) is in- 
cluclecl in a paltern, care shoulcl he ~ a k r n  to 
ensure tha t  the ~vood i s  iinmnnizrd against 
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Pattern Mal~ing Timbers used in Australia
By M. A. WILLIAllfS, Utilization Section

POSSIBLY few people l'ealize the important
role played by wooden patterns in the pro
duction of metal castings. The pattern maker
must interpI'et drawings of the required
casting, and make possible its reproduction
as a model through the medium of timber,
which has proved itself to· be mme vel'satile
and easily shaped than any other ma'tel-ial.
The timber pattern is subsequently used for
producing a mould into which metal can be
cast. As many as 10,000 castings may be
made from a single pattern.

Although machines such as bandsaws and
planers may be used to some extent, pattern
making is lal'gely a: craft involving hand tools.
The pattern must be shaped as simply as
possible for the conveniencc of the moulder.
When intricate designs are involved the
pattenl is generally fabJiloated in a number
of pieces which can be ~'eparated in order to
extl'act them from the mould. These parts
arc commonly held in place hy dowels or
dovetailed connections.

If large pattenls are carved fi'om a solid
block, tro11hle is inevitably experienced with
warping and distortion caused by shrinkage in
the storeroom and swelling in the damp sand
of the foundry. For these reasons, a number
of components are usually employed even in
simple patterns, and on large pieces, a small
gap is often left between joints to allow for
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swelling when left in the sand. This swelling
frequently occurs even though patterns are
treated with watel'-resistant coatings.

The main requitements fm pattern making
timbel's are that they should:
(a) be free from defects and without sap"wood

wherever possible,

(b) be thoroughly seasoned (i.e. to a uniform
moisture content of approximately 12 per
cent.),

(c) have a low ratio bet"ween the sluinkage of
backsawn and quartersawn faces,

(d) be capable of being cut cleanly either
along or across the grain.

It is the pattern maker's responsibility to
ensure that the above points are observed and
that the pattel'n is constl'ucted to ensure
minimum shrinkage hy a judicious anange
ment of pieces. Even though point (c) applies,
the shrinkage either across the face or depth
of a hoard is always considerably higher than
along the length.

Finally it must be emphasized that patterns
should be caTefully stored under cover if there
is a possibility of theiT l'e-use. If sapwood
whieh is moderately 01' highly sllsceptihle to
Lyctus bore1' (as indicated by the letter S in
the accompanying list of hardwoods) is in
cluded in a pattern, care should he taken to
enSIue that the wood is immunizf'd against



attack, and painted as soon as possible after 
-cutting and shaping. 

Timbers used by Australian pattern makers 
include the following, which are arranged not 
in order of preference but alphabeticallv. 

Softwoods 

Black pine (Q'ld.) 
Brown pine (N.S.W., Q'ld.) 
Bunya pine (Q'ld.) 
Douglas fir (Oregon) (North America) 
Hoop pine (Q'ld.) 
Huon pine (Tas.) 
Kauri (Q'ld., N.Z., Indonesia, Borneo) 
Icing William pine (Tas.) 
I<liulci pine (New Guinea) 
Parana pine '(South America) 
Port Orford cedar (North America) 
Redwood (California) 
Sugar pine (North America) 

Spruce (North America) 1 

Western red cedar (North America) 
Yellow pine (North America) 

Hardwoods 
Bollywood (N.S.W., Q'ld.) (S) 
Brush mahogany (N.S.W., Q'ld.) (S) 
Candlenut (Q'ld.) (S) 
Coachwood (N.S.W.) 
Katsura (Japan)" 
Mahogany (Central America):k 
Milky pine (Q'ld.) (S) 
Myrtle beech (Tas., Vic.) 
Negrohead beech (N.S.W., Q'lcl.) 
Pacific maple (Pacific Islands) 
Queensland maple (Q'ld.) 
Red cedar (N.S.W., Qld.) 
Silver silhvood (N.S. W., Q'ld.) (S) 
White beech (N.S.W., Q'ld.) 

* Sap~oood szcsceptibility not k r m u n .  

Library of the Division of Forest Products 
J 

By M .  I .  HULME, Librarian 

IT MAY NOT generally be lrnown that the 
Division's library, besides being the centre 
of research for officers of the Division, is 
open to  all those who deal with timber or 
forestry and to students, for purposes of 
reading, and on a restricted basis, of borrowing. 
(In the matter of loans preference is always 
given to institutions which have a qualified 
librarian.) 

The library consists of some 6,000 volumes 
and 30,000 pamphlets covering the field of 
research on timber and other forest products 
and the basic sciences relating thereto; and by 
purchase, exchange, or loan some 500 periodi- 
cals are received currently. 

So that the greatest use may be made of all 
this literature, extegs!;'ve author and subject 
indexes comprising some 140,000 cards have 
been drawn up, and from these and the 
stanclard reference works held in the library, 
information can be supplied in answer t o  
almost any inquiry. Some 75 fairly compre- 
hensive bibliographies on a wide range of 
subjects have been drawn up over the years, 
the original inquiries for these having come 
from countries as far afield as Brazil and 
Ethiopia. These lists of references can readily 
be brought up to date. 

There is attached to the Division a plioto- 

copying service whereby articles wbich are not 
readily available to inquirers can he copied. 
The library itself holds many hundreds of 
microfilms of articles, the originals of ~vhich 
are not otherwise obtainable in Australia. 

A translation exchange, initiated at the 
last British Commonwealth Forestry Con- 
ference, between the various forest products 
research laboratories within the British Com- 
monwealth and the U.S. Forest Products 
Laboratory at  Madison, Wisconsin, has re- 
sulted in a great number of translations, 
mostly of articles of current interest, being 
received in our library. We, in our turn, hnvc 
drawn up a list of the tl-anslatcd articles held 
in the Division's library, and have distributed 
a great number of copies to the cooperating 
bodies. One recent request for copies of 96 
translations included in our list was fulfilled 
within three months. 

The library of this Division is one unit in 
the widely-spread chain of C.S.J. R.O. libraries, 
and by means of the central union catalogue 
for all C.S.I.R.O., held in our Head Office at  
East Melbourne, books and other publications 
can be located and borrowed from any other 
branch of the Organization. This, of course, 
gives the Divisional officers access to a very 
wide range of scientific literature. 

attack, and painted as soon. as possible aftet
-cutting and shaping.

Timbers used by Australian pattern makel;g
include the following, which are arranged not
in order of IHeference but alphabetically.

Softwoods

Black pine (Q'ld.)
Brown pine (N.S.W., Q'ld.)
Bunya pine (Q'ld.)
Douglas fir (Oregon) (North America)
Hoop pine (Q'ld.)
Huon pine (Tas.)
Kauri (Q'ld., N.Z., Indonesia, Borneo)
King William pine (Tas.)
Klinki pine (New Guinea)
Pal'Rna pine· (South Amel"ica)
Port Orford cedar (North America)
Redwood (California)
Sugar pine (North America)

Spruce (North America)
Western red cedar (North America)
Yellow pine (North America)

Hal'dwoods
Bollywood (N.S.W., Q'ld.) (S)
Brush mahogany (N.S.W., Q'ld.) (S)
Candlenut (Q'ld.) (S)
Coachwood (N.S.W.)
Katsura (Japan)*
Mahogany (Central America)*
Milky pine (Q'ld.) (8)
Mp·tle beech (Tas., Vie.)
Negrohead beech (N.S.W., Q'ld.)
Pacific maple (Pacific Islands)
Queensland maple (Q'ld.)
Red cedar (N.S.W., Qld.)
Silver silkwood (N.S.W., Q'ld.) (S)
White beech (N.S.W., Q'ld.)

* Sapwood susceptibility not known.

Library of tIle Division of Forest Proclllcts
By M. I. HULME, Librarian

IT MAY NOT generally be known that the
Division's libl'Rry, besides being the centre
of research for officel'S of the Division, is
open to all those who deal with timber or
forestry and to students, for purposes of
reading, and on a l'estricted basis, of borrowing.
(In the matter of loans prefel'ence is always
given to institutions which have a qualified
librarian.)

The library consists of some 6,000 volumes
and 30,000 pamphlets covering the field of
l'esearch on timber and other forest products
and the basic sciences relating thereto; and by
purchase, exchange, or loan some 500 periodi
cals are received currently.

So that the greatest use may be made of all
this literature, exte~si've author and subject
indexes comprising some 140,000 cards have
been dl'Rwn up, and from these and the
standard reference works held in the libral'y,
information can be supplied in answer to
almost any inquiry. Some 75 fairly compre
hensive bibliographies on a wide range of
subjects have been dra-wn up over the years,
the original inquiries for these having come
from countries as far afield as Brazil and
Ethiopia. These lists of references can l'eadily
be brought up to date.

There is attached to the Division a photo-
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copying sel'vice whereby al,ticles which are no t
readily available to inquirers can be copied.
The library itself holds many hundreds of
microfilms of articles, the originals of which
are not othenvise obtainable in Australia.

A translation exchange, initiated at the
last BI'itish Common·wealth Forestry Con
ference, between the various forest products
research laboratories ·within the British Com
monwealth and the D.S. Forest Products
Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin, has re
suIted in a great number of translations,
mostly of articles of current interest, being
received in oUl' libral·y. We, in our turn, have
drawn up a list of the translated articles held
in the Division's library, and have distributed
a great number of copies to the cooperating
bodies. One recent request for copies of 96
translations included in our list was fulfilled
within three months.

The library of this Division is one unit in
the widely-spl'ead chain of C.S.I.R.O. libraries,
and by means of the central union catalogue
for all C.S.I.R.O., held in our Head Office at
East Melbourne, books and other publications
can be located and borrowed from any other
branch of the Organization. This, of course,
gives the Divisional officers access to a VCI'Y
wide range of scientific literature.



Timber Mechanics W o r k  in Western Australia 1 

AMONGST the visitors LO the Division during 
January was Professor I<. L. Cooper of the 
University of Western Australia. Professor 
Cooper, a former officer of the Division, spent 
several weeks in Melbourne discussing aspects 
of C.S.I.R.O. research in  timber mechanics a t  
the University Engineering School. 

Thc Division has transferred some of its 
staff to  Western Australia and has commenced 
work on a project to  investigate the influence 
of various defects on the strength of scantling 
timbcr. To date testing has been confined to  
one size of jarrali, but  it is proposed t o  extend 
this worlr to  other sizes and to Irarri. 

The selection of the timber from sawn 
timber stocks so tha t  different types of defects 
are properly represented is no small problem 

in the investigation. However, thc Ti~nhcr  
Merchants and Sawmillers Association of W.A. 
is cooperating with the worlr and is supplying 
all the test timber necessary. 

Because of the general shortage of rcscarch 
workers in Australia, the staffing of thc 
project in W.A. has been particularly dificult, 
and possible means of overcoming this was 
one of the matters discussed w i ~ h  Professor 
Cooper. The Division is interested in develop- 
ing research in  timber in the Australian 
universities, so tha t  engineering students may 
become familiar with timber as a strnctul-a1 
material and realize the important appli- 
cations i t  has in engineering construction. For 
this reason particularly, the cooperation of 
the Western Australian University is welcome. 

Meet Professor Ihotv-wood, a n  authority on all aspects of forest 
products. The Professor has already appeared in Trade Circular 
No. 48, and now in the Newsletter he will draw your attention 
from time to  time to  small points which are easily overlooked hilt 
are nevertheless very important. 

KiZta Wet-Bulb Tlwimmometerms by fitting a special trap in the return system. 

IN many kiln installations it is not uncommon In the latter case loss from "flash" steam is 

t o  find the wet-bulb thermometer missing or prevented. At a steam pressure of 20 lb per 
useless. Good drying teclllliq~le demands 'P. this amounts to about Per cent. of 
proper Tvet-bulb control, and this is possible the heat in the condensate, and at 60 lh per 

only if the wet-bulb thermometer is reading '9. in. it amounts to about lo per cent. 
" 

correctly. Apart from instrument defects, 
frequent sources of wren$ wet-bulb readings 
are dirty wiclrs, loose-&ting wicks, no water 
supply or water dripping directly on to the 
bulb, large metal fittings or brackets near the 
wet bulb, and insufficient air flow over the 
bulb. 

WI-IERE practicable, and especially if boiler 
fuel cost is high, it pays handso~nely to return 
kiln condensate as hot as possible to the 
boiler. This can be done by draining it to a 
hot well and pumping back to the boiler, or 

DONATIONS 
TIIE following donations were received h y  
the Division during January: 
Miss B. Manning, Oatley, N.S.W. 

(Donation for December) £2 0 0 
Wallis Bros. Pty. Ltd., Annan- 

dale, N.S.W. £10 0 0 
Miss 13. Manning, Oatley, N.S.W. 

(Donation for January) £2 0 0 

Timber Mechanics Work in Western Australia

AMONGST the VIsItors to the Division during
January was Professor K. L. Cooper of the
University of Western Australia. Professor
Cooper, a fonner officer of the Division, spent
several weeks in Melbourne discussing aspects
of C.S.I.R.O. research in timber mechanics at
the University Engineering School.

The Division has transferred some of its
staff to Western Australia and has commenced
work on a project to investigate the influence
of various defects on the strength of scantling

.timber. To date testing has been confined to
one size of jarrah, but it is proposed to extend
this work to other sizes and to karri.

The selection of the timber from saWn
timber stocks so that diffeI'ent types of defects
are pl'operly represented is no small problem

in· the investigation. However, the Timher
Merchants and Sawmillers Association of W.A.
is cooperating with the work and is supplying
all the test timber necessary.

Because of the general shortage of research
workers in Australia, the staffing of the
project in W.A. has been particularly difficult,
and possible means of overco~ing this was
one of the matters discussed with Professor
Cooper. The Division is interested in develop
ing research in timber in the Australian
universities, so that engineel'ingstudents may
become familiar with timher as a structural
material and realize the important appli
cations it has in engineering construction. For
this reason particularly, the coopeI'ation of
the Western Austmlian University is welcome.

Meet Professor Know-wood, an authority on all aspects of forest
products. The Pl'ofessor has ab-eady appeared in Tmde Circular
No. 48, and now in the Newsletter he will draw your attention
from time to time to small points which are easily overlooked bnt
are nevertheless very important.

Kiln Jlret-Bulb Tlw,·"w.netel·.~

IN many kiln installations it is not uncommon
to find the wet-bulb thermometer missing or
useless. Good drying technique demands
proper wet-bulb control, and this is possible
only if the wet-bulb thermometer is reading
correctly. Apart. from instrument defects,
frequent sources of wro~fg wet-bulb readings
are dirty wicks, loose-:fi1ting wicks, no water
supply or water dripping directly on to the
bulb, large metal fittings or bmckets near the
wet bulb, and insufficient air flow over the
bulb.

Knu Steam Coil Conden.~ate

WHERE practicable, and especially if boiler
fuel cost is high, it pays handsomely to return
kiln condensate as hot as possible to the
boiler. This can be done by draining it to a
hot well and pumping back to the boiler, or
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by fitting a special trap in the return sy!':tem.
In the latter case loss from "flash" steam is
prevented. At a steam pressure of 20 Ib per
sq. in. this amounts to about 5 per cent. of
the heat in the condensate, and at 60 Ib per
sq. in. it amounts to about 10 per cent.

DONATIONS
THB following donations weI'e received hy
the Division during January:
Miss B. Manning, Oatley, N.S.W.

(Donation for December) £2 0 0
Wallis Bl'Os. Pty. Ltd., Annan-

dale, N.S.W. £10 0 0
Miss B. Manning, Oatley, N.S.W.

(Donation for January) £2 0 0



Sawing - In Quesk of Efficiency 
Part I S  

By D. S. JONES, Utilization Section 

Effect of Saw Speed on Cuttiug Efficiency 
THE EFFECT of saw speed on cutting efficiency 
has been well established in overseas labora- 
tories. The facts gleaned from this work will 
interest tlie Australian sawmiller particularly 
as he frequently meets problems associated . 
witli tlie speed of his saws. 

Throughout this discussion tlie term cutting 
horsepower will be used to  denote the power 
required t o  saw the timber only, while the 
term total horsepower will be used t o  denote 
tlie sum of the powers required to  saw the 
timber and to  ovcrcome friction. 

C. J. Telford of the U.S. Forest Products 
Laboratory found tha t  for the same feed speed 
cutting horsepower decreased when saw speed 
increased. However, the idling power was so 
inuch greater a t  the higher saw speed tha t  
when this was added to  the cutting power the 
total power increased with increasing saw 
speed. I t  is this total  power tliat the saw- 
miller pays for in  fuel costs or electricity bills, 
and Telford states tliat "the more efficient use 
of horsepower resd ts  from lower as contrasted 
with higher saw speedsw. 

Carriage Saw Tooth Cutting Total 
Speed Speed Bite H.P. H;P. 

( f t n )  ( r p n )  (in.) 

The trend of Telford's results can l x  see11 
in Table 1. He used a 48 in. diameter inserted 
tootli saw with a kerf width of 9/32 in. 

The reduction in  horsepo~ver with increased 
saw speed is probably due to  the smaller tooth 
bite a t  the higher saw speed. 

Telford also found tha t  i f  the tooth bite 
was- kept constant while the saw speed was 
increased, tha t  is if the feed speed .trTas in- 
creased proportionally witli the saw speed, 
both the cutting and the total horsepower 
increased with s m T  speed. Table 2 shows these 
findings. 

TABLE 2 
- .- -- .- -- - - . - - - 

Tooth Saw Feed Cutting Total 
Bite Speed Speed H.P. H.P. 
(in.) (r.p.m.) (ftlmin) 

These results wonlcl he expected because 
if all other conditions, including tooth bite, 
remain the same, tlie horsepower would in- 
crease propor tionally with saw speed. 

The Russian investigators Kayukhova ancl 
Konyukhov used 600 mm (26 in.) diamcter 
saws with both swage-set and spring-sct 
teeth. They reached similar conclusions to 
those obtained by  Telford for hot11 tooth 
types. They make the acldi~ional ol)serva~ion, 
however, tha t  with an increasecl tooth bite 
the cu~ t ing  quality decreased. 

This discussion on thc effect of saw sped 
on cutting efIiciencg will be continued in 111c 
nexl articlc of this  scrics. 

T h i s  h'ezvsletter is  prepared for  general circulation b y  the Division o f  Forest Products ,  C.S.I.R.O., 69-77 
Yarrn  Bank Road ,  S o u t h  Afelbourne,  S.C.4, and  will be supplied free  o n  request  t o  nzemhers of t h e  tirrlher 
trntle a n d  tjrnber users who wish  t o  k e e p  abreast w i t h  current developnients in t h e  field o f  forest prodrrctr. . 

I'rintcd by  C.S.I .R.O. ,  3Iclhor11nrl 

In quest of Efficiency
Part IX

By D. S. lONES, Utilization Section

Effect of Saw SIJee(l 011 Cutting Efficiency
THE EFFECT of saw speed on cutting efficiency
has been well established in overseas labora
tOl'ies. The facts gleaned from this work will
interest the Australian sawmiller pal,ticularly
as he frequently meets problems associated
with the speed of his saws.

Throughout this discussion the term cutting
hOl'sepower will be used to denote the power
l'equired to saw the timber only, while the
term total hOTsepower will be used to denote
the sum of the powers required to saw the
timber and to overcome friction.

The tl'end of Telford's results can he seen
in Table 1. He used a 48 in. diameter inserted
tooth saw with a kerf width of 9/32 in.

The reduction in horsepower with inCl'cased
saw speed is probably due to the smaller tooth
bite at the higher saw speed.

Tclford also found that if the tooth bite
was- kept constant while the saw speed was
incl'eased, that is if the feed speed was in
Cl'eased proportionally with the saw specd,
both the cutting and the total horsepower
increased with saw speed. Table 2 shows these
findings.

60 600 0,03 1.9 10.75
60 300 ,(}'':'''06 3.1 7.53

80 600 0.04 3.0 11.85
80 300 0.08 4.1 8.53

120 600 0.06 5.4 14.25
120 300 0.12 6.1 10.53

~._-----------------

C. J. Telford of the V.S. FOl'est Products
Laboratory found that for the same feed speed
cutting horsepower decreased when saw speed
increased. However, the idling power was so
much greater at the higher saw speed that
when this was added to the cutting power the
total power increased with increasing saw
speed. It is this total power that the saw
miller pays for in fuel costs or electricity bills,
and Telford states that "the more efficient use
of horsepowel' results from lower as contrasted
with higher saw speeds".

TABLE 1 These l'esults would be expected hecause
if all other conditions, including tooth bite,
remain the same, the horsepower would in
crease proportionally ,vith saw speed.

The Russian investigators Kayukhova and
Konyukhov used 600 mm (26 in.) diameter
saws with both swage-set and spring-set
teeth. They reached similar conclusions to
those obtained by TelfOl'd for both tooth
types. They mak:e the additional ohservation,
however, that with an increased tooth bite
the cutting quality decreased.

This discussion on the effect of saw spced
on cutting efficiency will be continued ill the
next article of this series.

8.53

12.44

15.95

Total
H.P.

4.1

5.8

7.1

Cutting
H.P.

80

120

160

Feed
Speed

(ft/mill)

TABLE 2

300

450

600

Saw
Speed

(r.p.m.)

0.08

0.08

0.08

Tooth
Bite
(in.)

Total
H~P.

Cutting
H.P.

Tooth
Bite
(in.)

Saw
Speed

(r.p.m.)

Caniage
Speed

(ft/min)

This Newsletter is prepared for general circulation by the Division of Forest Products, C.SIR.G., 69-77
farTa Bank Road, South Melbourne, 5.C.4, and will be supplied free on request to members of the timber
trade and tjmber users who wish to keep abreast with current developments in the field of forest products.
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Sawing - In Quest of Efficiency 
Part X 

By D, S. JONES, Utilimtion Section 

RATHER SPECTACULAR tests have been re- 
ported by  A. L. Bershadskii in tlie Russian 
magazine "Timber Industry". He claims tha t  
vast improvements can be obtained with 
circular saws run at a rim speed of 20,000 
ft/min, tha t  is twice as fast as the conventional 
speed. The feed speed is increased about 
30 per cent. t o  give an increased output and 
the power consuinp tion is thereby doubled. 
It is claimed tha t  the increased power con- 
sumption "is justified by the great advantages 
of high speed sawing, such as increased output 
and improved quality of sawing". 

It is shown further, t ha t  if the number of 
teeth on the saw is reduced below the' con- 
ventional number the increase in power con- 
sumption can be reduce4.,,%ershadslcii reports 
tha t  "by spacing the tee'th more widely and 
doubling the number of revolutions it is 
possible t o  raise the output by approximately 
25 per cent. without increasing the power 
consumption". The effort required to- feed 
tlie timber into the saw is also reduced. 

There may be severe limitations to the 
adoption of such a marked departure from the 
conventional. Increased shaft speeds require 
correspondingly improved bearing design and 
alignment. However, the idea is probably 
theoretically sound and i t  is possible tha t  

when more pressing investigations have 11een 
completed the Division of Forest Products will 
be able to  study the effects of high speed 
sawing on cutting efficiency. 

Harris in his "Handboolc of Woodcutting" 
recommends certain saw speeds. He  says tha t  
for circular plate ripsaws 10,000 ft/min rim 
speed is suitable for general conversion. For 
resawing softwoods he recommends a rim 
speed of 11,000 ft/min. Speeds between 
7,000 and 9,000 ft/min are recommended for 
tlie tooth speed of wide bandsaws. 

These speeds are frequently claimed to  
be too fast for the conditions met in Aus- 
tralian sawmills. Circular saws are often 
found to  "stand up" better when run slower 
and rim speeds of the order of 7,000 to  8,000 
ft/min are quite common. The tooth speed of 
wide bandsaws cutting Australian hardwoods 
can be as low as 5,000 to  6,000 ft/min. How- 
ever, no definite recommendation can be 
given a t  this stage. A great deal of laboratory 
and mill study work needs to  be done before 
the position is clarified, and the Division of 
Forest Products hopes to do this work in the 
course of its research programme. 

I n  Part  XI of  his series the influence of 
feed speed on sawing efliciency will be dis- 
cussed. 
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In Quest of Efficiency
Part X

By D. S. lONES, Utiliza.tion Section

RATHER SPECTACULAR tests have been re
ported by A. L. Bershadskii in the Russian
magazine "Timber Industry". He claims that
vast impJ:ovements can be obtained with
circular saws run at a rim speed of 20,000
ft/min, that is twice as fast as the conventional

.speed. The feed speed is increased about
30 per cent. to give an increased output and
the power consumption is thereby doubled.
It is claimed that the increased power con"
sumption "is justified by the great advantages
of high speed sawing, such as increased output
and improved quality of sawing".

It is shown fm'ther, that if the number of
teeth on the saw is l'educed below the" con
ventional numbel' the increase in power con
sumption can be l'educed.::f.Bershadskii reports
that "by spacing the teeth more widely and
doubling the number of revolutions it is
possible to raise the output by appl'oximately
25 per cent. without increasing the power
consumption". The effort required to' feed
the timber into the saw is also reduced.

Thel'e may be severe limitations to the
adoption of such a marked departure from the
conventional. Increased shaft speeds require
conespondingly impl'oved bearing design and
alignment. However, the idea is pl'obably
theoi'etically sound and it is possible that
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when more pressing investigations have becn
completed the Division of Forest Pl"Oducts will
be able to study the effects of high speed
sawing oil cutting efficiency.

Hanis in his "Handbook of Woodcutting"
recommends certain saw speeds. He says that
for circular plate ripsaws 10,000 ft/min. rim
speed is suitable for general conversion. For
resawing softwoods he recommends a Tim
speed of 11,000 ft/min. Speeds between
7,000 and 9,000 ft/min al'e recommended for
the tooth speed of wide bandsaws.

These speeds al'e frequently claimed to
be too fast fOI' the conditions met in Aus
tralian sawmills. Circular saws are often
found to "stand up" better when l'un slower
and rim speeds of the order of 7,000 to 8,000
ft/min are quite common. The tooth speed of
wide bandsaws cutting Australian hardwoods
can be as low as 5,000 to 6,000 ft/min. How
ever, no definite recommendation can be
given at this stage. A great deal of laboratory
and mill study work needs to be done before
the position is clarified, and the Division of
Forest Products hopes to do this work in the
course of its reseal'ch pI'ogramme.

In Pal't XI of this series the influence of
feed speed on sawing efficiency will he dis
cussed.



Effects of High Pressure Impregnation 
on Softwoods 

By E. L. ELL FOOD, ~ i n t b e r  Preserzwtion Section 

THE HIGH pressure impregnation of wood 
with preservatives a t  pressures of approx. 
1000 Ib/sq. in. was developed in this Division 
primarily for the preservative treaLmenL of 
refractory eucalypt heartwood. 

Satisfactory preservative penetration and 
retention in such timbers could not be obtained 
by standard overseas treating methods where 
pressures up to  250 lb/sq. in. are generally 
considered a inaximum because of the danger 
of collapsing the wood wlien hot preservatives 
are used. 

High pressure treatment of eucalypt heart- 
wood has proved most successfhl and some 
3,500 sleepers, mainly of lower density 
eucalypts, have been treated for service trials. 

Although it has never been claimed that 
high pressure trcatmenl may he suitahle for 
the comparativelj- lower density soft~voods, 
enquiries bave Leen receivecl from overseas 011 

the applicability of the process to  refractory 
softwoods. Very limited work has yet been 
carried o u ~  on this aspect but  investigations 
have been planned t o  study the fundamentals 
of pressure impregnation and the distribution 
of pressure within the wood under treatment, 
which should clarify the versatility of the 
process. 

I n  scout tesls of the effect of high pressure 
treatment on some 31 different eucalypts and 
16 non-eucalypts, collapse was observed only 
on low density softu-ood timbers such as 
spruce and ~ i n g  XTilliam pine. In  these tests 
the treatment temperature was 150" F. 

Tn a subsequent investigation on the treat- 
ability of small round poles of Swedish spruce, 
it was found that the,p5aximum pressure which 
could he recommende'd for best treatment and 
lack of crushing was 400 Ih/sq.in. for 24 hr  
with a treating temperature of 150" F. 

More recently, in answer to a specific 
enquiry, limited tests were carried out on the 
high pressure treatment of Douglas fir, which 
can be a difficult timber to impregnate. 

In  I liese tests matched samples of Douglas 
fir were subjected to a range of treating 
pressures, and compared with a treatment 
carried out a t  a normal schedule for this 
timber, viz. 150 lb/sq.in. for 5 hr. Samples 

of radiata pine were also incluclctl in the 
1000 lh/sq.in. treatment for comparison. 
although this species can be readily treated ai 
standard treating pressure (150 lh/sq.in.). 

Figure 1 shows the severe collaIxe and dis- 
tortion occurring in the Douglas fir s a m ~ ~ l r  
subjected to 1000 lb pressure for 1 hr with a 
creosote temperature of 138" F. Prnetration 
was poor, and creosote retention was only 
5 5 lb/cu.ft. 

The radiata pine sample shown in Figure 2 
was completely penetrated with creosote, a i ~ d  
grossly overtreated with a creosote retenlion 
of 43 lb/cu.ft. No collapse was apparent. 

The matched samples of Douglas fir sho~t-rd 
that collapse began to  occur a t  400 Il)/sq.ir~. 
pressure and a temperature of 130" F after 1 
llr. The hest penetration and retention (11 . 9  
lb/cu.ft.) commensurate with the hig11c.st 
treating pressure and shortest schedule withon t 
inducement of collapse M-as obtained \\-it11 a 
treating pressure of 300 ll)/sq.in. for 2 lir at 
a creosote temperatnrc of 130" F. Thcx 
retention ohtained in the sample trratrd at 
150 lb/sq.in. for 5 br ~v i th  a creosolc tcni- 
perature of 190°F was 24 3 ll)/cu.ft.. lmt 
some collapse occurred ~vit11 this treatrnenL. 

I t  is suggested that resistance to crushing 
under treating ptessure is clcpcndent not o11l!- 
on the strength of the wood in compressio~i, 
bu t  also on its relative permeability. Lack 
of collapse in radiata pine can he explained 
by rapid penetration through the wood o f  
the preservative, which then acts as a rela- 
tively incompressible hulk l ~ y  filling t l ~ r  cells 
of tl;e wood. The Dollglas fir treated a t  1000 
lb/sq.in. collapsed a t  an  early stage, so retard- 
ing the penetration of the preservalivc. 

In  the case of thc lower clensity eucalypts i t  
is thought that the vessels may allow trans- 
mission of a t  least a proportion of thc applicd 
treating presswe to the interior zones of thc 
wood thus reducing tile tendency to collapse.. 

Although much work rernains LO be  don^, 
it is possihle tha t  with suitablv technique 
the relatively impermeable softwoods such as 
Douglas fir may yet he ~ rea t ed  satisfactorily 
with higher pressures, and consequent s1ioritAr 
treating times, tlian used a t  present. 

Effects of High
on

Pressure Impregnatioll
Softwoods

By E. L. ELL WOOD, Timber Preservation Section

THE HIGH pressure impregnation of wood
with presel'vatives at pressures of approx.
1000 lh/sq. in. was developed in this Division
pTimaTily for the preservative treatment of
l'efractory eucalypt heartwood. .

Satisfactory pI'eservative penetration and
retention in such timbel's could not be obtained
by standard overseas tI'eating methods where
pressures up to 250 lb/sq. in. are generally
considered a maximum because of the danger
of collapsing the wood when hot preservatives
are used.

High pressure treatment of eucalypt heart
wood has proved most successful and some
3,500 sleepers, mainly of lower density
eucalypts, have been treated for service trials.

Although it has never been claimed that
high pressure treatment may be suitable for
the comparatively lower density softwoods,
enquiI'ies have been received from overseas on
the applicability of the process to l'efractory
softwoods. Very limited work has yet been
carried out on this aspect but investigations
have been planned to study the fundamentals
of pressure impregnation and the distribution
of pressure within the wood undet treatment,
which should clarify the versatility of the
process:

In scout tests of the effect of high pressure
treatment on sOme 31 difI'el'ent eucalypts and
16 non-eucalypts, collapse was observed only
on low density softwood timbers such as
spruce and Kin'g \Villiam pine. In these tests
the treatment temperature was 1500 F.

In a subsequent investigation on the treat
ability of small round poles of Swedish spruce,
it was found that the),itaximum pressure 'which
could be recommende'd for best treatment and
lack of crushing was 4,00 Ib/sq.in. for 2! hI'
with a treating temperature of 1500 F.

More recently, in answer to a specific
enquiry, limited tests were carried out on the
high pressure treatment of Douglas fil', which
can be a difficult timber to impregnate.

In these tests matched samples of Douglas
fir were subjected to a range of treating
pressures, and compared with a treatment
carried out at a normal schedule for this
timber, viz. 150 Ib/sq.in. for 5 hr. Samples
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of l'adiata pine were also il1clud(~d in tllf'
1000 Ih/sq.in. treatllient (or comparison.
although this species can he teadily treated al
standard treating pI'essure (150 Ih/sq.in.).

Figure 1 shows the severe collapse and dis
tortion occurring in the Douglas fir sample
subjected to 1000 Ib pressure for 1 hr with a
creosote temperature of 1380 F. Pf'.netratioll
was poor, and c:l'eosote retention 'was only
5 5 Ib/cu.ft.

The mdiata pine sample shown in Figurf" 2
was completely penetrated with creosote, and
grossly overtreated with a creosote retention
of 43 Ib/cu.ft. No collapse was apparelit.

The matched samples of Douglas fir showed
that collapse began to occur at 400 Ib/sq,in.
pressure and a temperature of 1300 F after 1
Ill'. The best penetmtion and retention (11.9
Ib/eu.ft.) commensurate with the highest
treating pressure and shortest schedule without
inducement of collapse was obtained with a
treating pressure of 300 lh/sq.in. for 2 hr at
a creosote temperature of 1300 F. The
retention obtained in the sample tTcated at
150 Ib/sq.in. for 5 hr with a creoso~tc tem
pemturc of 1900 F was 14.3 lh/cu.ft., hut
some collapse occurTed with this treatment.

It is suggested that resistance to crushing
under treating pi'essure is dependent not only
on the stl'cngth of the wood in compression,
but also on its relative permeability. Lack
of collapse' in radiata pine can he explained
by rapid penetration through thc wood of
the preseTvative, which then' acts as a rela
tively incompressible bulk by filling thp cells
of the wood. The Douglas fir treated at 1000
Ib/sq.in. collapsed at an early stage, so retard
ing the penetration of the preservative,

In the case of thclower density eucalyp ts it
is thought that the vessels may allm'l trans
mission of at least a proportion of the applied
treating pressure to the intel'ior zones of thp
wood thus reducing the tendency to collapse,

Although much work l:emains to he dOllf',
it is possible that with suitable technique
the relatively impermeable softwoods such as
Douglas fir may yet he tTeated satisfactorily
with higher pl'essures, and conseqllCnt shorter
treating times, than used at present.



Fig. 1. - Douglas Jir (/lId

- cross section (righ I).

Fig-. 2 .-Radio /u pine (Ilul

'-cross sec/ion (right).

Fig. 3.-Moulltoin (Ish oncI
cross sec/ion (righ I).

Appearance (lnd extellt of' preservative peTletration ill timber samples treated at 7000 Ib/sq. ill. for 7 hr. with fT aeo

sate temperatllre of' 138 0 F. Fig. l.--·VollglfTS .fir. Fig. 2.-Radiata pine. Fig. 3.-JIJollntaill fTsh. (The slight

distortion in this sample reslIlted from shrinkage dllring drying bef'ore treatment.)
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Overseas Visitors to  Division of Forest Products 
THE DIVISION has played a steadily increasing 
part in providing experience in forest products 
work for visitors from overseas, and in return 
has gained considerably from the contact 
established between its officers and forest 
products workers from other countries. Two 
such visitors who had spent six months or 
longer with the Division left to relurn to 
their home countries towards the end of March, 
and a third will be leaving shortly. 

MR. D. R. BAYLY of the Forest Department, 
Sarawak,. arrived in Australia early in 1954, 
under a Colombo Plan Fellowship. Mr. 
Bayly holds the Bachelor of Arts degree of 
the University of Rangoon, and was in the 
Burmese Government service. After spending 
about five months a t  the Australian Forestry 
School, Canberra, he has spent the remainder 
of his time either working a t  the Division's 
laboratories or on field trips arranged in con- 
junction with State Forest Services and 
private enterprise. 

MR. J. I?. BEHRENS, a final year forestry 
student of tlie University of Washington, 

Seattle, U.S.A., arrived a t  the Division in 
July 1954, and having spent seven months as 
a temporary officer of the Veneer and Gluing 
Section, has gained experience required in 
connection with his studies. Mr. Behrens is 
majoring in forest products, and is the first 
student from the U.S.A. to have visited t h t  
Division for working experience. 

DR. G. NICHOLLS arrived a t  the Division in 
September 1954, and will shortly be returning 
to New Zealand to his position on the staff of 
New Zealand Forest Products Limited. 

Dr. Nicholls obtained his Ph.D. in Chemistry 
at  Auckland University College, New Zealand, 
and subsequently spent two years in post- 
doctorate research in the U.S.A. and two 
years in England, concentrating on Organic 
Chemistry. He joined the staff of New Zealand 
Forest Products in March 1954, and six months 
later began his visit t o  the Division of Forest 
Products to widen his experience in wood 
chemistry, and forest products research in 
general. 

THE PROFESSOR SAYS . . . 

d / Species Con-n-ectioms cwe 

PEOPLE using electrical resistance 
type moisture meters should never 
lose sight of the necessity for 
correcting tlie readings obtained 
for the kecies of ti&ber tested, 

except in the obvious case where the timber 
tested is the particular species for which the 
meter is calibrated. .$Meters manufactured in 
Australia or tlie ffnited States of America 
are generally calibrated for Douglas fir, 
whereas English and European makes may be 
calibrated for European beech or some other 
common European species. 

Trade Circular No. 50, "Testing Timber 
for Moisture Content", available on appli- 
cation from this Division, supplies corrected 
moisture content data for nearly 200 species 

of timber grown in or imported into this 
country. These data are applicable only to 
meters calibrated for Douglas fir. 

Donations t o  the Division 
SINCE this News Letter returned to a monthly 
lmsis of publication, we have been including 
in i t  a list of donations received for the month 
previous to  its going t o  press. It will be of 
interest to contributors to know what happens 
to this money. Although charges for services 
such as standard fees for commercial tests are 
paid into Consolidated Revenue, donations 
are credited to a trust fund. This fund is 
used for special pieces of equipment and for 
other expenditure needed to increase the 
efficiency of the Division and the service 
which it can give t o  the industry a i d  the 
public. 

The following donation was received by  he 
Division during February: 

Delatite Sawmills Pty. Ltd.: 
Seymour, Vic. £50 0 0 

T h i s  Ne~csletter i s  prepared for genernl circulation b y  the Dir~isiort of Forest Products, C.S.I .R.O. .  69-77 Y n r r a  B o n k  
Road,  S o ~ t t h  Melbourne, S.C.4, and will be supplied free orz request to inembers of the timber trade nrzd timber users who 

wish to keep nbreost wi th  crrrrent developments in the jield o f  forest prod~rcis. 

Printed by C.S.I.R.O.. Melbourne 

Overseas Visitors to Division of Forest Prod ucts
THE DIVISION has played a steadily incteasing,
part in providing experience in forest products
work for visitors from overseas, and in l'eturn
has gained considerably from the contact
established between its officers and forest
products workers from other countries. Two
such visitors who had spent six months or
longer with the Division left to return to
their home countries towards the end of March,
and a third will be leaving shortly.

MR.,D. R. BAYLY of the Forest Departmelit,
Sarawak,- al'l'ived in Australia eal'ly in 1954,
under a Colombo Plan Fellowship. Mr.
Bayly holds the Bachelor of Arts degree of
the University of Rangoon, and was in the
Burmese Government service. After spending
about five months at the Australian Forestry
School, Canberra, he has spent the remainder
of his time either working at the Division's
laboratories or on field tl'ips ananged in con
junction with State Forest Services and
private enterprise.

MR. J. F. BEHRENS, a final year forestl'y
student of the University of Washington,

THE PROFESSOR SAYS . . .

SlJecies Cm','ections {f,'e
, Itnpo,'tal1t

PEOPLE using electrical resistance
type moisture meters should never
lose sight of the necessity for
correcting the readings obtained
for the species of timber tested,

except in the obvious case where the timber
tested is the particular species for which the
meter is calibmted. ,~Meters manufactured in
Australia or the tf~ited States of America
are generally calibrated for Douglas fir,
whereas English and European makes may be
calibmted for European beech or some other
common European species.

, '

Trade Circular No. 50, "Testing Timber
for Moisture Content", available on appli
cation from this Division, supplies corrected
moisture content data for neady 200 species

Seattle, U.S.A., arrived at the Division in
July 1954, and having spent seven months as
a temporary officer of the Veneer and Gluing
Section, has gained experience required in
connection with his studies. Mr. Behrens is
majoring in forest products, and is the first
student fl'om the U.S.A. to have visited the
Division for working expel·ience.

DR. G. NICHOLLS arrived at the Division in
September 1954, and will shortly be returning
to New Zealand to his position on the staff of
Ne'w Zealand Forest Products Limited.

Dr. Nicholls obtained his Ph.b. in ChemistI·y
at Auckland University College, New Zealand,
and subsequently spent two years in post
doctorate research in the D,S,A. and two
years in England, concentrating on Ol'ganic
Chemistry. He joined the staff of New Zealand
Forest Products in March 1954, and six months
later began his visit to the Division of Forest
Products to widen his experience in wood
chemistry, and forest products research in
general.

of timbergl'own in or imported into this
country. These data are applicable only to
meters calibl'ated for Douglas fir.

Donations to the Division
SINCE this News Letter returned to a monthly
basis of publication, we have been including
in it a list of donations received for the month
previous to its going to press. It will be of
interest to contributors to know what happens
to this money. Although charges for services
such as standard fees for commercial tests al'e
paid into Consolidated Revenue, donations
are credited to a trust fund. This fund is
used for special pieces of equipment and for
other expenditure ,needed to increase the
efficiency of the DivisiOli and the service
which it can give to the industry and the
public.

The following donation was received by the
Division during February:

Delatite Sawmills Pty. Ltd.,
Seymour, Vic. . £50 0 0

This Newsletter is prepared for general circulation by the Division of Forest Products, C.S.T.R.a., 69-77 ¥arra Banl...

Road, South Melbourne, S,C.4, and will be supplied free on request to members of the timber trade and timber users who
wish to keep abreast !Vith current developments in the field of forest products,
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Laminated Timber Construction 
in Australia 

By J .  D. BOYD, Tintber  Mechanics  Section 
1 

PERHAPS for too long, steel has been regarded 
as more suitable than timber for large 
structures. One reason for this prefei-ence is 
the greater apparent strength of steel, but 
this is a misconception. Actually, weight for 
weight, correctly designed timber structural 
members are stronger than steel. 

When the technique of welding was first 
developed, the increased efficiency of joints 
gave steel construction an advantage. How- 
ever, timber designers have met the challenge 
by using ring connectors to increase joint 
efficiency, and by the development of glued 
laminated construction. 

Timber structures caq now be efficiently 
and ecoilornically fabriczted for large spans 
and for all exposure conditions. Overseas 
this has been widely recognized for a long 
time, and many large nailed, timber-con- 
nectored, and glued laminated structures have 
been built. In America alone, despite exten- 
sive mechanization, approximately '4000 men 
are employed directly in the steadily develop- 
ing production in large factories of laminated 
timber structures. In Australia various glued 
laminated structures of large span have been 
built, but generally the adoption of this 
method of construction has been slower than 

it deserves. This statement is supported by 
the fact that in cases where tenders have been 
called for competitive designs in different 
materials, glued laminated timber has been 
much cheaper than steel or concrete in  spans 
ranging between 60 and 120 ft. The accom- 
panying photograph illustrates that in 
addition to utility, these structures can have 
an appealing appearance and allow a flexi- 
bility of design which is quite outstanding in 
large buildings. 

Apart from these advantages of timber, 
it can have an aesthetic appeal unrivalled 
by other materials. In halls, and particulasly 
in churches, where ~~sual ly  the main framing 
members are left exposed to view, glued 
laminated timber construction allows wide 
freedom of architectural expression. Con- 
sequently, it has been extensively used 
overseas for arches and other impressive 
forms of construction. Surely designing in 
this medium is a challenge to Australian 
engineers and architects. 

Laminated members can be manufactured 
with considerably larger cross-section and 
length than solid timber normally available. 
Tn addition they are fabricated from rela- 
tively thin seasoned boards, so that defects 
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Lamillated Timber Construction·
in Australia

By J. D. BOYD, Timber Mechanics Section

PERHAPS for too long, steel has been regarded
as more suitable than timber for large
structures. One reason for this prefetellce is
the greater apparelU strength of steel, but
this is a misconception. Actually, weight for
weight, correctly designed timber structural
members are stronger than steel.

When the technique of welding was first
developed, the increased efficiency of joints
gave steel construction an advantage. How
ever, timber designers have met the challenge

. by using ring connectors to increase joint
efficieocy, and by the development of glued
laminated construction.

Timber structures Cal} now be efficie11tly
and economically fabridited for large spans
and for all exposure conditions. Overseas
this has been widely recognized for a long
time, and many large nailed, timber-con
nectored, and glued laminated structures have
been built. In America alone, despite exten
sive mechanization, approximately 4000 men
are employed directly in the steadily develop
ing production in large factories of laminated
timber structures. In Australia various glu~d

laminated structures of large span have been
built, but generally the adoption of this
method of construction has been slower than

it deserves. This statement is supported by
the fact that in cases where tenders have been
called for competitive designs in different
matetials, glued laminated timber has been
much cheaper than steel or concrete in spans
ranging between 60 and 120 f1. The accom
panying photograph illustrates that in
addition to utility, these structures can have
an appealing appearance and allow a flexi
bility of design which is quite outstanding in
large buildings.

Apart from these advantages of timber,
it can have an aesthetic appeal unrivalled
by other materials. In halls, and particulady
in churches, where usually the main framing
members. are left exposed to view, glued
laminated timber construction allows wide
freedom of architectural expression. Con
sequently, it has been extensively used
overseas for arches and other impressive
forms of construction. Surely designing in
this medium is a challenge to Australian
engineers and architects.

Laminated members can be manufactured
with considerably larger cross-section and
length than solid timber normally available.
In addition they are fabricated from rela
tively thin seasoned boards, so that defects



associated with drying become unimportant, 
sli~.inkage problems are niinimized, and 
stability of section is assured. At the same 
time, by tlie process of laniinating, timber 
not normally classified i l l  tlie best s t ~ ~ ~ c t u ~ . a l  
grades can be used to form a member wliich 
is stronger than the best grade of solid 
s t ruc t~~ra l  timber. 1-his is because randoln 
sclcctio~i of boards ensures that blemishes 
are unlikely to be contini~ous througJiout 
tlic metiiber. 

I t  113s been stated that lack of fire resistance 
is a reason for avoiding tlie use of timber in 
large structures, but this too is a miscon- 
ception. When wood is i n  the form oS 
large cross-section members such as are 
formed by laminating, its fire resistance is 
s~iperior to steel. I n  a fire a steel member 
loses strength rapidly with increasing tem- 

pet~tture, and collapses after exposure, to 
intense fires of short duration; whereat 
timber members lose strength only as they 
lose dimension, and a large member chars 
slowly even in  an intense fire. 

Clearly then, glued laminated timber has 
many advantages for construction putpxes .  
Perhaps tlie reason most responsible for its 
limited use in Australia lias been lack of 
I<nowleclge of its valuable properties, and oS 
the methods which sliould be adopted i n  
designing such structi~res. To lielp etigincers 
and architects in this ninlter, "Notes on 
Design Stresses and Procedures for Gl11ed 
Laminatecl Timber" have been prepared. 
These will be made available on application 
to the Chief. Division of Forest Products, 
C.S.I.R.O., 69-77 Y a m  Bank Road, South 
Melbourne, S.C.4. 

associated with drying become unimportant,
shrinkage problems are minimized, and
stability of section is assured. At the same
time, by the process of laminating, timber
110t normally classified in the best structural
grades can be used to form a member which
is stronger than the best grade of solid
structural timber. This is because random
selection of boards ensures that blemishes
are unlikely to be continuous throughout
the member.

It has been stated that lack of Are resistance
is a reason for avoiding the use of timber in
large structures, but this too is a miscon
ception. When wood is in the form of
large cross-section members such as are
formed by laminating, its fire resistance is
superior to steel. In a fire a steel member
loses strength rapidly with increasing tem-

perature, and collapses after exposure, to
intense fires of short duration; whereas
timber members lose strength only as they
lose dimension, and a large member chars
slowly even in an intense Are.

Clearly then, glued laminated timber has
many advantages for construction purposes.
Perhaps the reason most responsible for its
limited use in Australia has been lack of
knowledge of its valuable properties, and of
the methods which should be adopted in
designing such structures. To help engineers
and architects in this matter, "Notes on
Design Stresses and Procedm'es for Glued
Laminated Timber" have been prepared.
These Will be made available on application
to the Chief, Division of Forest Products,
C.S.LR.O., 69-77 Yarra Ban k Road. South
Melbourne, S.C.4.

Laminated till/bel' arches used ill a .!c/ctory building in Sydne.l·, Note the large
clear /fOOl' space and good appearance.
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Sawing - In Quest o f  EBficie~rc~y 
8 

Part XI 
By D. S. JONES, Utilization Sectioic 

Effect of Feed Speed on Cutting Efficiency 
WORK DONE ill Overseas laboratories has 
shown that the power consuniption of saws 
increases as feed speed is ilicreased. The 
rate of increase in power is affected by the 
species being cut and the type of saw used. 
However, although more power is required 
at the high feed speeds it is more economical 
to feed fast because the energy consumed for 
every square foot of sawn surface decreases. 
The Princes Risborough Laboratory reports 
that "power demand increased with feed 
speed, but in a relation which involved a 
saving of energy (kilowatt hours per 100 
square feet of sawn surface) as the speed was 
raised". This means that the faster the 
sawyer feeds the piece he is handling, the 
less the sawmiller has to pay for fuel or 
power for a given sawn output. 

Of course' there is a limit to the feed 
speed that can be maintained on any bench. 
The limit is usually specified either by the 
power. of the saw motor or by the behaviour 
of the saw. The sawyer. cannot feed beyond 
the capacity of the saw motor, nor can he 
feed so fast that the saw behaves unsatis- 
factorily. 

I t  was mentioned in a previous article 
of this series that saw teeth blunt prema- 
turely if subjected to a scraping action rather 
than a cutting action. Faster feeds can often 
produce a positive cutting action and when 
they do an improvement in the life of the 
saw between ~harpenings~. 5s noticed. This 
effect has been reported occasionally by 
Australian sawmillers. Faster feed speeds, 
within the limits of saw and motor capacity, 
can therefore have the twofold advantage of 
reducing energy costs and increasing saw life. 

This brings to a close this series of articles 
reviewing the results of overseas sawing 
research. I t  is hoped that sawmillers have 
found the matter presented in this series 
both interesting and instructive. Laboratory 
research coupled with sawmill studies can 
play an important part in improving the 

efficiency of Australia's sawmills. The 
Division of Forest Products is aware or the 
necessity for sawing and sawmilling research 
applied to the special conditions existing i n  
the Australian industry, and intends to 
commence an extensive programme of work 
in an effort to solve some of the problems 
which constantly arise. 
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S •11"'ln;: _. In quest of
Part XI

By D. S. lONES, Utilization Section

Efficiellc,y

Effect of Feed Speed on Cutting Efficiency

WORK DONE in overseas laboratories has
shown that the power consumption of saws
increases as feed speed is increased. The
rate of increase in power is affected by the
species being cut and the type of saw used.
However, although more power is required
at the high feed speeds it is more economical
to feed fast because the energy consumed for
every square foot of sawn surface decreases.
The Princes Risborough Laboratory reports
that "power demand increased with feed
speed, but in a relation which involved a
saving of energy (kilowatt hours per 100
square feet of sawn surface) as the speed was
raised". This means that the fastel' the
sawyer feeds the piece he is handling, the
less the sawmiller has to pay for fuel or
power for a given sawn output.

Of course' there is a limit to the feed
speed that can be maintained on any bench. 
The limit is usually specified either by. the
power. of the saw motor or by the behaviour
of the saw. The sawyer cannot feed beyond
the capacity of the saw motor, nor can he
feed so fast that the saw behaves unsatis
factorily.

It was mentioned in a previous article
of this series that saw teeth blunt prema
turely if subjected to a scraping action rather
than a cutting action. Faster feeds can often
produce a positive cutting action and when
they do an improvement in the life of the
saw between sharpening~,Js noticed. This
effect has been reported occasionally by
Australian sawmillers. Faster feed speeds,
within the limits of saw and motor capacity,
can therefore have the twofold advantage of
reducing energy costs and increasing saw life.

This brings to a close this series of articles
reviewing the results of overseas sawing
research. It is hoped that sawmillers have
found the matter presented in this series
both interesting and instructive. Laboratory
research coupled with sawmill studies can
play an important part in improving the
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efficiency of Australia's sawmiIIs. The
Division of Forest Products is aware of the
necessity fot sawing and sawmilling research
applied to the special conditions existing in
the Australian industry, and intends to
commence an extensive programme of work
in an effort to solve sonie of the problems
which constantly arise.
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Timber Seasoning 
AN INTENSIVE' five-day course in timber 
seasoning, conducted as a joint project by 
the Timber Development Association (South 
Australian Branch) and the Division of Forest 
Products, C.S.T.R.O., was successf~illy com- 
pleted in Adelaide on Friday, March 25. 
The attendance at this course was a record 
for South Australia and reflected an aware- 
ness of the need for keeping abreast with 
modern technological developments. The 
course was attended by some 25 represen- 
tatives of the timber and allied industries in 
South Australia and New South Wales (two 
of whom visited Adelaide especially for the 
course), an officer of the Sarawak Forests 
Service (Mr. D. Bayly), and several officers 
of the South Australian Education Depart- 
ment, the South Australian Housing Trust, 
and the Electricity Trust of South Australia. 

Well-known members of the South Aus- 
tralian timber industry at the opening session 
included Mr. A. K. Jeanes (President, S.A. 
Timber Development Association); Messrs. 
A. V. Morris and J. F. Gorman (Vice- 
Presidents); Mr. C. R. Lloyd (President, 
S.A. Timber Merchants' Association), and 
Mr. R. F. Spencer (Director of Development, 
T.D.A.). The S.A. Woods and Forests 

Talks Adelaide 
Department was represented by Mr. R. E. 
Brown, and the Education Department by 
Mr. J. S. Walker (Superintendent, Technical 
Schools), Mr. H. Macklin-Shaw (Inspector of 
Manual Training), and Mr. J. E. Eddy (Head- 
master, Building and Furniture Trade School). 

The course comprised a series of 15 talks, 
appropriate practical work, and plant visits. 
St1 bjects covered included aj r seasoning, 
shrinkage and collapse, stacking and handling, 
plant layout, the design and performance of 
modern timber seasoning kilns (including 
superheated steam kilns), predriers, the pre- 
vention of degrade, the use of moisture 
meters, the sizing of boilers and the esti- 
mation of fuel requirements, kiln control and 
operation, kiln installation and drying costs, 
veneer drying and redrying, and miscel- 
laneous methods of kiln heating. Plant 
visits were made to Messrs. Lloyd's Timber 
Mills Ltd., Wadlow Ltd., and Walter and 
Morris Ltd. 

Organizers for the course were Mr. R. 
F. Spencer (T.D.A.) and Mr. A. P. Wymond 
(Division of Forest Products). Lecturers 
were Messrs. G. W. Wright and G. S. 
Campbell of the Division. 

PROFESSOR KNOW-WOOD SAYS . . . . the more common ones becomes imprac- 
ticable. Work is, however. being; carried out 

presence of any preservative in 
the wood to be tested. The 

Limitnt iot~s  o f  the to try and develop a moisture ke t e r  which 
will not suffer from the above limitations. 

EZectt-ictcl ~J!Ioistzctw Rle t w  

presence of soluble salts, such as borax or 
traces of salt left from contact with sea- 
water, seriously affects the indications of the 
electrical resistance moisture meter. Since 
there is such a diversity of preservatives 
used at varying concentrations, the task of 
preparing a correction table to cover even 

ONE of the most important factors 
limiting #he application of an 
electrical: !%~oisture meter is the 

DONATIONS 

- 

The following donations were received 
by the Division during Masch: 

Victorian Hardwood Co. 
Pty. Ltd., Melbourne £100 0 0 

North Queensland Saw- 
millers' Association, 
Cairns £100 0 0 
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Timber Seasoning Talks in Adelaide
AN INTENSIVE' five-day course in timber'
seasoning, conducted as a joint project by
the Timber Development Association (South
Australian Branch) and the Division of Forest
Products, C.S.T.R.O., was successfully coni
pleted in Adelaide on Friday, March 25.
The attendance at this course was a record
for South Australia and reflected an aware
ness of the need for keeping abreast with
modern technological developments. The
course was attended by some 25 represen
tatives of the timber and allied industries in
South Australia and New South Wales (two
of whom visited Adelaide especially for the
course), an officer of the Sarawak Forests
Service (Mr. D. Bayly), and several officers
of the South Australian Education Depart
ment, the South Australian Housing Trust,
and the Electricity Trust of South Australia.

Well-known members of the South Aus
tralian timber industry at the opening session
included Mr. A. K. Jeanes (President, S.A.
Timber Development Association); Messrs.
A. V. Morris and J. F. GOl'man (Vice
Presidents); Mr. C. R. Lloyd (President,
S.A. Timber Merchants' Association), and
Mr. R. F. Spencer (Director of Development,
T.D.A.). The S.A. Woods and Forests

Department was represented by Mr. R. E.
Brown, and the Education Department by
Mr. J. S. Walker (Superintendent, Technical
Schools), Mr. H. Macklin-Shaw (Inspector of
Manual Training), and Mr. J. E. Eddy (Head
master, Building and Furniture Trade School).

The course comprised a series of 15 talks,
.appropriate practical work, and plant visits.
Subjects covered included air seasoning,
shrinkage and collapse, stacking and handling,
plant layout, the design and performance of
modern, timber seasoning kilns (including
superheated steam kilns), predriers, the pre
vention of degrade, the use of moisture
meters, the sizing of boilers and the esti
mation of fuel requirements, kiln control and
operation, kiln installation and drying costs,
veneer drying and redrying, and miscel
laneous methods of kiln heating. Plant
visits were made to Messrs. Lloyd's Timber
MHls Ltd., Wadlbw Ltd., and Waiter and
Morris Ltd.

Organizers for the course were Mr. R.
F. Spencer (T.D.A.) and Mr. A. P. Wymond
(Division of Forest Products). Lecturers
were Messrs. G. W. Wright and G. S.
Campbell of the Division.

DONATIONS
The following donations were received
by the Division during March:

Victorian Hardwood Co.
Pty. Ltd., Melbourne £100 0 0

North Queensland Saw-
millers' Association,
Cairns £100 0 0

the more common ones becomes imprac
ticable. Work is, however, being carried out
to try and develop a moisture meter which
will not suffer from the above limitations.

PROFESSOR KNOW-WOOD SAYS

.IAlIlitation.~ of' tIle

ElecttOical jJloisttuOe "elm"

ONE of the most important factors
limiting Jhe application of an
e1ectrica~~"mojsture meter is the
presence of any preservative in
the wood to be tested. The

presence of soluble salts, such as borax or
traces of salt left from contact with sea
water, seriously affects the indications of the
electrical resistance moisture meter. Since
there is such a diversity of preservatives
used at varying 'concentrations, the task of
preparing a correction table to cover even
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Notched Beams 
By*N. H. KLOOT, Timber. Mechauics Section 

IT IS SOMETIMES necessary in timber con- 
struction to notch a timber beam. The ends 
may be notched to maintain a certain level 
(Fig. I), or the bean1 may be notched any- 
where along its length to house a strut or 
to pass over a crossing member (Fig. 2). 
The influence of these notches on the strength 
of the beam is seldom appreciated by builders, 
particularly the amateur home-builder. A 
simple example will serve to show how 
seriously notches of the type illustrated affect 
the strength of the beams. Take, for instance, 
a 4 by 3 in. member notched at the ends as 
in Figure 1. The following table shows how 
the strength of the full depth member is 
reduced according to the depth of the notch. 

As can be seen, even quite a small notch of 
& in. depth in a 4 in. section reduces the 
strength by as much as a quarter. 

This serious weakening effect can, how- 
ever, be reduced and perhaps eliminated. If 
the notch is cut away as in Figure 3 at a 
slope of about 1 in 3, the strength of the 
beam is not nearly so seriously affected as 
by the square-edged notch. 

Depth of notch 
in 4-in. side 

Loss ofstrength 

Taking again the example of the 4 by 3 in. 
member notched up to 1 in .  deep, cutting 
back the notch as in Figure 3 will restore its 
strength to that of the unnotched beam. For 
notches deeper than 1 in. the beam strength 
is double that of the same beam with a 
square notch of the same depth. 

4 in, I.,,< 

114 

0 

0 

It may seem strange that by cutting away 
more wood, the strength of the beam is 
improved. The explanation lies in the k t  
that a square notch, such as shown in Figure 
I ,  leads to a very high concentration of 
stress at the corner of the notch but the 
tapering back reduces or removes this stress 
concentration. The same principle is applied 
in many other fields of design. 

In beams notched at or near the centre, 
as in Figure 2, the strength is reduced to 
that of a beam of the net depth, i.e. if a 1 in. 
notch is cut in a 4 in. deep member, the 
strength is only that of a 3 in. deep beam. 
This means that the load-carrying capacity 
of the original 4 by 3 in. is reduced by 
7116-nearly half. If the saw-cut goes 
beyond the bottom of the notch, a stress 
concentration makes conditions considerably 
worse. 

1 in. -A=----- 
112 

From what has been said, the home-builder 
may feel somewhat concerned about the 
strength of various parts of the house 
structure where, for some reason or other, 

2 in. 

314 

3 in. 
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Notched Bea,ns

From what has been said, the home-builder
may feel somewhat concerned about the
strength of various parts of the house
structure where, for some reason or other,

As can be seen; even quite a small notch of
t in. depth in a 4 in. section reduces the
strength by as much as a quarter.

This serious weakening effect can, how
ever, be reduced and perhaps eliminated. If
the notch is cut away as in Figure 3 at a
slope of about 1 in 3, the strength of the
beam is not nearly so seriously affected as
by the square-edged notch.

Depth of notch
in 4-in. side 0 1 . 1 in. 2 in. 3 in.zlllr .

'os"r

- ------Jo.~--------
Loss ofstrength 0 1/4 1/2 3/4 19/20

BV N. H. KLOOT, Timber Mechanics Section..
IT IS SOMETIMES necessary in timber con- Taking again the example of the 4 by 3 in.
struction to notch a timber beam. The ends member notched up to 1 in. deep, clltting
may be notched to maintain a certain level back the notch as in Figure 3 will restore its
(Fig. 1), or the beam may be notched any- . strength to that of the unnotched beam. For
where along its length to house a strut or notches deeper than 1 in. the beam strength
to pass over a crossing member (Fig. 2). is double that of the same beam with a
The influence of these notches on the strength square notch of the same depth.
of the beam is seldom appreciated by builders, It may seem strange that by cutting away
particularly the amateur home-builder. A more wood, the strength of the beam is
simple example will serve to show how improved. The explanation lies in the fact
seriously notches of the type illustrated affect that a square notch, such as shown in Figure
the strength of the beams. Take, for instance, 1, leads to a very high concentration of
a 4 by 3 in. member notched at the ends as stress at the corner of the notch but the
in Figure 1. The following table shows how tapering back reduces or removes this stress
the strength of the full depth member is concentration. The same principle is applied
reduced according to the depth of the notch. in many other fields of design.

In beams notched at or near the centre,
as in Figure 2; the strength. is reduced to
that of a beam of the net depth, i.e. if a 1 ill.
notch is cut in a 4 ill. deep member, the
strength is only that of a 3 in. deep beam.
This means that the load-carrying capacity
of the original 4 by 3 in. is reduced by
7/16-nearly half. If the saw-cut goes
beyond the bottom of the notch, a stress
concentration makes conditions considerably
worse.
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he has been forced to cut notches. For- 
tunately the picture is not always as serious 
as it might first appear. The critical con- 
sideration for most timber members in house- 
frames and other buildings is stiffness rather 
than strength. Because it is undesirable that 
a floor joist or bearer, to quote two examples, 
should deflect noticeably when one walks 
over a floor, the sizes of these members are 
frequently larger than would be required to 
be just safe to take the load that comes on 
them. Notches, if they are not too long or 
too deep, do not seriously affect a beam's 
stiffness, i.e. it acts as though it were un- 
notched. This means that shallow notches 
cut in floor or ceiling joists to maintain a 

level for the floor or ceiling do not mpke 
these beams appreciably more flexible and, 
because usually joists are over-size as far as 
strength is concerned, the shallow notch does 
not reduce the load-bearing capacity suffi- 
ciently to make them unsafe. 

There are, however, many instances in 
which the design of a timber member is 
based on strength requirements. Also, it 
may happen that a beam, such as a joist 01- 

bearer, originally designed for stiffness is 
severely notched, perhaps even to half or 
more of its depth. In such cases it is well 
to appreciate the seriousness of the effect of 
notches and to understand the way in which 
such effects may sometimes be reduced or 
even eliminated. 

Fig. I Fig. 2 Fig. 3 

Preventing Decay in Flooring 
Bjj E. W. B. Da COSTA, Preservation Section 

DECAY OR "dry rot" in flooring and sub- 
floor timbers, with its consequent difficult, 
inconvenient, and expensive repair jobs, is 
not uncommon in Australian houses, 
factories, and office buildings, yet almost all 
decay in flooring can easily be prevented by 
correct construction. 

The wood-destroyihg fungi which cause 
decay can attack only moist wood, and decay 
can be prevented if the wood is kept dry. 
Although flooring is occasionally moistened 
through inadequate damp-courses or plumb- 
ing leakages, the commonest cause is con- 
densation. Water evaporates from the warm 
moist soil (moist in its lower layers even if 
apparently dry on top) below the building 
and condenses on the relatively cold flooring, 
especially in early winter, when air tem- 
peratures are often well below ground tem- 
peratures. Where sub-floor ventilation is 

adequate, the water vapour from the soil 
will escape to the outside air rather than 
condense on the flooring and any which may 
condense there during short periods of cold 
wet weather will be able to evaporate quickly 
before any damage' is caused. 

In preventing decay in flooring, the 
provision of adequate sub-floor ventilation 
is, therefore, most important. In most 
buildings four square inches of free air 
space per linear foot of external wall will be 
adequate, but more may be needed on wet 
sites, in warm, moist climates, and for wide 
buildings. The actual free air space must 
be considered, not the total area of the 
ventilator; in some terracotta ventilators, less 
than 10 per cent. of the total area is free 
air space, but in woven wire types this may 
rise to over 50 per cent. 

he has been forced to cut notches. For
turiately the picture is not aiways as serious
as it might first appear. The critical con,,:
sideration for most timber members in house
frames and other buildings is stiffness rather
than strength. Because it is undesirable that
a floor joist or bearer, to quote two examples,
should deflect noticeably when one walks
over a floor, the sizes of these membets are
frequently larger than would be required to
be just safe to take the load that comes on
them. Notches, if they are not too long or
too deep, do not seriously affect a beam's
stiffness, i.e. it acts as though it were un
notched. This means that shallow notches
cut in floor or ceiling joists to maintain a

level for the floor or ceiling do not mp.ke
these beams appreciably more flexible and,
because usually joists are over-size as far as

, strength is concerned, the shallow notch does
not reduce the load-bearing capacity suffi
ciently to make them unsafe. '

There are, however, many instances in
which the design of a timber member is
based on strength requirements. Also, it
may happen that a beam, such as a joist or
bearer, originally designed for stiffness is
severely notched, perhaps even to half or
more of its depth. In such cases it is well
to appreciate the seriousness of the effect of
notches and to understand the way in which
such effects may sometimes be reduced or
even eliminated.

Fig. J Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Preventing Decay •
In Flooring

By E. W. B. Da COSTA, Preservation Section

DECAY OR "dry rot" in flooring and sub
floor timbers, with its consequent difficult,
inconvenient, and expensive repair jobs, is
not uncommon in Australian houses,
factories, and office buildings, yet almost all '
decay in flooring can easily be prevented by
correct construction.

The wood-destroxiurg fungi which cause
decay can attack only moist wood, and decay
can be prevented if the, wood is kept dry.
Although flooring is occasionally moistened
through inadequate damp-courses or plumb
ing leakages, the commonest cause is con
densation. Water evaporates from the warm
moist soil (moist in its lower layers even if
apparently dry on top) below the building
and condenses on the relatively cold flooring,
especially in early winter, when air tem
peratures are often well below ground tem
peratures. Where sub-floor ventilation is
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adequate, the water vapour from the soil
will escape to the outside air rather than
condense on the flooring and any which may
condense there during short periods of cold
wet weather will be able to evaporate quickly
before any damage' is caused.

In preventing decay in flooring, the
provision of adequate sub-floor ventilation
is, therefore, most important. In most
buildings four square inches of free air
space per linear foot of external wall will be
adequate, but more may be needed on wet
sites, in warm, moist climates, and for wide
buildings. The actual free air space must
be considered, not the total area of the
ventilator; in some terracotta ventilators, less
than 10 per cent. of the total area is free
air space, but in woven wire types this may
rise to over 50 per cent.



Ventilators slio~~lcl be provided in all 
sides of any enclosed sub-floor space, or a t  
least in two opposite sides, t o  allow a 
through cui-rent of air. They should pre- 
ferably bc within three feet of each corner to 
prevcnt dead air pockets i n  the corners. 
Ventilators should be well above tlie ground 
and should not be obstructecl by joists or 
bearers 01- blockcct by shrubs or garden 
plantings. All walls belleat11 the building 
must also have adequate ventilation holes 
tlisough tliem. 

Adequate clearance between the ground 
and the lowest sub-floor tinibers is essential 
to good ventilation. T n  most sites 12 inches 
is actequate, but 18 inches is preferable i n  
wet sites and 30 inches in tropical areas. 

In cvisting buildings where provision of 
adequate clearance and ventilation is im- 
practicable, an alternative measurc is to 
reduce the evaporation of water fi.om the soil 
by coveril~g tlie ground with a layer of 
asphalted roll roofing, old linoleum, or 

heavy building paper. This should preferably, 
cover tlie entire surface of the soil in the' 
badly ventilated area, with two-incli oveslaps 
a t  tlie joins, but even if only 95 per cent. 
of tlie surface is covered, it will have a very 
good effect. 

Where none of these measures can be f ~ t l l y  
applied anel tlie decay liazasd remains high, 
the use of linolcum or otlies impervious 
coverings, which prevent wales escaping from 
the wood into the room, slioi~ld be avoided 
and floors sliould be of such durable tin1 bess 
as red gum, tallowwood, wancloo, or jarrdi, 
or a t  least of hardwood rather than soft- 
wood. If repaiss are being made, the iqAace- 
ments, and any adjacent timbers which are 
accessible, should be tliorougl?ly brush- 
coated with a five pel- cent. solution of 
pentachlorplienol in light oil. Ho~veves, 
these measures should be regarded oiily as 
supplementasy to those more important 
measures aimed at 1.ec1ucing condensation on 
the under. floor surface. 

Ventilators should be provided in all
sides of any enclosed sub-floor space, or at
least in two opposite sides, to al10w a
through current of air. They should pre
ferably be within three feet of each corner to
prevent dead air pockets in the Corners.
Ventilators should be weH above the ground
and should not be obstructed by joists or
bearers or blocked by shrubs or garden
plantings. All walls beneath the building
must also have adequate ventilation holes
through them.

Adequate clearance between the ground
and the lowest sub-floor ti mbers is essential
to good ventilation. In most sites 12 inches
is adequate, but 18 inches is preferable in
wet sites and 30 inches in tropical areas.

In existing buildings where provision of
adequate clearance and ventilation is im
practicable, an alternative measure is to
reduce the evaporation of water from the soil
by covering the ground with a layer of
asphalted roll roofing, old linoleum, or

heavy building paper. This should preferably,
cover the entire surface of the soil in the'
badly ventilated area, with two-inch overlaps
at the joins, but even if only 95 per cent.
of the surface is covered, it will have a very
good effect.

Where none of these measures can be fuUy
applied and the decay hazard remains high,
the use of linoleum or other impervious
coverings, which prevent water escaping from
the wood into the room, should be avoided
and floors should be of such durable timbers
as red gum, tallowwood, wandoo, or jarrah,
or at least of hardwood rather than soft
wood. If repairs are being made, the replace
ments, and any adjacent timbers which are
accessible, should be thorougbly brush
coated with a five per cent. solution of
pentachlorphenol in light oil. However,
these measures should be regarded only as
supplementary to those more important
measures aimed at reducing condensation on
the under floor surface.

Sel'ere decay in soft wood flooring of a shop after only two years' service.
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Experimental Kiln 
for Victorian 

Forestry 

A STUDY OF timber propel-ties and wood 
technology lias always been an im- 
portant part of forestry education, 
even though it has not always been 
possible for students to  be given ex- 
tensive practical training in these fields. 

T o  enable Victorian forestry studeiits 
to  obtain nlorc intimate training in 
timber seasoning-an important aspect 
of timber utilization-a s~iiall experi- 
mental kiln designcd and built by the 
Division of Forest Products has been 
made available to the Victorian School 
of Forestry on a long-term loan. 

The kiln lias a charge capacity of 
approximately 12 super feet. I t  is of 
timber construction and lined with 
waterproof plywood and copper sheath- 
ing. Hcat is provided by two electric 
strip finned heaters having a cornbilled 
rating of 1500 watts. One 9 in. diameter 
fous-bladed propellor-type fan running a t  
1400 r.1J.m. ensures uniforni air circulat io~~ 
tlirough the stack a t  a velocity approximating 
280-320 ft/min. 

A feature of the kiln is an electrically 
operated hurniclifier mounted at the back of 
the unit. It consists of a water supply tank 
and an evaporating cylinder fitted with a 
1200-watt immersion heater. The cylincler 
is connected to a humidifying stcam spray 
pipe inside the kiln$. incorporated in the 
unit is an electrically operated constant 
water level device to shut off power to the 
heates in the event of water supply failure. 

The kiln conditions are controlled by two 
electric contact type dial therrnotneters 
operating the hcaters and the humidifier 
tlirough separate relay systems. Special care 
was taken i n  the design O F  the control panel 

Front of the lcilrl nizd the control pnncl. 

for simple and safe operation by selatively 
inexperienced students. Provision is made 
for a safety thermostat wired into the elec- 
trical circuit and set at a temperature above 
any likely operating temperatuse required but 
well below ignition temperature for- wood, so 
that power will be shut off should excessive 
temperatures develop in the unit. 

DONATION 
The following donation was received 
by the Division during April : 

T i m b e r  Deve lopment  
Association of Aus- 
tralia (N.S.W. Branch) 
Ltd. &26 5 0 

Printed by C.S.J.R.D., Melbourne 

Experimental Kiln

for Victorian

Forestry Students

A STUDY OF timber properties and wood
technology has always been an im
portant part of forestry education,
even though it has not always been
possible for students to be given ex
tensive practical training in these fields.

To enable Victorian forestry students
to obtain more intimate training in
timber seasoning-an important aspect
of timber utilization-a small experi
mental kiln designed and built by the
Division of Forest Products has been
made available to the Victorian School
of Forestry on a long-term loan.

The kiln has a charge capacity of
approximately 12 super feet. It is of
timber construction and Jined with
waterproof plywood and copper sheath
ing. Heat is provided by two electric
strip finned heaters having Cl combined
rating of 1500 watts. One 9 in. diameter
four-bladed propellor-type fan running at
1400 Lp.m. ensures uniform air circulation
through the stack at a velocity approximating
280-320 ft/min.

. A feature of the kiln is an electrically
operated humidifier mounted at the back of
the unit. It consists of a water supply tank
and an evaporating cylinder fitted with a
1200-watt immersion heater. The cylinder
is connected to a humidifying steam spray
pipe inside the killl f." Incorporated in the
unit is an electri2ally operated constant
water level device to shut off power to the
heater in the event of water supply failure.

The kiln conditions are controlled by two
electric contact type dial thermometers
operating the heaters and the humidifier
th'rough separate relay systems. Special care
was taken in the design of the control panel

Front of the kiln and the control pane!.

for simple and safe operation by relatively
inexperienced students. Provision is made
for a safety thermostat wired into the elec
trical circuit and set at a temperature above
any likely operating temperature required but
well beJow ignition temperature for wood, so
that power will be shut off should excessive
temperatures develop in the unit.

DONATION
The following donation was received
by the Division during April:

Timber Development
Association of Aus
tralia (N.S.W. Branch)
Ltd. £26 5 0

This Newsletter is prepared for genera! circulatioll by the Dirisioll of Forest Products, C.S.I.R.O., 69-77 Varra
Bank Road, South Me!bourJze, SeA, and wi11 be supplied free on request to mcmbers of the timber tradc and

timber users who wish to keep abreast with current developmcnts in the field of forest products.

Printed by C.S.I.R.D., Melbourne
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Can End Splitting of Logs be Controlled? 
By J. D. BOYD, Timber Mechanics Section 

T N  MANY HARDWOODS end splitting and 
resulting degrade are severe and cause serious 
economic loss in conversion of the timber, 
particularly in the rotary peeling of veneer. 
In Newsletter No. 173 (April 1949) it was 
shown that high stresses developed during 
the growth of a tree are released in the 
region of the felling cut and subsequent cross 
cuts, and cause the troublesome end splits. 
This being so, many proposed ways of 
avoiding the development of stress splits, 
sucli as ring-barking and seasonal felling, can 
have little success. The use of S-irons or 
barbed wire hammered into the ends of the 
logs are typical of other methods which have 
limited value because they offer little re- 
straint to  the large growth forces involved. 

In view of the previous failures it was 
somewhat surprising to-,,fead a claim of con- 
trol in a recent overseas journal,:': where a 
technique was described for preventing 
extension of end splits. The apparatus illus- 
trated (Fig. 1) is hammered into the end of 
the log so as to produce two concentric cuts 
approximately + in. deep and enclose radial 
splits then existing. Alternatively, similar 
grooves may be cut with a gouge as shown 
in Figure 2. The practical use of this 
appliance had been tested at the Ukrainian 

Institute for Mechanical Woodworking, using 
150 beech logs stacked in an open yard during 
the summer. Exact measurements on the 
cross-cut faces of these and untreated control 
logs indicated that those having the circular 
cuts showed one-third the amount of splitting 
evident on the untreated logs. 

It was decided to carry out tests on this 
method at the Division of Forest Products 
with Australian species. Accordingly, some 
logs of mountain ash from Toolangi, near 
Melbourne, were selected during February 
1955, and comparisons made between the 
amount of splitting in gouge-cut and un- 
treated ends. Figure 3 is typical of photo- 
graphs taken a few minutes after cross-cutting 
and shows the first gouge cuts opposite the 
ends of splits. The gouge cuts were extended 
immediately afterwards to form two coo- 
centric circles cut to a depth of approximately 
1 in. Figure 4 shows the log some five days 
afterwards. It is clear that the splits have 
extended across the gouge cuts. Compara- 
tive observations made on the end without 
the gouge cuts, and also on other logs, 
indicated that the treatment had no signi- 
ficant effect in limiting development of end 
splits in this material. 

Later these logs were again cross-cut to 
a shorter length. One log had both ends 
gouge-cut to include stress splits; another 
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Can End Splitting of Logs be Controlled?
By J. D. BOYD, Timber Mechanics Section

IN MANY HARDWOODS end splitting and
re~ulting degrade are severe and cause serious
economic loss in conversion of the timber,
particularly in the rotary peeling of veneer.
In Newsletter No. 173 (April 1949) it was
shown that high stresses developed during
the growth of a tree are released in the
region of the felling cut and subsequent cross
cuts, and cause the troublesome end splits.
This being so, many proposed ways of
avoiding the development of stress splits,
such as ring-barking and seasonal felling, can
have little success. The use of S-irons or
barbed wire hammered into the ends of the
logs are typical of other methods which have
limited value because they offer little re
straint to the large growth forces involved.

In view of the previous failures it was
somewhat surprising to,){@ad a claim of con
trol in a recent overse~s journal,* where a
technique was described for preventing
extension of end splits. The apparatus illus
trated (Fig. 1) is hammered into the end of
the log so as to produce two concentric cuts
approximately t in. deep and enclose radial
splits then existing. Alternatively, similar
grooves may be cut with a gouge as ShOWl1
in Figure 2., The practical use of this
appliance had been tested at the Ukrainian

* BUCHHOLZ, E. (1954).-Holzzentralbl. 80 (95):
1134.

Institute for Mechanical Woodworking, using
150 beech logs stacked in an open yard during
the summer. Exact measurements on the
cross-cut faces of these and untreated control
logs indicated that those having the circular
cuts showed one-third the amount of splitting
evident on the untreated logs.

It was decided to carry out tests on this
method at the Division of Forest Products
with Australian species. Accordingly, some
logs of mountain ash from Toolangi, near
Melbourne, were selected during February
1955, and comparisons made between the
amount of splitting in gouge-cut and un
treated ends. Figure 3 is typical of photo
graphs taken a few minutes after cross-cutting
and shows the first gouge cuts opposite the
ends of splits. The gouge cuts were extended
immediately afterwards to form two con
centric circles cut to a depth of approximately
1 in. Figure 4 shows the log some five days
afterwards. It is clear that the splits have
extended across the gouge cuts. Compara
tive observations made on the end without
the gouge cuts, and also on other logs,
indicated that the treatment had no signi
ficant effect in limiting development of end
splits in this material.

Later these logs were again cross-cut to
a shorter length. One log had both ends
gouge-cut to include stress splits; another



was left as cross-cut. Both \+ere soaked for 
several days, the11 lieated at 140 'I; for- 20 
hours and subsequently placed in a veneer 
lathe and peeled. No clear difference between 
the two logs and tlie veneer quality was noted 
by tlie latlie operator. 

Thus this technique also appears of doubt- 
ful value for. reducing end splits in free- 
splitting Aust~.alian hal-dnoods. 

Fortunately, however, there are other 
methods \\4iicli, though by no means "cure- 
alls", are theoretically sound and may probe 
helpful in   educing splitting \\here the ten- 
clericy is severe. The forces released to 
produce end splits come from a limited 
length of the log, generally only a few feet, 
but they arc released at every cross cut. I f  
through exposure the log end is allowed to 
dry, a pattern of drying checlzs is superini- 
posed on the natural g r o ~ ~ t h  stress splits with 
resultant stress concentrations and consi- 
derable wosscnitig of' crack development. I t  
is desirablc, tlietdore, to  limit drying i n  logs 
which are stored for any appreciable period. 
While retention of thc bark and end-coating 
are of considera ble help, shade storage and 
preferably pond storage are likely to be more 
effective. 

A portion of the growth forces held in 
the log is releascd inimediatcly on cross- 
cutting, but a f~~r t l i e r  portion is gradually 
relcased and nialtes itself felt to an increasing 
degree over tlie subsequelit hours and days. 
The consequences of this latter portion at 
least can be avoidecl if the logs are peeled 
immediately after cross-cutting to lathe 
lengtlls. Immediate peeling also limits 
development of drying checks with their 
intensifying effect on splitting. 

Time is critical in the conversioi~ of tinther 
subject to growth stress splits. Logs shoulci 
be stored for the minimum practical period 
and in  conditions \~~hicli will allow the least 
possible drying, and those to be con~erted 
veneer should be cut to latlte lengtlls on!! 
immediately prior to peeling. 

Fig. 3 .  

was left as cross-cut. Both were soaked for
several days, then heated at ]40 of for 20
hours anc{ subsequently placed in a veneer
lathe and peeled. No clear difference between
the two logs and the veneer quality was noted
by the lathe operator.

ThllS this technique' also appears of doubt
ful value for reducing end splits in free
splitting Australian hardwoods.

Fortunately, however, there are other
n1ethods which, though by no means "cure
a115", are theoretically sound and may prove
helpful in reducing splitting where, the ten
dency is severe. The forces released to
produce end splits come from a limited
length of the log, generally only a few feet,
but they are released at every cross cut. If
through exposure the log end is allowed to
dry, a pattern of drying checks is superim
posed on the natural grO\vth stress splits with
resultant stress concentrations and consi
derable worsening of crack development. It
is desirable, therefore, to limit drying in logs
which are stored for any appreciable period.
While retention of the bark and end-coating
are of considerable help, shade storage and
preferably pond storage are likely to be more
effective.

A portion of the grovvth forces held in
the log is released immediately on cross
cutting, but a further portion is gradually
released and makes itself felt to an increasing
degree over the subsequent hours and days.
The consequences of this latter portion at
least can be avoided if the logs are peeled
immediately after cross-cutting to lathe
lengths. Immediate peeling also limits
development of drying checks with their
intensifying effect on splitting.

Fig. 1.

2

Time is critical in the conversion of tin\ber
subject to growth stress splits. Logs should
be stored for the minimum practical period
and in conditions which will allow the least
possible drying, and those to be converted tn
veneer should be cut to lathe lengths onl;,
immediately prior to peeling.

F('J. 2.

Fig. 3.



PROPERTIES OF AUSTRALIAN TIMBERS 

otte urn 

THIS 1s tlic stanclard trade common name of 
tlic timber botanically known as Eucn!,ptiis 
mnczrlatn. The name refers to  tlie dimpleci 
condition of tlic otherwise smoot11 white to 
pililc bask. 

Habit and Distributio~i 
The maturc tree is of mcclium size for a 
eucalypt, attaining a height of 120 ft with a 
diametcr a t  breast licigllt of 2-3i ft. Spotted 
gum is found i n  a few isolatecl areas in nortli- 
castcrii Victoria, and from tlie southern 
coastal ascas of Ncw South Wales extending 
into Queensland neasly as far north as the 
Rockhampton area and inland towards 
Roma. I n  tlie southern part of its range the 
timber tends to be lighter in colour and of 
lower density than i n  tlie northern portion, 
the cliange being progressive. 

Timber 
The colour o f  the lieartwoocl varies from 
pale to dclinite brown with a clearly deijned 
s traw-coloured sapwood. The sapwood 
varies in width from $ i n .  to 2 in., and is 
highly susceptible to attack by the LJYYLLY 
borer. Thc grain is straight or wavy and 
slightly intesloclted. The texture is coarse. 
Altliougli generally no proriiinent figure is 
present, fiddlcback soriletimes occurs. One 
of the heavier commercial eucalypts, the 
timber ranges i n  weight from 52 to 70 lb/cu.ft. 
when seasoned to 12 per cent. moisture con- 
tent, witli an average of 61 Ib/cu.ft. It is a 
liard, strong, tough timber witli a nioderately 
higli durability sating. It machines well, but 
witli hand tools the commonly found inter- 
locked grain tends to lift .  Slight greasiness 
is often appar-ent. It is regarded as a good 
bending timber. The species can be satis- 
ractorily gluecl i f  tlie surfaces are freshly 
dsesscd. 

Seaso~iirig 
A1 though kiln drying from tlic green con- 
dition is not recommcndcd because of a 
tendency to clicck, especially i f  backsawn, 
k i ln  dsping can be used after a periocl of air 
seasoning. As some material of this species 
tcncls to warp i n  drying, stacking strips 
should be spaced f'ltirlp close together if it is 

known that cross-grained stock is present. 
Collapse occurs to a minor extent. but re- 
conditioning is not aclvisable as the gain in 
size will not be appreciable and tlie steaming 
treatment will tend to reopen and extend a n y  
existing checks. In drying from the green 
state to 12 per ce11t. moistuse content boarcis 
shrink 6.0 per cent. in a backsawn (tangen- 
tial) clirection and 4 .3  per cent. in  a quarter- 
sawn (radial) direction before reconditioning. 

Uses 
Flooring (strip and parquet), planking, deck- 
ing, and framing for boats, skis (solid and 
laminated), veneers, axe, pick, and hammer 
handles, ladder rungs, meat skewers. ag.icul- 
tural machinery, weatherboards. diving- 
boards, general building construction. 
sleepers, and butcher-s' bloclts. 

PROPERTIES OF AUSTRALIAN TIMBERS

Spotted Gum

TI-IIS IS the standard trade common name of
the timber botanically known as Eucalyptus
maculata. The name refers to the dimpled
condition of the otherwise smooth white to
pink baric

Habit and Distribution
The mature tree is of medium size for a
eucalypt, attaining a height of 120 ft with a
diameter at breast height of 2-3~ ft. Spotted
gum is found in a few isolated areas in north
eastern Victoria, and from the southern
coastal areas of New South Wales extending
into Queensland nearly as far north as the
Rockhampton area and inland towards
Roma. Jn the southern part of its range the
timber tends to be lighter in colour and of
lower density than in the northern portion,
the change being progressive.

Timber
The colour of the heartwood varies from
pale to definite brown with a clearly defined
straw-coloured sapwood. The sap\vood
varies in width from ! in. to 2 in., and is
highly susceptible to attack by the Lyctlls
borer. The grain is straight or wavy and
slightly interlocked. The texture is coarse.
Although generally no prominent figure is
present, fiddleback sometimes occurs. One
of the heavier commercial eucalypts, the
timber ranges in weight from 52 to 70 lb/cu.ft.
when seasoned to 12 per cent. moisture con
tent, with an average of 61 Ib/cu.ft. It is a
hard, strong, tough timber with a moderately
high durability rating. It machines well, but
with hand tools the commonly found inter
locked grain tends to lift. Slight greasiness
is often apparent. It is regarded as a good
bending timber. The species can be satis
factorily glued if the surfaces are freshly
dressed.

Seasoning
Although kiln drying from the green con
dition is not recommended because of a
tendency to check, especially if backsawn,
kiln drying can be used after a period of air
seasoning. As some material of this species
tends to warp in drying, stacking strips
should be spaced f~lirly close together if it is

Sllo//ed gl//)/ in sOI//hem QI/eensland.

(Photo: Queensland Forest Service.)

known that cross-grained stock is present.
Collapse occurs to a minor extent, but re
conditioning is not advisable as the gain in
size will not be appreciable and the steaming
treatment will tend to reopen and extend any
existing checks. In drying from the green
state to 12 per cent. moisture content boards
shrink 6·0 per cent. in a backsawn (tangen
tial) direction and 4·3 per cent. in a quarter
sawn (radial) direction before reconditioning.

Uses
Flooring (strip and parquet), planking, deck
ing, and framing for boats, skis (solid and
laminated), veneers, axe, pick, and hamnler
handles, ladder rungs, meat skewers, agricul
tural machinery, weatherboards. diving
boards, general' building construction,
sleepers, and butchers' blocks.



P PROFESSOR KNOW-WOOD SAYS . . . 

I / Local timbers are strorlgeu than - 
imported. 

Local timbers, particularly euca- 
lypts, have now largely displaced 
oregon for use in house-framing 

\ \  I and in large timber structures in 
U Australia. however, some builders 

are still under a misapprehension as to the 
comparative strengths of hardwoods and 
oregon or other imported timbers. 

Generally, the imported softwoods are 
appreciably inferior in strength to any of 
the hardwoods commonly used in Australia. 
The following table shows important strength 
properties of freshly cut or green material 
calculated as a percentage of the strength of 
oregon. 

Imported 
White Baltic 70 69 67 
Sitka spruce 75 79 69 
Red Baltic 79 80 78 
Hemlock 80 79 77 
Oregon 100 100 100 

--- 
Australian 

Mountain ash 120 121 110 
Jarrah 130 95 133 
Messmate 137 115 141 
Blackbu tt 160 141 171 

$* 

Timber does not lose strength as it ages! 

Timber will last indefinitely if kept dry 
and protected from the weather. In Egypt 
recently archaeologists excavated a wooden 
boat which was in good condition although 
built several thousand years ago. 

Tests on building timbers taken from old 
structures have shown no evidence of de- 

terioration in mechanical properties. Accord- 
ingly, after examination to ensure that there 
is no decay, old timbers may be re-used with 
confidence in any structure. 

Staff  Notes 

MR. STANLEY A. CLARKE, Chief of the 
Division, left Australia towards the end of 
June and will be absent in New Zealand, the 
United States, Canada, England, and Europe 
for approximately four months. Mr. Clarke 
is advising N.Z. Forest Products Ltd., to 
whom his services have been made available 
on various occasions, on projected plant 
installations and developments. On this 
occasion he will be accompanying the chair- 
man of directors of the company, Sir David 
Henry, to study developments overseas. 

DR. H. E. DADSWELL, Assistant Chief of 
Division and Oficer-in-Charge of the Wood 
and Fibre Structure Section, resumed duty 
in May following his term as Walker-Ames 
Guest Professor in Forestry at the University 
of Washington, Seattle. 

MR. H. G. HIGGINS, Principal Research 
Officer, left Australia in May to visit Europe 
and England in connexion with his work in 
paper physics. He will be abroad for approxi- 
mately six months. 

DONATIONS 
THE following donations were received 
by the Division during May: 

Hansen Consolidated Tn- 
dustries Ltd., Balmain, 
N.S.W. £21 0 0 

Penola Timber Milling Co. 
Pty. Ltd., Melbourne £50 0 0 

Gunnersen Nosworthy, 
Ltd., South Melbourne £50 0 0 

Westralian Plywoods Pty. 
Ltd., Perth £250 0 0 

This Newsletter, prepared for gelzernl circulntion by the Division of Forest Prod~rcts, C.S.I. R.O., P .  0. Box IS ,  
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PROFESSOR KNOW-WOOD SAYS ...

Local timbers are stronger titan
imported.

Local timbers, particularly euca
lypts, have now largely displaced
oregon for use in house-framing
and in large timber structures in
Australia. However, some builders

are still under a misapprehension as to the
comparative strengths of hardwoods and
oregon or other imported timbers.

Generally, the imported softwoods are
appreciably inferior in strength to any of
the hardwoods commonly used in Australia.
The following table shows important strength
properties of freshly cut or green material
calculated as a percentage of the strength of
oregon.
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Imported
White Baltic 70 69 67 67
Sitka spruce 75 79 69 82
Red Baltic 79 80 78 81
Hemlock 80 79 77 87
Oregon 100 100 100 100

Australian
Mountain ash 120 121 110 112
Jarrah 130 95 133 142
Messmate 137 115 141 144
Blackbutt 160 141 171 157

.
Timber does 1I0t lose strength as it agesI

Timber will last indefinitely if kept dry
and protected from the weather. In Egypt
recently archaeologists excavated a wooden
boat which was in good condition although
built several thousand years ago.

Tests on building timbers taken from old
structures have shown no evidence of de-

terioration in mechanical properties. Accord
ingly, after examination to ensure that there
is no decay, old timbers may be re-used with
confidence in any structure.

Staff Notes
MR. STANLEY A. CLARKE, Chief of the
Division, left Australia towards the end of
June and will be absent in New Zealand, the
United States, Canada, England, and Europe
for approximately four months. Mr. Clarke
is advising N.Z. Forest Products Ltd., to
whom his services have been made available
on various occasions, on projected plant
installations and developments. On this
occasion he will be accompanying the chair
man of directors of the company, Sir David
Henry, to study developments overseas.

DR. H. E. DADSWELL, Assistant Chief of
Division and Officer-in-Charge of the Wood
and Fibre Structure Section, resumed duty
in May following his term as Walker-Ames
Guest Professor in Forestry at the University
of Washington, Seattle.

MR. H. G. HIGGINS, Principal Research
Officer, left Australia in May to visit Europe
and England in connexion with his work in
paper physics. He will be abroad for approxi
mately six months.

DONATIONS
THE following donations were received
by the Division during May:

Hansen Consolidated In
dustries Ltd., Balmain,
N.S.W. £21 0 0

Penola Timber Milling Co.
Pty. Ltd., Melbourne £50 0 0

Gunnersen Nosworthy,
Ltd., South Melbourne £50 0 0

Westralian Plywoods Pty.
Ltd., Perth £250 0 0
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Effect of Blue Stain on the Strength 
of Pinus radiata 

BJ) E. W. B. Da COSTA, Pi.eservatiorz Section 

BLUE STAIN, caused by the growth of staining 
fungi with dark hypl~ae in the sapwood of 
green timber, is very common in Pinus 
radiatn. Its detrimental effect on the 
appearance of case material is well recog- 
nized but recently there have been several 
suggestions that severe blue stain has also 
been associated with marked weakness and 
brittleness of this material. 

The effect of blue stain on the strength of 
pine sapwood has been studied in a number 
of overseas laboratories, aild the general 
conclusion reached is that severe blue stain 
causes a marked reduction in the toughness, 
or resistance to impact, of the wood but has 
little effect on its other strength properties. 
These investigations have, however, been 
carried out on species of pinus other than P. 
rndiata and the test fungi used have been 
different from those causing blue stain in 
Australia. The Division of Forest Products 
therefore decided to compare the strength of 
Pinus rndiata sapwood heavily blue stained 
in the laboratory with that of comparable 
unstained material. 

To ensure that the results would have 
immediate application to Australian con- 
ditioizs, specimens of blue stain were col- 
lected from a number of localities, represent- 
ing all States except Queensland, and the 
causal fungus isolated and examined in each 

case. The fungus most commonly responsible 
for blue stain (Diplodin yinea (Desm.) 
Kichx.) was then selected as a test Fungus. 
Material for the test was collected from each 
of three trees in a district from which com- 
plaints of brittleness apparently associated 
with blue stain had been received. 

A number of closely-matched small speci- 
mens were cut from the outer sapwood of 
each log and dried out slightly, since it was 
found that the moisture content of the 
freshly sawn wood, like that in the trunk of 
the living tree, was too high to allow the 
staining fungus to grow. These specimens 
were infected by dipping them in water con- 
taining a heavy suspensiotl of small frag- 
ments of the blue stain fungus. They were 
then stored at a temperature of 77 O F  and a 
relative humidity of over 95 per cent., con- 
ditions favourable to rapid stain develop- 
ment. Sample specimens were withdrawn 
after 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks for comparison of 
their strength properties with those of closely 
matched untreated and unstained specimens 
from the same log. 

The specimens were severely stained after 
even two weeks' storage and rapidly became 
much more deeply and uniformly stained 
than they ever would in commercial use. 
Nevertheless, the strength tests, even after 
12 weeks' storage, showed no significant 
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Effect of Blue Stain on the Strength
of Pinus radiata

By E. W. B. Da COSTA, Preservation Section

BLUE STAIN, caused by the growth of staining
fungi with dark hyphae in the sapwood of
green timber, is very common in Pinus
radiata. Its detrimental effect on the
appearance of case material is well recog
nized but recently there have been several
suggestions that severe bI ue stain has also
been associated vvith marked weakness and
brittleness of this material. '

The effect of blue stain on the strength of
pine sapwood has been studied in a number
of overseas laboratories~ and the general
conclusion reached is that severe blue stain
causes a marked reduction in the toughness;
or resistance to impact, of the wood but has
little effect on its other strength properties.
These investigations have, however, been
carried out on species of Pinus other than P.
radiata and the test fll.r{gi used have been
different from those causing blue stain in
Australia. The Division of Forest Products
therefore decided to compare the strength of
Pinus radiata sapwood heavily blue stained
in the laboratory with that of comparable
unstained material.

To ensure that the results would have
immediate application to Australian con
ditions, specimens of blue stain were col
lected from a number of localities, represent-:
ing all States except Queensland, and the
causal fungus isolated and examined in each

1

case. The fungus most commonly responsible
for blue stain (Diplodia pinea (Desm.)
Kichx.) was then selected as a test fungus.
Material for the test was collected from each
of three trees in a district from which com
plaints of brittleness apparently associated
with blue stain had been received.

A number of closely-matched small speci
mens were cut from the outer sapwood of
each log and dried out slightly, since it was
found that the moisture content of the
freshly sawn wood, like that in the trunk of
the living tree, was too high to allow the
staining fungus to grow. These specimens
were infected by dipping them in water con
taining a heavy suspension of small frag
ments of the blue stain fungus. They were
then stored at a temperature of 77 of and a
relative humidity of over 95 per cent., con
ditions favourable to rapid stain develop
ment. Sample specimens were withdrawn
after 2, 4, 8, and 12 weeks for comparison of
their strength properties with those of closely
matched untreated and unstained specimens
from the same log.

The specimens were severely stained after
even two weeks' storage and rapidly became
much more deeply and uniformly stained
than they ever would in commercial use.
Nevertheless, the strength tests, even after
12 weeks' storage, showed no significant



decrease in either bending strength (modulus 
of rupture) or resistance to impact (tough- 
ness). As these two properties are those most 
closely concerned in the serviceability of a 
box, staining of this type apparently does not 
have any marked effect on the strength of 
Pinus r.ndinta cases. Blue stain is objectionable 
for other reasons but these results indicate 
that the low strength observed in certain 
case material must be due to other causes. 

I11 this test, the strength of the stained 
timber was measured in the green state 
(actually, a t  a high moisture content, 140-150 
per cent.) whereas the moisture content of 
the wood in cases in service would be only 
10-15 per cent. . Although it was considered 
unlikely that this would have any effect on 
the application of the results to timber i n  
service, it was thought desirable to.  check 
this point. Accordingly, a further batch of 
specimens was infected in the same way, 
stored at 77 "F and 95 per cent. relative 
humidity for 12 weeks, and then air dried 
to 12 per cent. moisture content beTore 
testing. The tests again failed to show any 
significant differences in strength between the 
heavily stained specimens and comparable 
unstained dry material. 

A number of otl~er fungi had occasionally 
been found to be associated with blue stain 
it1 the various samples collected, and four of 
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MR. J. D. BOYD, M.C.E., A.M.I.E. Aust., 
who has been acting as Officer-in-Charge of 
the Timber Mechanics Section of the Division 
since Mr. K. L. Cooper resigned to accept 
the Chair of Civil Engineering at the Uni- 
versity of Western Australia, has been 
appointed Officer-in-CJ~arge of the Section. 
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PROFESSOR KNOW-WOOD SAYS . . . 
/ Sapwood is as shorrg ns heartwood. 

A 

From time to time the question 
is asked i f  sapwood should be 
excluded from timber i11 structures 
in which strength is important. 
Providing there is no serious 
decay, or insect hazard, timber 

containing sapwood is satisfactory and quite 
as s t r o ~ ~ g  as heartwood. 

these were used as test fungi in  the sape 
fashion, the infected specimens being stored 
for 12 weeks in  each case. Although blue 
stain was produced by these fungi, it was 
much less severe than that caused by Dil,lodin 
yinen and again the strength tests failed to 
show any significant difference between the 
stained material and comparable unstained 
wood, whether .the specimens were tested 
green or at 12 per cent. moisture content. 

The conditions which favour severe blue 
stain development are also favourable to the 
rapid development of wood-destroying Fungi, 
and in a timber so readily decayed as Pirws 
radiinta, severe blue stain may be accom- 
panied by incipient decay with consequent 
loss of strength. Also the poor appearance 
of stained cases alongside bright timber must 
adversely affect the sales of the produce 
packed therein, especially with food cases 
and in export markets. 

Blue stain can usually be completely 
avoided, at little cost, by such measures as 
the prompt utilization of logs and billets or 
kiln drying or rapid air drying of boards, 
and by the use of protective surface appli- 
cations of stain preventives. Detailed advice 
on these control methods may readily be 
obtained on application to the Division of 
Forest Products or to the State Forest 
Services. 

DONATIONS 
THE following donations were received 
by the Division during June: 

Kilndried Hardwoods Pty. 
Ltd., Launceston, Tas. £20 0 0 

Softwood Products Pty. 
Ltd., Mt. Gambier, S.A. £105 0 0 

Marton Sash, Door and 
Timber Co., Marton, 
N.Z. £6 10 0 

Dartmoor Pine Mills Pty. 
Ltd., Mt. Gambier, S.A. £157 10 0 

Queensland Timber Stabi- 
lisation Board, Bsisbane £250 0 0 

Bright Pine Mills Pty. Ltd., 
Bright, Vic. £100 0 0 

A. A. Swallow Pty. Ltd., 
Melbourne £ 100 0 0 

decrease in either bending strength (modulus
of rupture) or resistance to impact (tough
ness). As these two properties are those most

.closely concerned in the serviceability of a
box, staining of this type apparently does not
have any marked effect on the strength of
Pinus radiata cases. Blue stain is objectionable
for other reasons but these results indicate
that the low strength observed in certain
case material must be due to other causes.

In this test, the strength of the stained
timber was measured in the green state
(actually, at a high moisture content, 140-150
per cent.) whereas the moisture content of
the wood in cases in service would be only
10-15 per cent.. Although it was considered
unlikely that this would have any effect on
the application of the results to timber in
service, it was thought desirable to· check
this point. Accordingly, a further batch of
specimens was infected in the same way,
stored at 77 OF and 95 per cent. relative
humidity for 12 weeks, and then air dried
to 12 per cent. moisture content before
testing. The tests again failed to show any
significant differences in strength between the
heavily stained specimens and comparable
unstained dry material.

A number of other fungi had occasionally
been found to be associated with blue stain
in the various samples collected, and four of
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the Chair of Civil Engineering at the Uni
versity of Western Australia, has been
appointed Officer-in-Charge of the Section.
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PROFESSOR KNOW-WOOD SAYS ...

Sapwood is as strong as heartwood.

From time to time the question
is asked if sapwood should be
excluded from timber in structures
in which strength is important.
Providing there is no serious
decaY'f or insect hazard, tim bel'

containing sapwood is satisfactory and quite
as strong as heartwood.

these were used as test fungi in the saflle
fashion, the infected specimens being stored
for 12 weeks in each case. Although blue

.stain was produced by these fungi, it was
much less severe than that caused by Diplodia
pinea and again the strength tests failed to
show any significant difference between the
stained material and comparable unstained
wood, whether .the specimens were tested
green or at 12 per cent. moisture content.

The conditions which favour severe bhJe
stain development are also favourable to the
rapid development of wood-destroying fungi,
and in a timber so readily decayed as Pinus
radiata, severe blue stain may be accom
panied by incipient decay with consequent
loss of strength. Also the poor appearance
of stained cases alongside cright timber must
adversely affect the sales of the produce
packed therein, especially with food cases
and in export markets.

Blue stain can usually be completely
avoided, at little cost, by such measures as
the prompt utilization of logs and billets or
kiln drying or rapid air drying of boards,
and by the use of protective surface appli
cations of stain preventives. Detailed advice
on these control methods may readHy be
obtained on application to the Division of
Forest Products or to the State Forest
Services.

DONATIONS
THE following donations were received
by the Division during June:

Kilndried Hardwoods Pty.
Ltd., Launceston, Tas. £20 0 0

Softwood Products Pty.
Ltd., Mt. Gambier, S.A. fl05 0 0

Marton Sash, Door and
Timber Co., Marton,
N.Z. £610 0

Dartmoor Pine Mills Pty.
Ltd., Mt. Gambier, S.A. £15710 0

Queensland Timber Stabi-
lisatiol1 Board, Brisbane £250 0 0

Bright Pine Mills Pty. Ltd.,
Bright, Vie. £100 0 0

A. A. Swallow Pty. Ltd.,
Melbourne £100 0 0
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Kiln Drying of Ramin (Gonystylus spp.)' 
GENERALLY SPEAKING, ramin can be regarded 
as a species which seasons rapidly and with 
relatively little degrade apart from checking 
in thicker backsawn material. I t  does not 
seem to collapse appreciably and steaming 
treatments at  212 O F  should be avoided as 
they have the effect of re-opening surface 
checks. A slight amount of cupping may 
occur in bacltsawn material, but careful 
stacking of the timber and some weighting of 
stacks should minimize this. As only a few 
days are required to kiln dry from the green 
state this practice is likely to be attractive 
economically with the added advantage over 
air drying of eliminating blue stain. 

Quartersawn stock 1 in. thick can be dried 
satisfactorily from an initial moisture content 
of 45-50 per cent. to a final moisture content 
of 12 per cent. in 2-3 days using the schedule 
set out in Table 1. 

Table I 
Recoiiin~ended Kiln-drj~ing Schedule for Green 
1-in.-thick Qunrtersnwn or Mixed Sawn 
Ramin and 2-in.-tl~ick Quartersa~wz Ramin 

I I 
Moisture Content I Dry-bulb I Wet-bulb 

Change Points Depression 
( %> 

20 to final M.C. 30 

Green 1 140 

I 

Backsawn stock 1 in. tbick tends to check 
readily and in material ksed in experiments 
there was a significant difference in the 
seasoning degrade of backsawn boards from 
different trees, possibly because the two 
classes recognized in Borneo (hard ramin and 
yellow ramin) were represented. However, 
material with an initial moisture content of 
40-60 per cent. was dried satisfactorily in 
2-3 days using the same schedule as that 
recommended for quartersawn stock. 

In general, partial air drying prior to kiln 
drying gives good results and reduces the 

10 

kiln drying time by about one day, but in 
very hot weather there is a risk of excessive 
surface checking of backsawn niaterial and 
under such conditions kiln drying from the 
green state under a properly controlled 
drying schedule is to be preferred. 

The work done on 2-in. stock showed 
it to behave in much the same way as the I -in. 
stock, normal allowance being made for 
thickness difference. Quartersawn material 
can be dried from an initial moisture content 
of 45 per cent. to a final moisture content of 
12 per cent. in 6 days using the schedule 
given in Table 1, and backsawn stock of the 
same initial moisture content can be dried in 
8-9 days using the schedule given in Table 2. 

Work done indicates that a saving in 
kiln drying time of 2-3 days for 2-in. quarter- 
sawn stock and about 4 days for 2-in. back- 
sawn stock might be made by partial air 
drying, . but further work is required to 
establish the optimum cotiditions for drying 
2-in. backsawn material. 

Table 2 
Ter~tative Kiln-drjling Schedule ,fora 2-in.-tliick 

Bnclcsawr~ Ram in 

I I 
Moisture Content 

Change Points 
( %) 

15 to final M.C. 3 0 

Green 

For the relief of drying stresses a short 
high-hu~idity treatment (6 hr for I -in.-thick 
stock, 12-24 hr for 2-in.-thick stock) at a 
dry-bulb temperature of 160 "F with a wet- 
bulb depression of 10 O F  is recommended on 
the completioi~ of kiln drying. 

Dry-bulb 
Temperature 

( O F )  

I 5 

Wet-bulb 
Depression 

(OF) 

Kiln Drying of Ramin (Gonystylus spp.)'

-------1----- -------

Table 1
Recommended Kiln-drying Schedule for Green
l-in.-thick Quartersawn or Mixed Sawn
Ramin and 2-in.-thick Quartersmvn Ral11in

GENERALLY SPEAKING, ramin can be regarded
as a species which seasons rapidly and with
relatively little degrade apart from checking
in thicker backsawn material. It does not
seem to collapse appreciably and steaming
treatments at 212 of should be avoided as

. they have the effect of re-opening surface
checks. A slight amount of cupping may
occur in backsawn material, but careful
stacking of the timber and some weighting of
stacks should minimize this. As only a few
days are required to kiln dry from the green
state this practice is likely to be attractive
economically with the added advantage over
air drying of eliminating blue stain.

Quartersawn stock 1 in. thick can be dried
satisfactorily from an initial moisture content
of 45-50 per cent. to a final moisture content
of 12 per cent. in 2-3 days using the schedule
set out in Table 1.

Table 2
Tentative Kiln-drying Schedule for 2-in.-thick

Backsawn Ramin

Wet-bulb
Depression

CF)

Dry-bulb
Temperature

CF)

Moisture Content
Change Points

(~~)

kiln drying time by about one day, but in
very hot weather there is a risk of excessive
surface checking of backsawn inaterial and
under such conditions kiln drying from the

. green state under a properly controlled
drying schedule is to be preferred.

The work done on 2-in. stock showed
it to behave in much the same way as the I-in.
stock, normal alfowance being made for
thickness difference. Quartersawn material
can be dried from an initial moisture content
of 45 per cent. to a final moisture content of
12 per cent. in 6 days using the schedule
given in Table 1, and backsawn stock of the
same initial moisture content can be dried in
8-9 days using the schedule given in Table 2.

Work done indicates that a saving in
kiln drying time of 2-3 days for 2-in. quarter
sawn stock and about 4 days for 2-in. back
sawn stock might be made by partial air
drying, _but further work is required to
establish the optimum conditions for drying
2-in. backsawn material.

10

Wet-bulb
Depression

(OF)

140

Dry-bulb
Temperature

CF)

Green

Moisture Content
Change Points

(%)

--'-------1------ ------

30 140 20
Green 120 5

20 to final M.C. 160 30
30 130 10

For the relief of drying stresses a short
high-hum'idity treatment (6 hr for l-in.-thick
stock, 12-24 hI' for 2-in.-thick stock) at a
dry-bulb temperature of 160 OF with a wet
bulb depression of 10 OF is recommended on
the completion of kiln drying.

Backsawn stock 1 in. thick tends to check
readily and in material'i~sed in experiments
there was a significant difference in the
seasoning degrade of backsawl1 boards from
different trees, possibly because the two
classes recognized in Borneo (hard ramin and
yellow ramin) were represented. However,
material with an initial moisture content of
40-60 per cent. was dried satisfactorily in
2-3 days using the same schedule as that
recommended for quartersawn stock.

In general, partial air drying prior to kiln
drying gives good results and reduces the

25

20

15 to final M.C.

140

160

160
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20
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The Use of Dieldrin for Eradication ' 
of Borers 

THE AVAILABILITY of the new insecticide 
dieldrin in Australia and its very successf~d 
use for many purposes, including control of 
the Argentine ant, has brought inquiries as 
to its application for eradicating borers in 
flooring, furniture, decorative woodwork, 
etc. 

Dieldrin (pronounced "deel-drill") is a 
complex organic compound now available in 
flake form and in concentrated solutions. 
The dry flakes are not soluble in water but 
dissolve in various organic solvents such as 
mineral turpentine, dieseline, or diesel fuel 
oil (up to about 10 per cent.) or in kerosene 
(about 3 to 8 per cent. depending on the type 
of kerosene). 

Dissolved in a light oil to make a 0.5 per 
cent. solution (i.e. 1 oz of dry flake dieldrin 
in 1b gal of lighting kerosene), it is very 
suitable for eradicating borers in interior 
woodwork. The solution should be applied 

liberally so that as much as possible drains 
into the borer holes. On vertical or under- 
surfaces it is desirable to inject the solution 
into some of the holes with a small syringe. 

At present small quantities of flake 
dieldrin are not always easily purchased but 
the concentrated solution (usually containing 
15 per cent. dieldrin) in small bottles can be 
obtained in most cities. This may be diluted 
to the 0.5 per cent. strength with lighting 
kerosene. It should be noted that the con- 
centrated solution may contain an emulsi- 
fying agent to permit mixture with water. 
This does not prevent dilution with kerosene 
[or borer eradication. 

The permanence of dieldrin treatments has 
still to be established. However, if the 
wood is well soaked, protection for a few 
years will probably be obtained. If desired, 
dieldrin can be mixed with pentachlorphenol 
solution which is also popularly used for- 
eradication of borers. 

Doubling the Life of Your Scratch Chain 
GRINDING 01 filing Solely 011 the front face - - - -  

of a chain saw tooth in touching up or in /- I 
full sl~arpening will eventually produce a 1 
weak, high tooth (Fig. I). Filed solely on 
the top, the tooth becomes too low (Fig. 2), 
so that set and gullet.space are inadequate. 

/I---- 

-1 

/ / Fig. 2. 

effect on either length or height is halved, 
and thus the number of allowable shar- 
pening~ is doubled, the two effects becoming 
critical more or less simultaneously (Fig. 3). 

1 - - - - 7  
Fig. I .  

When touching up a tooth that has become 
rounded on top, or removing the flat pro- 
duced by jointing in full sharpening, it is ) ! [  ( / ' %  
preferable to grind or file half on the front t,-, 

face, half on the top of the tooth. Then the Fig. 3. 
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The Use of Dieldrin for Eradication I

of Borers
THE AVAILABILITY of the new insecticide
dieldrin in Australia and its very successful
use for many purposes, including control of .
the Argentine ant, has brought inquiries as
to its application for eradicating borers in
flooring, furniture, decorative woodwork,
etc.

Dieldrin (pronounced "deel-drin") is a
complex organic compound now available in
flake form and in concentrated solutions.
The dry flakes are not soluble in water but
dissolve in various organic solvents such as
mineral turpentine, dieseline, or diesel fuel
oil (up to about 10 per cent.) or in kerosene
(aboLlt 3 to 8 per cent. depending on the type
of kerosene).

Dissolved in a light oil to make a O· 5 per
cent. solution (i.e. 1 oz of dry flake dieldrin
in 1~ gal of lighting kerosene), it is very
suitable for eradicating borers in interior
woodwork. The solution should be applied

liberally so that as much as possible drains
into the borer holes. On vertical or under
surfaces it is desirable to inject the solution
into some of the holes with a small syringe.

At present small quantities of flake
dieldrin are not always easily purchased but
the concentrated solution (usually containing
15 per cent. dieldrin) in small bottles can be
obtained in most cities. This may be diluted
to the 0·5 per cent. strength with lighting
kerosene. It should be noted that the con
centrated solution may contain an emulsi
fying agent to permit mixture with water.
This does not prevent dilution with kerosene
for borer eradication.

The permanence of dieldrin treatments has.
still to be established. However, if the
wood is well soaked, protection for a few
years will probably be obtained. If desired,
dieldrin can be mixed with pentachlorphenol
solution which is also popularly used for
eradication of borers.
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and thus the number of allowable shar
penings is doubled, the two effects becoming
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GRINDING or filing solely on the front face
of a chain saw tooth in touching up or in
full sharpening will eventually produce a
weak, high tooth (Fig. 1). Filed solely on
the top, the tooth becomes too low (Fig. 2),
so that set and gullet" space are inadequate.

Fig. 1.

When touching up a tooth that has become
rounded on top, or removing the flat pro
duced by jointing in full sharpenjng, it is
preferable to grind or file half on the front
face, half on the top of the tooth. Then the
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The On-site Protection of 
Timbers 

FOR SOME unaccountable reason many people 
seem to  forget that seasoned timber and 
joinery are l~igh-quality goods easily damaged 
by weather. Perhaps the fact that they are 
often only in a semi-processed form, and 
usually associated with such naturally re- 
sistant products as tiles and bricks, or rough- 
fnjsh material such as green framing timbers, 
is responsible. The fact remains, however, 
that great damage, much of it of an insidious 
nature, can be caused to  seasoned timber 
carelessly exposed to the weather. 

Water absorbed from rain causes swelling 
and crushed joints, with ultimate shrinkage 
on redrying to give unsightly open joints, 
and staining or raised g ~ ~ i n .  The exposure 
of "raw" surfaces to  thesun can cause surface 
clieclting or end splitting, severe shrinkage, 
and cupping or  other for~iis of distortion. 
Even if damage is not apparent this unwise 
exposure may give rise to later failures in 
surface and finishing treatments. 

The value of a few simple precautions at 
the building site which will ensure protection 
to seasoned timber or joinery stock cannot, 
therefore, be over-eniphasized. Unfor- 
tunately the builder is not able to  ensure 
that deliveries will be accepted only in good 

weather or to a pt-e-determined time-table. 
However, the effects of unfiwout-able weather 
can often be kept to  a minimum by speedy 
attention to comnion-sense protective 
measures. 

I f  covered storage is not available on the 
site, protection can be given by a tarpaulin, 
"Sisalcraft" paper, or  similar type covet-; 
this should be large enough to  cover the 
goods entirely without leaving exposed ends 
or sides. In some cases sheet iron or asbestos 
sheeting could be used to advantage. 

D o  not allow seaso~ied timber to be un- 
loaded direct on to  the ground. A few 
cross pieces laid down first (with possibly 
building paper spread over the cross pieces) 
will act as supports and keep surface water 
from the lower layers. 1f building paper is 
used underneath the pile, it should be 
arranged so that it does not form a collecting 
basin or reservoir Tor water dut-ing periods 
of rain. 

If advantage is taken of covered space and 
this space is enclosed by fresh brickwork or 
has been freshly plastered, make sure that 
door and window openings are left open so 
that air can circulate through it. Otherwise 
high humidities can build up and the moisture 
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FOR SOME unaccountable reason mailY people
seem to forget that seasoned timber and
joinery are high-quality goods easily damaged
by weather. Perhaps the fact that they are
often only in a semi-processed form, and
usually associated with such naturally re
sistant products as tiles and bricks, or rough
finish material such as green framing timbers,
is responsible. The fact remains, however,
that great damage, much of it of an insidious
nature, can be caused to seasoned timber
carelessly exposed to the weather.

Water absorbed from rain causes swelling
and crushed joints, with ultimate shrinkage
on redrying to give unsightly open joints,
and staining or raised gI?f1in. The exposure
of "raw" surfaces to the"slm can cause surface
checking or end splitting, severe shrinkage,
and cupping or other forms of distortion.
Even if damage is not apparent this unwise
exposure may give rise to later failures in
surface and finishing treatments.

The value of a few simple precautions at
the building site which will ensure protection
to seasoned timber or joinery stock cannot,
therefore, be over-em phasized. Un for
tunately the builder is not able to ensure
that deliveries will be accepted only in good
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weather or to a pre-determined time-table.
However, the effects of unfavourable weather
can often be kept to a minimum by speedy
attention to common-sense protective
measures.

If covered storage is not available on the
site, protection can be given by a tarpaulil\
"Sisalcraft" paper, or similar type cover;
this should be large enough to cover the
goods entirely without leaving exposed ends
or sides. In some cases sheet iron or asbestos
sheeting could be used to advantage.

Do not allow seasoned timber to be un
loaded direct on to the ground. A few
cross pieces laid down first (with possibly
building paper spread over the cross pieces)
will act as supports and keep surface water
from the lower layers. If building paper is
used underneath the pile, it should be
arranged so that it does not form a collecting
basin or reservoir for water during periods
of rain.

If advantage is taken of covered space and
this space is enclosed by fresh brickwork or
has been freshly plastered, make sure that
door and window openings are left open so
that air can circulate through it. Otherwise
high humidities can build up and the moisture



content of the timber increase to undesirable 
levels. 

When window or door frames have been 
placed in position but not firmly fixed, apply 
temporary bracing to reduce the risk of 
distortion and resultant misalignment. 

Pay special attention to the protection of 
, the milled edges of flooring before instal- 

lation, and to  the further protection of the 
floor surface after laying while tradesmen 

are working in the building. A layer of spw- 
dust or building paper is effective in this 
regard. If flooring is particularly dry d o  
not cramp too tightly, especially if site con- 
ditions are not well drained or indifferent 
provision is made for under-floor ventilation. 

Make sure joinery stock (including window 
and door frames) and weatherboards are 
given an effective coating of priming paint, 
before delivery if possible, or  as early as 
possible after delivery. 

Bleaching of Wood 

THE FOLLOWING procedure has been found 
suitable for bleaching a wide range of 
timbers. Dark-coloured woods can be made 
several shades lighter and - light-coloured 
woods can be bleached to a "blond" finish. 
There is 110 record of the bleaching reagents 
interfering with subsequent polishing oper- 
ations. 

The bleaching should be carried out on 
wood which has been cut and dressed and 
is ready For assembly or, alternatively, it may 
be applied to the assembled article. The 
bleaching is effected by one or more appli- 
cations of aqueous ammonia followed by 
hydrogen peroxide. 

The details are as follows: 
Solution A : Agueozrs A~i~~iionia.-Made by 

diluting one part of 0-880 ammonia with 
five, parts of water. 

Solution B : Hydrogeri Peroxide.-This may 
be used in the concentrated form (100 vol.) 
or if the material is bleached readily it may 
be diluted up to five times with water. 

Solution A is ap&'ied to the wood by 
means of a swab or mop and is immediately 
followed by solution B applied in a similar 
manner. The article is allowed to dry 
thoro~~ghly  and the above process repeated 
if necessary. If these two treatments have 
not produced a marked reduction in the 
colour intensity the colouring agent is of a 
type which does not bleach readily and 
further treatment will have little effect. If 
the treatment has been effective, further 
applications of solutions A and B may 
reduce still further the colour of the wood. 

After the article is thol-oughly dry it 
should be /ig/~tl~l sanded to remove any 
roughness due to the water "lifting the 
grain'' of the wood, and then polished i n  
the usual manner. 

Ammonia and hydrogen peroxide may be 
purchased at most retailers of industrial 
chemicals. Both chemicals should be stored 
in a cool place when not in use, and as 
hydrogen peroxide deteriorates on standing. 
it is inadvisable to  buy larger quantities than 
are required for any particular job. 

The ammonia fumes make it advisable for 
the bleaching to  be done in the open or in 
a well-ventilated room. Care should be 
taken to avoid undue contact between either 
of these chemicals and the skin. 

DONATIONS 

THE following donations were seceived 
by the Division during July: 

Millars Timber and Trading 
Co., South Melbourne, 
Vic. £21 0 0 

Exchange Yard (PI-opri- 
etary) Ltd., Kempton 
Park, Transvaal, South 
Africa f 5  0 0 

Anode Latex Co., North 
Coburg, Vic. £25 0 0 

Hearn Industries, Victoria 
Park. W.A. £50 0 0 

content of the timber increase to undesirable are working in the building. A layer of SflW

levels. dust or building paper is effective in this
When window or door frames have been'~ . regard. If flooring is particularly dry do

placed in position but not firmly fixed, apply not cramp too tightly, especially if site con
temporary bracing to reduce the fisk of' ditionsare not well drained or indifferent
distortion and resultant misalignment. provision is made for under-floor ventilation.

Make sure joinery stock (including window
Pay special attention to the protection of and door frames) and weatherboards are

the milled edges of flooririg before instal- given an effective coating of priming paint,
lation, and to the further protection of the before delivery if possible, or as early as
floor surface after laying while tradesmen possible after delivery.

Bleaching of '" ood

THE FOLLOWING procedure has been found
suitable for bleaching a wide range of
timbers. Dark-coloured woods can be made
several shades lighter and, light-coloured
woods can be bleached to a "blond" finish.
There is no record of the bleaching reagents
interfering with subsequent polishing oper
ations.

The bleaching should be carried out on
wood which has been cut and dressed and
is feady for assembly or, alternatively, it may
be applied to the assembled article. The
bleaching is effected by one Of more appli
cations of aqueous ammonia followed by
hydrogen peroxide.

The details are as follows:

Solution A: Aqueous Ammonia.-Made by
diluting one part of 0·880 ammonia with
five parts of water.

Solution B: Hydrogen Peroxide.-This may
be used in the concentrated form (100 vol.)
or if the material is bleached readily it may
be diluted up to five times with water.

Solution A is ap.p1~ed to the wood by
means of a swab or mop and is immediately
followed by solution B applied in a similar
manner. The article is allowed to dry
thoroughly and the above process repeated
if necessary. If these two treatments have
not produced a marked reduction in the
colour intensity the colouring agent is of a
type which does not bleach readily and
further treatment will have little effect. If
the treatment has been effective, further
applications of solutions A and B may
reduce still further the colour of the wood.
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After the article is thoroughly dry it
should be lightly sanded to remove any
roughness due to the water "lifting the
grain" of the wood, and then polished in
the usual manner.

Ammonia and hydrogen peroxide may be
purchased at most retailers of industrial
chemicals. Both chemicals should be stored
in a cool place when not in use, and as
hydrogen peroxide deteriorates on standing.
it is inadvisable to buy larger quantities than
are required for any particular job.

The ammonia fumes make it advisable for
the bleaching to be done in the open or in
a well-ventilated room. Care should be
taken to avoid undue contact between either
of these chemicals and the skin.

DONATIONS

THE following donations were received
by the Division during July:

Millars Timber and Trading
Co., South Melbourne~
Vie. £21 0 0

Exchange Yard (Propri
etary) Ltd., Kempton
Park, Transvaal, South
Africa £5 0 0

Anode Latex Co., North
Coburg, Vie. £25 0 0

Hearn Industries, Victoria
Park, W.A. £50 0 0



The Drying of Red Meranti (Shorea spp.)g 
Bjj G. S .  CAMPBELL,'. Seasouing Section 

ALTHOUGH the Division of Forest Products 
has not carried out experimental work on 
the seasoning of red meranti, numerous 
inquiries for a drying schedule for this species 
have warranted a survey of literature to  
ascertain its probable behaviour during 
seasoning under Australian conditions. 

Meranti is imported into Australia under 
various names, some of the more common 
being Borneo cedar, Pllilippine mahogany, 
and seraya. Both the dark red and light red 
varieties are produced from the same group 
of Shorea species, and although there are 
minor anatomical differences between some 
of the timbers of this group, dark red meranti 

Thickness 

I-in. and 2-in. 
'mixed sawn 
stock 

2-in. mixed sawn 
stock 

Moisture 
Con tent 
Change 
Points 
( 73 

Green 
60 
40 
3 5 
3 0 
25 

20 to 
final M.C. 

Green 
40 
3 0 
25 

20 lo 
final M.C. 

, 

for. Red Meranti 

Dry-bulb 
Tem- 

perature 
( O F )  

~t red solely on the 

1 - ., 

is segregated from the ligl 
basis of colour. The former is usually-heavier, 
harder, stronger, and sligl~tly more durable 
than the latter. The average air-dry density 
of dark red nlerallti is from 40 to 45 lb/cu. ft., 
whereas for light red meranti it is about 
35 Ib/cu. ft. 

The Malayan Forest Service has indicated 
in a Trade Leaflet that air or kiln drying red 
meranti presents no serious difficulties pro- 
vided normal care is taken in stacking. It 
appears that the rate of air seasoning is 

fairly rapid in Malaya. The following 
information will serve as a guide for seasoning 
plants in Australia. 

In Malaya, air drying red meranti under 
cover from a moisture content of approxi- 
mately 60 per cent. to one of 18 per cent. 
occupies some 2 to 3 months for I-in.-thick 
boards, 34 to 44 months for I$-in.-thick 
planks, and approximately 6 months for 
2-in.-thick stock. The shrinkage of the 
various types of meranti varies, but fail- 
average figures from the green t o  the air-dry 
condition are 2 per cent. in the radial direction 
and 4.5 to  5 per cent. in the tangential 
direction. All forms of red meranti, i f  
properly seasoned, are reputed to "hold their 
shape well". 

The kiln-drying schedules on this page are 
recommended by the Division of Forest 
Prodilcts for red meranti. 

A stress relief treatment, comprising a 
dry-bulb temperature of 160 "F with a wet- 
bulb depression of 10 OF, should be given 
for 24 hours per inch of thickness at the end 
of kiln drying. 

The times required to kiln dry red meranti 
previously air dried to a moisture content 
of about 25 per cent. are 2, 3, and 4 days 
for 1-in., 1s-in., and 2-in.-thick stock re- 
spectively. Figures are not available Tor 
kiln-drying times from the green condition, 
but it is thought about 7 to  9 days may be 
necessary for 2-in.-thick boards, with pro- 
portionately longer times for thicker material. 

The following species obtained from 
Malaya may be regarded as having some- 
what similar properties to red meranti. 

Bintangor (Ca/oyhjdt~ni sp.). This species 
dries moderately rapidly, but is prone to 
warp unless carefully stacked. 

Geronggang (Cratoxjilon arbor.esceiis). The 
species seasons rapidly without serious 
degrade. 

Mengkulang (Tarrietia sp.) is also reputed 
to season rapidly and without serious degsade. 

Nyatoh is often sold in Malaya as red 
meranti; it seasons moderately rapidly with- 
out trouble. 

The two latter species are reported to Iiave 
a dulling effect on sharp-edged tools. 

The Drying of Red Meranti (Shorea SPI).)l
By G. S. CAMPBELL" Seasoning Section

fairly rapid in Malaya. The following
information will serve as a guide for seasoning
plants in Australia.

In Malaya, air drying red merallti under
cover from a moisture content of approxi
mately 60 per cent. to one of 18 per cent.
occupies some 2 to 3 months for I-in.-thick
boards, 3i to 4i months for 1i-in.-thick
planks, and approximately 6 months for
2-in.-thick stock. The shrinkage of the
various types of meranti varies, but fair
average figures from the green to the air-dry
condition are 2 per cent. in the radial direction
and 4·5 to 5 per cent. in the tangential·
direction. All forms of red meranti, if
properly seasoned, are reputed to "hold their
shape well".

The kiln-drying schedules on this page are
recommended by the Division of Forest
Prodhcts for red meranti.

A stress relief treatment, comprising a
dry-bulb temperature of 160 OF with a wet
bulb depression of 10 OF, should be given
for 24 hours per inch of thickness at the end
of kiln drying~

The times required to kiln dry red meranti
previously air dried to a moisture content
of about 25 per cent. are 2, 3, and 4 days
for I-in., li-in., and 2-ili.-thick stock re
spectively. Figures are not available for
kiln-drying times from the green condition,
but it is thought about 7 to 9 days may be
necessary for I-in.-thick boards, with pro
portionately longer times for thicker material.

The following species obtained from
Malaya may be regarded as having some
what similar properties to red meranti.

Bintangor (CalophylluT11 sp.). This species
dries moderately rapidly, but is prone to
warp unless carefully stacked.

Geronggang (Cratoxylon arborescens). The
species seasons rapidly without serious
degrade.

Mengkulang (Tarrietia sp.) is also reputed
to season rapidly and without serious degrade.

Nyatoh is often sold in Malaya as red
meranti; it seasons moderately rapidly with
out trouble.

The two latter species are reported to have
a dulling effect on sharp-edged tools.

Moisture
Dry-bulb

Content Wet-bulb
Thickness . Change

Tem-
Depression

perature
Points (OF) CF)
( /c;)

I-in. and 2-in. Green 120 5
mixed sawn 60 120 7
stock 40 130 10

35 130 15
30 140 20
25 150 25

20 to
final M.C. 160 30

2-in. mixed sawn Green 115 I 5
stock 40 120 10

30 130 15
25 140 20

20 to
final M.C. " 160 30

If."".

is segregated from the light red solely on the
basis of colour. The former is usually heavier,
harder, stronger, and slightly more durable
than the latter. The average air-dry density
of dark red meranti is from 40 to 45 rb/cu. ft.,
whereas for light red meranti it is about
35 lb/cu. ft.

The Malayan Forest Service has indicated
in a Trade Leaflet that air or kiln drying red
meranti presents no serious difficulties pro
vided normal care is taken in stacking. rt
appears that the rate of air seasoning is

ALTHOUGH the Division of Forest Products
has not carried out experimental work on
the seasoning of red meranti, numerous

. inquiries for a drying schedule for this species
have warranted a survey of literature to
ascertain its probable behaviour during
seasoning under Australian conditions.

Meranti is imported into Australia under
various names, some of the more common
being Borneo cedar, Philippine mahogany,
and seraya. Both the dark red and light red
varieties are produced from the same group
of Shorea species, and although there are
minor anatomical differences between some
of the timbers of this group, dark red meranti

KUll-dryillg Schedules for Red Merallti
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PROFESSOR KNOW-WOOD SAYS . 

k 
/ Check These Points in the Mrznrr- 

factrire of F I I ~ ~  Parrel Doors 

Difficulties are still encountered 
with sinkages in Iiollow-core flush 
panel doors. Wliere complaints 
are received, manufacturers should \U check the following points which 

liave been found to cause the trouble: 

Use of excessive quantities of glue, forming 
a large bead between plywood and core. 
Use of glue containing a large quantity 
of water. 
Excessive clamping pressure. 
Excessive clamping times. 
Non-uniform moisture content or the 
components. 
Varying thickness of the framing niembers. 
Wide spacing of frame members or thin 
plywood faces. 
Use of plywood witli soft absorbent 
veneer glued to the door frame. 

Productivity Data 

CASE STIJDY DATA ON PRODUCTIVITY A N D  
FACTORY PERFORMANCE: VENEER AND PLY- 
woon,  by the United States Department of 
Labour, Bureau of Labour Statistics, J953. 
(Our copy froni the British Institute of 
Management, Management House, 8 Hill 
Street, London, W.1. Price 5s. stg.) 

This publication is an extremely useful 
reference and well worth careful study. It  
contains a detailed survey of seven hard- 
wood nlills in the U.S.A., the plants studied 
ranging froni less than 50 employees t o  
almost 400, and thus facilitates easy com- 
parison of manuf~cfuring operations in 
Australian plants with those of one or more 
of the plants in the study. The report 
iticliicles descriptions of plant layout, 
machinery, and organization, as well as 
detailed studies of times and labour required. 

Main differences between U.S.A. and 
Australian practice appear to  be tlie domi- 
nation of mechanical driers in that country, 

tlie greater use of hot presses, and better 
utilization of timber by splicing and patching. 
The American example in respect of bettes 
utilization is definitely worth following to  
make the best use of diminishing resources. 

Stacking for Air and Kiln Drying 
WHAT is the best spacing for high, niulti- 
packet stacks built up with fork lift trucks 
so that fastest drying and quickest and 
cheapest stock turnover can be obtained 
from a given yard area? 

With the cooperation of several firms in  
industry the Division is commencing field 
studies to  determine this point, and would 
be pleased l o  receive comments from i n -  
terested persons. 

APPRECIATION 
Letter. .fiorrt Mr. D. R. Rnylj~, Snrarsnlr 

Forest Del)artment 

IN NEWSLETTER NO. 205, mention was niade 
of the visit to the Division, on a Colombo 
Plan Fellowship, of Mr. D. R.  Bayly of the 
Forest Department. Sarawak. During his 
stay in Australia Mr. Bayly made a nunibel- 
of field trips and plant visits i n  all States, 
and tlie following letter, received by the 
Department of External Affairs, will be of 
interest to  all witli whom lie made contact. 

Writing froni Sarawak on June 20, Mr. 
Bayly says: "Since my return Trom Aus- 
tralia I liave been wanting to express my 
gratitude and appreciation to  all the Depart- 
ments and organizations in Australia who 
contributed in making my course sucl~  a 
success. My whole stay there proceeded 
without a hitch and the scope and covesage 
of all I wished to study and see was really 
excellently anticipated. Could you therefose 
convey this message of mine through the 
proper cliannels. 

"Further I would like it known to tlie 
Australian people generally that their efforts 
to make one feel at lionie by their friend- 
liness and generous hospitality were really 
appreciated and greatly treasused." 

This Newsletter, psepored for general circrrldion by the Division of Forest Proclrrcfs, C.S.I.R.O., P.O. R0.u 18, 
Sorrth A4ee(bour.rze, S.C.5, is issrred free, on request, to nwnlbers of rke timber trclde m d  ti~llher I I S C ~ , T .  Its corlterlts 

r m y  be repri~lted without specinl permissiorl. 

Printed by C.S.I.R.O..  Melbourne 

PROFESSOR KNOW-WOOD SAYS ...

Check These Poillts ill the Mallu:'
facture of Flush Pallel Doors

Difficulties are still encountered
with sinkages in hollow-core flush
panel doors. Where complaints
are received, manufacturers should
check the following points which

have been found to cause the trouble:

• Use of excessive quantities of glue, forming
a large bead between plywood and core.

• Use of glue containing a large quantity
of water.

• Excessive clamping pressure.
• Excessive clamping times.
• Non-uniform moisture content of the

components.
• Varying thickness of the framing members.
• Wide spacing of frame members or thin'

plywood faces.
• Use of plywood with soft absorbent

veneer glued to the door frame.

Productivity Data

CASE STUDY DATA ON PRODUCTIVITY AND
FACTORY PERFORMANCE: VENEER AND PLY
WOOD, by the United States Department of
Labour, Bureau of Labour Statistics, J953.
(Our copy from the British Institute of
Management, Management House, 8 Hill
Street, London, W.!. Price Ss. stg.)

This publication is an extremely useful
reference and well worth careful study. It
contains a detailed survey of seven hard
wood mills in the U .S.A., the plants studied
ranging from less than 50 employees to
almost 400, and thu~. facilitates easy com
parison of manufacturing operations in
Australian plants with those of one or more
of the plants in the study. The report
includes descriptions of plant layout,
machinery, and organization, as well as
detailed studies of times and labour required.

Main differences between D.S.A. and
Australian practice appear to be the domi
nation of mechanical driers in that country,

the greater use of hot presses, and beiter
utilization of timber by splicing and patching.

, The American example in respect of better
utilization is definitely worth following to
make the best use of diminishing resources.

Stacking for Air and Kiln Drying
WHAT is the best spacing for high, multi
packet stacks built up with fork lift trucks
so that fastest drying and quickest and
cheapest stock turnover can be. obtained
from a given yard area?

With the cooperation of several firms in
industry the Division is commencing field
studies to determine this point, and would
be pleased to receive comments from in
terested persons.

APPRECIATION
Letter Fom Mr. D. R. Bayly, Sarawak

Forest Departme11t

IN NEWSLETTER No. 205, mention was made
of the visit to the Division, on a Colombo
Plan Fellowship, of Mr. D. R. Bayly of the
Forest Department, Sarawak. During his
stay in Australia M r. Bayly made anumber
of field trips and plant visits in all States,
and the following letter, received by the
Department of External Affairs, will be of
interest to all with whom he made contact.

Writing from Sarawak on June 20, Mr.
Bayly says: "Since my return from Aus
tr'alia I have been wanting to express my
gratitude and appreciation to all the Depart
ments and organizations in Australia who
contributed in making my course such a

. success. My whole stay there proceeded
without a hitch and the scope and coverage
of all I wished to study and see was really
excellently anticipated. Could yOll therefore
convey this message of mine through the
proper channels.

"Further I would like it known to the
Australian people generally that their errorts
to make one feel at home by their friend
liness and generous hospitality were really
appreciated and greatly treasured."

This Newsletter, prepared for general circulation by the Division of Forest Products, c.S.l.R.a., p.a. Box 18,
South 1I1elbourne, S.C.S, is issued free, on request, to members of the timber trade and timber {{sers. Its contents

may be reprinted without special permission.

Printed by C.S.I.R.O.• Melbourne
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Important Commercial Timbers of Sarawak 
BJ) D. R. BA YL Y,  Sarawak Forest Departnient 

(Mr .  D. R. B a ~ l j i  is u Foiqestrjl OfiCer of the 
Department of Forests, Sarawalc, and recently 
spent some nine ~nor~ths  with the Divisior7. 
During lzis s ta~i  in Australia, Mr. B U ) ~ J J  was 
asked many qtrestions concerrzing Sarawalc's 
forests and species supplied to the Azrstralian 
market. This prompted 1zir11 to write the 
,following slzovt article, togetlwr with some 
notes on the various timbers, i ~ h k l z   ill be 
contintled next mo~zth.-Ed.). 
AUSTRALIA, especially South and Western 
Australia, is at present importing from 
Sarawak an appreciable volume of timber, 
both sawn and in the round. The figures for 
1954 were 8224 tons round and 11,355 
tons sawn. Available resources could allow 
trade to continue and increase in the f ~ ~ t u r e .  
Accurate information concerning the main 
conmercial species has not been readily 
available for the prospgctive importer, and 
this has been a seri~ud drawback. I t  is 
therefore hoped that these notes, brief 
though they be, will be of value to the 
Australian timber trade. Further informatioi~ 
is in preparation for a new manual entitled 
"Trees and Timbers of Samwak" by F. G. 
Browne, the Coi~servator of Forests. This 
treatise will be published soon and will be 
of immense value, not only to foresters, but 
also to timber men and to others whose 
interest lies in this sphere. 

The timbers now being exported 
are ramin, meranti (including rneranti bunga 

and alan), sepetir, jongkong, kapiir, keruing, 
sempilor, nyatoh and geronggang. 

The trees occur in the peat swamp forest 
as well as in lowland forest extending to 
high hills, towards the upper limit of the 
Dipterocarp forest. I t  is practically im- 
possible to state the definite boundaries of 
the occurrence of these species, except in the 
case of jongkong which is found only in 
swamp forest, and also possibly ramin which 
occurs mainly in the swamps. - 

The method of eutraction employed varies 
with the terrain. In the swamps the normal 
method is to lay a light tram-line penetrating 
anything up  to three miles into the swamp. 
In construction, the refinemen ts normally 
associated with a railway are lacking, owing 
to the fact that the service life of the line 
depends on the availability of the timber. 
Once the area has been worked out, the line 
is taken up and relaid in another part of the 
forest. The primary requirements For the 
line are that it must be reasonably straight 
and level. From this, other extraction routes, 
usually corduroyed, radiate outwards in 
herring-bone fashion. These routes are 
worked by local native labour who fell and 
log the trees which are then delivered to 
the tram-line by "kuda-kuda" extraction. 
By this method the log is placed on a cradle 
on top of a sledge-like contrivance. The 
runners of this are heavily greased and the 
log is then pulled out on the cradle by native 
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Important Commercial Timbers of Sarawak
By D. R. BA YL Y, Sarawak Forest Department

(Mr. D. R. Bayly is a Forestry Officer of the
Department of Forests, Sarmvak, and recently
spent some nine months with the Division.
During his stay in Australia, Mr. Bayly was
asked many questions concerning Sarawak's
forests and species supplied to the Australian
market. This prompted him to lvrite the
following short article, together with some
notes on the various timbe;'s, \-vhich l1-'ill be
continued next 1110nth.-Ed.).
AUSTRALIA, especially South and Western
Australia, is at present importing from
Sarawak an appreciable volume of timber,
both sawn and in the round. The figures for
1954 were 8224 tons round and 11,355

, tons sawn. Available resources could allow
trade to continue and increase in the future.
Accurate information concerning the main
commercial species has not been readily
available for the prosP9ctive importer, an.d
this has been a seriQus' drawback. It IS

therefore hoped that' these notes, brief
though they be, will be of v~lue to ~he

Australian timber trade. Further mformatlOl1
is in preparation for a new manual entitled
"Trees and Timbers of Sarawak" by F. G.
Browne, the Conservator of Forests. This
treatise will be published soon and will be
of immense value, not only to foresters, but
also to timber men and to others whose
interest lies in this sphere.

The principal timbers now being exported
are ramin, meranti (including meranti bunga

and alan), sepetir, jongkollg, kapur, keruing,
sempilor, nyatoh and geronggang.

The trees occur in the peat swamp forest
as well as in lowland forest extending to
high hills, towards the upper limit of the
Dipterocarp forest. It i~ practicall~ im
possible to state the defimte boundaries of
the occurrence of these species, except in the
case of jongkong which is found only in
swamp forest, and also possibly ramin which
occurs mainly in the swamps.
-The method of extraction employed varies

with the terrain. In the swamps the normal
method is to lay a light tram-line penetrating
anything up to three miles into the swamp.
In construction, the refinements normally
associated with a railway are lacking, owing
to the fact that the service life of the line
depends' on the availability of the timber.
Once the area has been worked out, the line
is taken up and relaid in another part of the
forest. The primary requirements for the
line are that it must be reasonably straight
and level. From this, other extraction routes,
usually corduroyed, radiate outwards in
herring-bone fashion. These routes are
worked by local native labour who fell and
log the trees which are then delivered to
the tram-line by "kuda-kuda" extraction.
By this method the log is placed on a cradle
on top of a sledge-like contrivance. The
runners of this are heavily greased and the
log is then pulled out on the cradle by native



labour. At  the tram-line the logs are loaded 
on to  wagons and the rake hauled by either 
a light locomotive or  jeep to  the river bank. 
Here the logs are off-loaded into log ponds 
where they are rafted and are then towed to 
the mills by tugs. 

In  the lowland forest extraction has been 
by tractors and logging arches. Sky-lining 
in  the rich Dipterocarp forest on steep 
slopes has also been done. This method is 
now beiug used to extract alan and meranti 
bunga from the swamps, and shows con- 
siderable promise of success. Elephants 
have also been employed in certain areas. 
In all the abovementioned methods, delivery 
point is the bank of a river. I n  rivers which 
are free of rapids, rarts are made up a t  the 
delivery point, the sinkers being cradled 
i~ndemeath the floaters. The rafts are 
either towed or  floated down to the sawmills. 
I n  rivers having rapids the procedure differs 
slightly; logs float down individually to a 
given point where they are rafted. 

The following are descriptions of the 
general properties and working qualities of 
the more important species. 

A moderately hard to heavy timber, 
averaging about 40-45 Ib/cu. ft. air dry. It 
is a clean looking whitish wood with straight 
grain and a fine, even texture. The sapwood 
is ~isually about 2 in. wide but not readily 
distinguished from the heartwood. 

The timber requires special care in 
seasoning. Some consignments after arrival 
in Australia develop serious face checking. 
This can be eliminated if the parcel is removed 
from the docks as soon as possible after 
discharge and then stripped out in the yard. 
(An article on the kiln drying of ramin was 
featured in Newsletter-, 209, August, 1955. 
-Ed.). Ramin is not d k t b l e  in contact with 
the ground, and is suitable for general light 
construction, furniture, mouldings, and other 
uses where a clean whitish timber is desirable. 

(a)  White merariti: Mainly moderately hard 
and moderately heavy, averaging a bout 
40-45 Ib/cu. ft. air dry. The sapwood is 
fairly distinct in dry timber and is generally 
about 2 in. wide. The heartwood is almost 
white when newly sawn but becomes yellowish 
or  even brownish with age. Because of its 
typically high silica content, white meran ti 
is not easy to saw, although it makes good 
flooring and decking. However, it peels 
without difficulty and makes good plywood. 

(b) Yellow ineimti:  Only moderately hard 
and heavy, varying from 32-42 lb/cu. ft. air 
dry. The heartwood is dull yellowish brown, 
darkening with age. The sapwood is highly 
susceptible to  Lyctus attack. Grain is 
usually interlocked, texture coarse but even. 
It  is an excellent joinery wood, can be sawn 
and planed without dificulty, and is suitable 
for all forms of light construction provided 
it is not used in contact with the ground. 

(c )  Red metmt i :  Includes all those species 
of Shores that produce a rather light to 
moderately heavy-weight reddish timber 
ranging up to 45 Ib/cu. ft. air dry. The grain 
is usually interlocked, texture coarse bill 
even. The figure is not usually prominent, 
but quartersawn material often displays an 
attractive ribbon figure. Meranti bunga is 
a very nice red meranti, and is sold in large 
consignments of more or less uniform colour 
and weight. I t  saws and finishes well, and 
may be used as a light structural timber for 
furniture, panelling, plywood, boat building, 
and flooring. 

( ( I )  Daik red mernizti: The wood is fairly 
uniform dark red in colour and usually has 
conspicuous rows of white resin canals. It 
is structurally similar to red meranti, from 
which it cannot be distinguished except by 
its weight which varies from about 40-53 
Ib/cu. ft. air dry. This timber may be used 
for heavy construction, decking, flooring, and 
fi~rniture. Conspicuous in the group is a h ,  
one of the heaviest forms, which is usually 
marketed in pure consignments under the 
trade name of alan. 

Meranti timbers are obtained from a 
large number of species of Shorea and vary 
in colour to a very marked degree. They 
are sub-divided as follows into four categories 
based on  colour. (An article on the drying 
af meranti appeared in Newsletter 210, 
September, 1955.-Ed.). 

CORRIGENDUM : 
C.S.I.R.O. FOREST PRODUCTS NEWSLETTER 

NUMBER 210, SEPTEMBER 1955 
Page 3: Table "Kiln drying Schedules for Red 

Meranti".-First Column, thickness figures should 
read: "1-in. and 14-in. mixed sawn stock". 

labour. At the tram-line the logs are loaded (a) White l11eranti: Mainly moderately hard
on to wagons and the rake hauled by either and moderately heavy, averaging about
a light locomotive or jeep to the river bank... 40-45 Ib/cu. ft. air dry. The sapwood is
Here the logs are off-loaded into log ponds· fairly distinct in dry timber and is generally
where they are rafted and are then towed to about 2 in. wide. The heartwood is almost
the mills by tugs. white when newly sawn but becomes yellowish

In the lowland forest extraction has been or even brownish with age. Because of its
by tractors and logging arches. Sky-lining typically high silica content, white meranti
in the rich Dipterocarp forest on steep is not easy to saw, although it makes good
slopes has also been done. This method is flooring and decking. However, it peels
now being used to extract alan and meranti without difficulty and makes good plywood.
bunga from the swamps, and shows con- (b) Yellow meranti: Only moderately hard
siderable promise of success. Elephants· and heavy, varying from 32-42 lb/cu. ft. air
have also been employed in certain areas. dry. The heartwood is dull yellowish brown,
In all the abovementioned methods, delivery darkening with age. The sapwood is highly
point is the bank of a river. In rivers which susceptible to Lyctus attack. Grain is
are free of rapids, rafts are made up at the usually interlocked, texture coarse but even.
delivery point, the sinkers being cradled It is an excellent joinery wood, can be sawn
underneath the floaters. The rafts are and planed without difficulty, and is suitable
either towed or floated down to the sawmills. for all forms of light construction provided
In rivers having rapids the procedure differs it is not used in contact with the ground.
slightly; logs float down individually to a (c) Red l11eranti: Includes aU those species
given point where they are rafted. of Shorea that produce a rather light to

The following are descriptions of the moderately heavy-weight reddish timber
general properties and working qualities of ranging up to 45 lb/cu. ft. air dry. The grain
the more important species. is usually interlocked, texture coarse but

even. The figure is not usually prominent,
Ramill but quartersawn material often displays an

A moderately hard to heavy timber, attractive ribbon figure. Meranti bunga is
averaging about 40-45 lb/cu. ft. air dry. It a very nice red merahti, and is sold in large
is a clean looking whitish wood with straight consignments of more or less uniform colour
grain and a fine, even texture. The sapwood and weight. It saws and finishes well, and
is usually about 2 in. wide but not readily may be used as a light structural timber for
distinguished from the heartwood. fLirniture, panelling, plywood, boat building,

The timber requires special care in and flooring. .
seasoning. Some consignments after arrival (d) Dark red meranti: The wood is fairly
in Australia develop serious face checking. uniform dark red in colour and usually has
This can be eliminated if the parcel is removed conspicuous rows of white resin canals. It
from the docks as soon as possible after is structurally similar to red meranti, from
discharge and then stripped out in the yard. which it cannot be distinguished except by
(An article on the kiln drying of ramin was its weight which varies from about 40-53
featured in Newsletter. 209, August, 1955. lb/eu. ft. air dry. This timber may be used

. -Ed.). Ramin is notttllrable in contact with for heavy construction, decking, flooring, and
the ground, and is suitable for general light furniture. Conspicuous in the group is alan,
construction, funi.iture, mouldings, and other one of the heaviest forms, which is usually
uses where a clean whitish timber is desirable. marketed in pure consignments under the

trade name of alan.
Merallti

Meranti timbers are obtainecl from a
large number of species of Shorea and vary
in colour to a very marked degree. They
are sub-divided as follows into four categories
based on colour. (An article on the drying
of meranti appeared in Newsletter 210,
September, 1955.-Ed.).
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CORRIGENDUM:

C.S.I.R.O. FOREST PRODUCTS NEWSLETTER
NUMBER 210, SEPTEMBER 1955

Page 3: Table "Kiln drying Schedules for Red
Meranti" .-First Column, thickness figures should
read: "I-in. and q-in. mixed sawn stock".



SEVEN floor beams, each 20 ft span, to carry 
a design load of 20,000 Ib each, were required 
for extensions to the workshops of the 
Division of Forest Products. Advantage was 
taken of this opportunity to erect several 
different types of beams so that their fab- 
tication costs and efficiency could be com- 
pared and their belmviour in  service studied. 

All the bcanis were built up from nominal 
6 by 1 in. ki ln  dried boa~'ds or  mountain ash 
and radiata pim. 

Three different beams are shown i n  tlie 
photographs. The fourth type of beam, not 
illustrateci, w s  of glued laminated con- 
struction of rectangular cross section 21 
by 5; in. with the outer three laniinations 
top and bottom of mountain ash and the 
remaincler of radiata pine. 

it is anticipated that the i~iformation 
obtained from this study and tlie availability 
of the bemiis for inspection uiill be of assis- 
tance in  ansnering inquiries on structural 
problems. 

Fig. 2.-Gl/tct/ lrrr~l- 
innred lied NI  ch 12 
11y 2$ ill. CIY,W SCC- 

1io11. The ceir/rrrl 9 
l c ~ r ~ ~ i r ~ n f i o ~ ~ s  of I I I P  
arc11 w e  1.0 d in t  n 

Dllilt.III) l:fl()ol~ 1:le':lIIIS
SEVEN Ooor beams, each 20 ft span, to carry
a design load of 20,000 lb each, were required
for extensions to the workshops of the
Division of Forest Products. Advantage was
taken of this opportunity to erect several
different types of beams so that their fab
rication costs and efficiency could be com
pared and their behaviour in service studied.

All the beams were built up from nominal
6 by I in. kiln dried boal'ds of mountain ash
and radiata pine.

Fig. 2.-Glued lam
illated tied arch J2
by 2~ in. cross sec
tion. The central 9
lamillatiolls 0/ the
arch are radiata
pille, the remainder
is mountain ash.
The moulltaill ash tie
is scmI jointed alld
glued to the arch.
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Three different beams are shown in the
photographs. The fourth type of be'am, not
illustrated, W8S of glued laminated con
struction of rectangulm cross section 21
by 5~c in. with the outer three laminations
top and bottom of mountain ash and the
remainder of radiata pine.

It is anticipated that the information
obtained from this study and the availability
of the beams for inspection will be of assis
tance in answering inquiries on structural
problems.

Fig. J. -- Nailed 1
heams 23 hy 5 ill,
orerall cross secticII:
flanges arc moulltaill
ash scar/ joillled to
gil'e fidl length, lFeh
is a dOllble layer ()(
radiata pille hoards'
crossed at 45~.

fig. :'?--Glued II'lISS

26 by 9 Ill. "rerall
cross secl iO/l. 7/1'"
mOllntaill ash flallges
are blllt joillled mill
corcr [)laled. 71,e
ll'eb members are
mdiala pille. All
;OilllS arc !!lllrd.



Removal of Stains from Timber 
BLACK STAINS are frequently observed on 
variot~s wooden structures when they are 
exposed to the weather or are subjected to 
frequent wetting with water. These stains 
generally originate from the heads of nails 
used in the construction, and take the form 
of narrow lines extending downwards from 
the nail. Softwood timbers rarely show this 
type of stain but it occurs to a greater or 
lesser extent with most of the common hard- 
wood timbers. The stains are due to the 
tannins in the wood reacting with the iron 
in the nail to  produce the black iron tannate. 
These tannins are readily leached from the 
surface of the wood by water, and as they 
run down over the nail head they react with 
the iron to give the typical black stain. While 
these stains are of n'o consequence in frame 
work or rough constructions such as paling 
fences, they may leave marks on weather- 
boards or window frames which prevent the 
wood being finished in natural colours. 
Flooring also may be aflected in a similar 
manner if wetting occurs. 

The obvious way to prevent such stains 
developii'g in hardwood timber is by shel- 
tering the wood from the elements until it 
is painted, and by promptly punching all 
nails and sealing the holes with putty. If iron 
stains have developed on the wood they 
may be removed by the following procedure. 

Make a saturated solution of oxalic acid 
in water (about two teaspoonfuls to a cup of 
water) and apply to the stain with a cloth. 
Allow the wood to dry and repeat if necessary. 
The solution should be confined to the stained 
area as it has a mild bleaching action 011 the 
~mstained wood. It might be necessary to 
wash the entire area over with a very dilute 
solution of the oxalic, 'lacid a f m  removal of 
the stain to ensure tllat the colour or the 
finished s u r f ; l ~  is uniform. Finally, the 
treated area should be rinsed several times 
' IT -~L~I  water to remove any oxalic acid re- 
maining. (Wnmi~zg.--Oxalic acid is extremely 
poisonous if taken internally and care must 
be taken to ensure that neither crystals nor 
the solution can come into the hands of 
children or of others unaware of its poisonous 
nature.) 

Brown stains sometimes occur on timber 
which is in contact with concrete or mortar. 
They may also be caused when water which 
has run over a concrete or brick structure 
comes in contact with wood. These stains 
usually occur in newly constructed buildings 
or those in the course of construction. They 
are caused by alkaline materials being 
leached from the surface of the concrete or 
mortar and reacting with the tannins in the 
wood. While these stains are not nearly as 
prominent as the black iron stains referred 
to earlier, they may be sufficient to interfere 
with subsequent finishing operations. 

Once again prevention is better than cure, 
but if stains have developed and need to be 
removed the following procedure will genel-ally 
be found satisfactory. 

Wash the surface of the wood thoroughly 
with water to remove any alkaline material 
and follow this by a wash with dilute hydro- 
chlosic acid (about 1 egg cup of the con- 
centrated acid to a pint of water). This 
concentration will not harm the hands 
providing they are thoroughly washed with 
soap after the work has been conlpleted. 
More than one application may be necessary 
to remove the stain. The treatment is 
completed by washing several times with 
water to remove any remaining acid. 

DONATIONS 
THE following donations were received 
by the Division during August: 

Carrel & Carrel Ltd., N.Z. Z2 2 0 
Roseberry Veneer Co. Pty. 

Ltd., Roseberry, N.S.W. &20 0 0 
Gibbs, Bright and Co., 

Melbourne £105 0 0 
Perfectus Airscrew Co., 

Melbourne £2 2 0 
Wilson, Hart and Co. Pty. 

Ltd., Maryborough, 
Q'land. f 100 0 0 

Hyne and Son Pty. Ltd., 
Maryborough, Q'land. £100 0 0 

T f ~ i s  Newsletter, prepared fur general circuldion hy the Division of Forest Prodrcts, C.S.I.R.O., P.O. Box 18, 
Sorrtlr MelLmrr~le, S.C.5, is issried free, on request, to niember.~ of the timber trade a d  timber rrsers. Its contents 

may be reprir~fed wit/iur/t special per~?rission. 

Printed b y  C.S.I.R.O., kIelbourne 

Removal of Stains from Tinlber
BLACK STAINS are frequently observed on
various wooden structures when they are
exposed to the weather or are subjected to
frequent wetting with water. These stains
generally originate from the heads of nails
used in the construction, and take the form
of narrow lines extending downwards from
the nail. Softwood timbers rarely show this
type of stain but it occurs to a greater or
lesser extent with most of the common hard
wood timbers. The stains are due to the
tannins in the wood reacting with the iron
in the nail to produce the black iron tannate.
These tannins are readily leached from the
surface of the wood by water, and as they
run down over the nail head they react with
the iron to give the typical black stain. While
these stains are of no consequence in frame
work or rough constructions such as paling
fences, they may leave marks on weather
boards or window frames which prevent the
wood being finished in nat1-ual colours.
Flooring also may be affected in a similar
manner if wetting occurs.

The obvious way to prevent such stains
developillg in hardwood timber is by shel
tering the wood from the elements until it
is painted, and· by promptly punching all
nails and sealing the holes with putty. If iron
stains have developed on the· wood they
may be removed by the following procedure.

Make a saturated solution of oxalic acid
in water (about two teaspoonfuls to a cup of
water) and apply to the stain with a cloth.
Allow the wood to dry and repeat if necessary.
The solution should be confined to the stained
area as it has a mild bleaching action on the
l111stained wood. It might be necessary to
wash the entire area over with a very dilute
solution of the oxalic 'acld after removal of
the stain to ensure tllat the colour of the
finished surf~oc is uniform. Finally, the
treaten area should be rinsed several times
n-itI1 water to remove any oxalic acid re
maining. (TiVarning.-Oxalic acid is extremely
poisonous if taken internally and care must
be taken to ensure that neither crystals nor
the solution can come into the hands of
children or of others unaware of its poisonous
nature.)

Brown stains sometimes occur on timber
. which is in contact with concrete or mortar.
They may also be caused when water which
has run over a concrete or brick structure
comes in contact with wood. These stains
usually occur in newly constructed buildings
or those in the course of construction. They
are. caused by alkaline materials being
leached from the surface of the concrete or
mortar and reacting with the tanni os in the
wood. While these stains are not nearly as
prominent as the black iron stains referred
to earlier, they may be sufficient to interfere
with subsequent finishing operations.

Once again prevention is better than cure,
but if stains have developed and need to be
removed the following procedure will genei'ally
be found satisfactory.

Wash the surface of the wood thoroughly
with water to remove any alkaline material
and follow this by a wash with dilute hydro
chloric acid (about 1 egg cup of the con
centrated acid to a pint of water). This
concentration will not harm the hands
providing they are thoroughly washed with
soap after the work has been completed.
More than one application may be necessary
to remove the stain. The treatment is
completed by washing several times with
water to remove any remaining acid.

DONATIONS
THE following donations were received
by the Division during August:

Carrel & Carrel Ltd., N.Z. £2 2 0
Roseberry Veneer Co. Pty.

Ltd., Roseberry, N.S.W. £20 0 0
Gibbs, Bright and Co.,

Melbourne £105 0 0
Perfectus Airscrew Co.,

Melbourne £2 2 0
Wilson, Hart and Co. Pty.

Ltd., Maryborough,
Q'land. £100 0 0

Hyne and Son Pty. Ltd.,
Maryborough, Q'land. £100 0 0

T/z;s Newsletter, prepared for general circulation by the Division of Forest Products, c.S.I.R.a., p.a. Box 18,
South Melbourne, S. C.5,· is issued free, on request, to members of the timber trade and timber users. Its contents

may be reprinted without special permission.

Printed by C.S.LIt.a., l\'!elbollrnc
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Preventing Deterioration in 
Exterior Joinery 

Bj) E. L. ELLWOOD, Timber. Preservation Section 

The Problem 

RECENTLY the number of inquiries relating 
to deterioration in exterior joinery such as 
window sills, frames, and sashes, has in- 
creased. The most frequent cause OF trouble 
is decay in window sill, stanchion, and some- 
times sash. This apparent increase in decay 
hazard is the result of a number of factors, 
such as inadequate supplies of the naturally 
durable timbers which have been largely 
used in the past, poor design of joints, 
inferior manufacture or improper glazing, 
and poor installation. 

A recent short survey carried out in 
Victoria on the decay of exterior joinery in 
recently constructed Iio,p!& showed that the 
all-important points were the joints and the 
exposed end grain of the timber. 111 prac- 
tically every case the onset of decay could 
be traced to the lodging and subsequent 
penetration of water into opened joints or 
inadequately protected end grain. Although 
much of the trouble could be overcome by 
good design and manufacture of the joints 
and correct installation, additional treatment 
is justified if non-durable timbers are to be 
used, particularly in areas of high decay 
hazard. 

It is not generally recognized that a p2ii.t 
film cannot be relied upon to provide 
adequate protection of a joint exposed to 
weathering. This is because even undcr a 
paint film, the shrinkage and swelling or 

of wood sets up stresses wI ich 
soon fixture the relatively rigid paint filn 
at  the junction. Once water has entered the 
joint through a broken paint film, the wood 
in this and adjacent regions may remain ~ c t  
for a long time, as the paint coat may relard 
the loss of moisture. When the moisture 
content of the wood reaches approxi~nz;.=ly 
25 per cent., then decay can commence. 

The Remedy 
For non-durable woods exposed to the 
action of weather the most reliable treat- 
ments whicl~ can be given, such as pressure 
impregnation, ensure that the wood is more 
or less completely penetrated with a hi_ghly 
permanent preservative. However, it is not 
always practicable to carry out such treat- 
ment, particularly where production is com- 
paratively small. 

An alternative, which is basically not as 
reliable as the above methods but which, 
according to overseas reports, is proving to 
have considerable merit, is the short-term 
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The Problem

RECENTLY the number of Inquiries relating
to deterioration in exterior joinery such as
window sills, frames, and sashes, has in
creased. The most frequent cause of trouble
is decay ih window sill, stanchion, and some
times sash. This apparent increase in decay
hazard is the result of a number of factors,
such as inadequate supplies of the naturally
durable timbers which have been largely
used in the past, poor design of joints,

. inferior manufacture or improper glazing,
and poor installation.

A recent short survey carried out in
Victoria on the decay of exterior joinery in
recently constructed hOip~'es showed that the
all-important points were the joints and the
exposed end grain of the timber. In prac
tically every case the onset of decay could
be traced to the lodging and subsequent
penetration of water into opened joints or
inadequately protected end grain. Although
much of the trouble could be overcome by
good design and manufacture of the joints
and correct installation, additional treatment
is justified if non-durable timbers are to be
used, particularly in areas of high decay
hazard.

I

It is not generally recognized that a p2 ipt
film cannot be relied upon' to provide
adequate protection of a joint exposed to
weathering. This is because even under a
paint film, the shrinkage and swelling: or
"working" of wood sets up stresses wl ich
soon fracture the relatively rigid paint f11n
at the junction. Once water has entered the
joint through a broken paint film,the wood
in this and adjacent i'egions may remain \'/':t
for a long time, as the paint coat may re'"8 rd
the loss of moisture. When the moisture
content of the wood reaches approxim2.t~ly

25 per cent., then decay can commence.

The Remedy

For non-durable woods exposed to the
action of weather the most reliable treat
ments which can be given, such as pressure
impregnation, ensure that the wood is more
or less completely penetrated with a highly
permanent preservative. However, it is not
always practicable to carry out such treat
ment, particularly where production is com
paratively small.

An alternative, which is basically not as
reliable as the above methods but which,
according to overseas reports, is proving to
have considerable merit, is the short-t':r111



dip or vacuum treatment of the manufactured 
article in a non-swelling paintable preser- 
vative with water-repellent properties. The 
principle behind this treatment is that by 
dipping the manufactured article (or its 
component pieces) before painting, the 
chemicals penetrate chiefly in the areas where 
they will do the most good, i.e. in end grain 
and joints, although the side-grain pene- 
tration may be very small in some species. 
The treatment does not obviate the need for 
subsequent painting but does have con- 
siderable advantage in small outlay, rapid 
treatment, and suitability for small production 
factories. It has the further advantage that 
in addition to a toxic chemical, a water 
repellent is also introduced whicli retards 
the absorption of moisture essential for decay. 

Non-swelling and paintability of the wood 
after treatment depend upon using the correct 
solvent, which does not swell the wood or 
raise the grain and is sufficiently volatile to 
permit painting of the material within a week 
or less. Penetration is largely determined by 
the type of wood used, but is also affected by 
the dipping period and the type of solvent. 
Water repellency is achieved by adding 
specific water-repellent chemicals to the 
formulation. 

In the United States of America, dip 
treatments with non-swelling, paintable, 
water-repellent preservatives commenced 
some 20 years ago, and have been mainly 
applied to pine window stock. As far as is 
ltnown the protection afforded has been 
satisfactory. The preservative is usually 
applied to easily penetrated timbers by 
complete immersion for three minutes after 
all macl~ining has been completed. In general, 
brush treatments are not satisfactory as 
penetration into crevices, etc. is not ensured. 
Attention should also b,e paid to the amount 
of cutting which 11%~ to be done during 
installation of the unit, as obviously any 
cutting after dipping will expose untreated 
wood. 

Water-repellent treatments for wood 
products have been receiving particular 
attention in recent years. At present it is not 
econoinically feasible to prevent all changes 
of moisture content in wood. However, with 
suitable water repellents it is possible to 
reduce the rate of moisture change where 
wood is exposed to weather. Treated wood 

thus tends to remain at a more unifojm 
moisture content with beneficial effects, such 
as reduced "working" of wood, less tendency 
for joints to open up, and less trouble in 
sticking or rattling of windows with changing 
atmospheric conditions. It may be expected 
that water-repellent treatments will be of 
particular value Tor hardwood joinery, where 
cracking or splitting sometimes does occur. 
.= 

Experience in Australia with the non- 
swelling paintable water-repellent type of 
preservative is as yet very limited and work 
is at present in progress to determine effective 
penetration and dipping times for Australian 
timbers. 

Progress studies show that hardwoods of 
the ash type, e.g. mountain or alpine ash and 
messmate, and also Oregon, are fairly resistant 
to deep end-grain penetration by the solution, 
and that immersion for at least one hour is 
desirable. Better penetration can be obtained 
by heating the wood just prior to immersion. 
For more porous timbers, such as radiata 
pine, a 10-minute dip is satisfactory. 

The essei~tials of the preservative for- 
mulation discussed in this article are that it 
should contain at least 5 per cent. penta- 
chlorpl~enol in a reasonably volatile solvent, 
together with an anti-blooming agent and 
water repellent. I t  is believed that such a 
formulation will soon be generally available. 

For further information on this subject, 
inquiries should be addressed to the Chief, 
Division of Forest Products, C.S.T.R.O., 
69-77 Yarra Bank Road, South Melbourne. 

DONATIONS 
FIRMS and individuals who make dona- 
tiolls to the funds of the Division ase 
reminded that such donations are an 
allowable income tax deduction in Aus- 
tralia, under the heading of "Gifts to 
approved research institutes Tor scientific 
research, etc." 

The following donations were received 
by the Division during September : 

Associated Kiln Driers Ltd., 
Colac, Vic. &5b O O 

Delfor Engineering Co., 
Mentone, Vic. £1 0 0 

DONATIONS
FIRMS and individuals who make dona
tions to the funds of the Division are
reminded that such donations are an
allowable income tax deduction in Aus
tralia, under the heading of "Gifts to
approved research institutes for scientific
research, etc."

The following donations were received
by the Division during Septembel':

Associated Kiln Driers Ltd.,
Colac,Vic. £50 0 0

Delfor Engineering Co.,
Mentone, Vic. £1 0 0

dip or vacuum treatment of the manufactured thus tends to remain at a more unifo\'m
article in a non-swelling priintable preser- moisture content with beneficial effects, such
vative with water-repellent properties, The. as reduced "working" of wood, less tendency
principle behind this treatment is that by . for joints to open up, and less trouble in
dipping the manufactured article (or its· sticking or rattling of windows with changing
component pieces) before painting,· the atmospheric conditions. It may be expected
chemicals penetrate chiefly in the areas where that water-repellent treatments will be of
they will do the most good, i.e. in end grain particular value for hard"vood joinery, where
and joints, altholigh the side-grain pene- cracking or splitting sometimes does occur.
tration may be very small in some species. .. Experience in Australia with the non
The treatment does not obviate the need for swelling paintable water-repellent type of
subsequent painting but does have con- preservative is as yet very limited and work
siderable advantage in small outlay, rapid is at present in progress to determine effective
treatment, and suitability for small production penetration and dipping times for Australian
factories. It has the further advantage that timbers.
in addition to a toxic chemical, a water Progress studies show that hardwoods of
repellent is also introduced which retards the ash type, e.g. mountain or alpine ash and
the absorption of moisture essential for decay. messmate, and also oregon, are fairly resistant

Non-swelling and paintability of the wood to deep end-grain penetration by the solution,
after treatment depend upon using the correct and that immersion for at least one hour is
solvent, which does not swell the wood or desirable. Better penetration can be obtained
raise the grain and is sufficiently volatile to by heating the wood just prior to immersion.
permit painting of the materialwithin a week For more porous timbers, such as radiata
or less. Pel1etration is largely determined by pine, a lO-minute dip is satisfactory.
the type of wood used, but is also affected by The essentials of the preservative for-

. the dipping period and the type of solvent. mulation discussed in this article are that it
Water repellency is achieved by adding should contain ·at least 5 per cent. penta
specific water-repellent cheniicals to the chlorphenol in a reasonably volatile solvent,
formulation. together with an anti-blooming agent and

In the United States of America, dip water repellent. It is believed that such a
treatments with non-swelling, paintable, formulation will soon be generally available.
water-repellent preservatives commenced For further information on this subject,
some 20 years ago, and have been mainly inquiries should be addressed to the Chief,
applied to pine window stock. As far as is Division of Forest Products, C.S.T.R.a.,
known the protection afforded has been 69-77 Yarra Bank Road, South Melbourne.
satisfactory. The preservative is usually
.applied to easily penetrated timbers by
complete immersion for three minutes after
all machining has been completed. In general,
brush treatments are not satisfactory as
penetration into crevices, etc. is not ensured.
Attention should also .~~ paid to the amount
of cutting which hrts' to be done during
installation of the unit, as obviously any
cutting after dipping will expose untreated
wood.

Water-repellent treatments for wood
products have been receiving particular
attention in recent years. At present it is not
economically feasible to prevent all changes
of moisture content in wood. However, with
suitable water repellents it is possible to
reduce the rate of moisture change where
wood is exposed to weather. Treated wood

2



l mportant Commercial Timbers of Sarawak. I I 
By D. A. BA YL Y, Department of Forests, Sarntvak 

Sepetir 
This wood is moderately hard and rather 

light to heavy, varying from about 33 to 51 
(average 40-45) lb/cu. ft. air dry. Sapwood 
is wide, light greyish brown, sometimes 
pinkish; heartwood has various shades of 
brown, usually with darker layers and 
streaks which often form a very ornamental 
figure. It is rather oily to the touch. Grain 
straight or slightly interlocked, texture 
moderately fine and even. Easy to work, 
takes a good polish, has good nailing 
qualities. Sapwood susceptible to Lj~tzrs 
borer. Suitable for general light construction 
(not durable in contact with the ground), 
joinery, furniture, and panelling. 
30 llglcong 

The wood is soft and light, averaging 
about 28-30 Ib/cu. ft. air dry. Sapwood is 
pale and mesges gradually into the heart- 
wood, which is yellowish with a pinkish 
tinge when freshly cut, darkening slightly 
with age. The most prominent feature is the 
cl~aracteristic pattern of very small per- 
forations on the longitudinal surfaces, wl~ich 
a t  a glance suggests a heavy attack by pinhole 
borers, though this is certainly not the case. 
The tmber is very easy to work and takes a 
very fine finisl~. Seasoning presents no 
difficulty. Suitable for interior joinery, 
broom-heads, and other miscellaneous uses. 
lirErtiing 

Wood is rather hard, heavy, and strong, 
but different species show a very considerable 
range in air-dry weight from 40 to 60 lb/cu. 
ft. Sapwood is greyish or purplish brown 
when dry, easily distiyguished from the 
l~eartwood, which is 1igN.t" red to dark brown 
or reddish brown, and usually featureless. 
Grain is straight, unusually so for a tropical 
wood, texture moderately coarse and even. 
Oily resin common on end surfaces. Care is 
needed in seasoning, as shrinkage is high. 
Sapwood is susceptible to Lj~cttrs attack, and 
the heartwood is only moderately durable in 
contact with the ground. Its freedom from 
natural defects and its strength make it very 
suitable for use as a structural timber. Also 
used for flooring, vehicle construction, 
gymnasium equipment, and interior joinery. 

Knpzcv 
Wood is moderately hard and heavy, 

averaging 45-50 lb/cu. ft. air dry. Sapwood 
is distinct, yellow-brown with a pinkish tinge, 
heartwood is dark reddish brown. Freshly- 
cut wood has a distinct camphor-like odour 
and this is rather persistent in some species. 
Grain is slightly interlocked, texture rather 
coarse but even. Can be sawn and worked 
moderately easily, but may blunt saws and 
planer knives, owing to presence of silica. 
Nails and screws well, but does not take a 
high polish without filling. Excellent for 
medium-heavy constructional work. 

Sentpilor 
This is a. non-pored wood and is or fine, 

even texture. Colour ranges from pale buff 
to  pii~kish brown. The timber is moderately 
hard and fi~oderately heavy, weighing 36-46 
lb/cu. ft. at 12 per cent. moisture content. 
Works well and takes a high polish. Suitable 
for veneers, interior joinery, and mouldings. 

Nyatoh 
The colour varies from deep pink to red- 

brown; the weight varies from 33 to 52 Ib/cu. 
ft. air dry but the major part of the timber 
is about 40 lb/cu. ft. air dry. Timber can 
be sawn easily, may be readily worked to a 
smooth finish, and takes a good polish. 
Grain straight or only slightly interlocked, 
sometimes wavy; texture even and moderately 
fine. Holds nails well, and presents no 
difficulty in seasoning. Not durable in  
contact with the ground. Uses include 
interior construction, joinery, and Furniture. 

Geronggnng 
Wood soft and light, averaging about 

31 lb/cu. Ft. air dry. Sapwood is pale yellow 
or pinkish and usually about 1 in. in width. 
Heartwood is a bright salmon pink when 
freshly cut. Grain straight, texture rather 
coarse but even. Can be sawn and worked 
without difficulty, but may blunt cutting 
tools owing to presence of silica. Seasons 
without difficulty. A general utility timber 
where high strength and durability are not 
required. Suitable for interior joinery, 
shelves, plywood. 

Important Commercial Timbers of Sarawak. 1I
By D. R. BAYLY, DepartT11ent of Forests, Sarawak

Sepetir
This wood is moderately hard and rather

light to heavy, varying from about 33 to 51
(average 40-45) Ib/eu. f1. air dry. Sapwood
is wide, light greyish brown, sometimes
pinkish; heartwood has various shades of
brown, usually with darker layers and
streaks which often form a very ornamental
figure. It is rather oily to the touch. Grain
straight or slightly interlocked, texture·
moderately fine and even. Easy to work,
takes a good polish, has good nailing
qualities. Sapwood susceptible to Lyctus
borer. Suitable for general light construction
(not durable. in contact with the ground),
joinery, furniture, and panelling.
JOllgkollg

The wood is soft and light, averaging
about 28-30 lb/cu. ft. air dry. Sapwood is
pale and merges gradually into the heart
wood, which is yellowish with a pinkish
tinge when freshly cut, darkening slightly
with age. The most prominent feature is the
characteristic pattern of very small per
forations on the longitudinal surfaces, which
at a glance suggests a heavy attack by pinhole
borers, though this is certainly not the case.
The timber is very easy to work and takes a
very fine finish. Seasoning presents no
difficulty. Suitable for interior joinery,
broom-heads, and other miscellaneous uses.
J(el'll;llg

Wood is rather hard, heavy, and strong,
but different species show a very considerable
range in air-dry weight from 40 to 60 Ib/cu.
ft. Sapwood is greyish or purplish brown
when dry, easily distipguished from the
heartwood, which is light' red to dark brown
or reddish brown, and usually featureless.
Grain is straight, unusually so for a tropical
wood, texture moderately coarse and even.
Oily resin common on end surfaces. Care is
needed in seasoning, as shrinkage is high.
Sapwood is susceptible to Lyctus attack, and
the heartwood is only moderately durable in
contact with the ground. Its freedom from
natural defects and its strength make it very
suitable for use as a structural timber. Also
used for flooring, vehicle construction,
gymnasium equipment, and interior joinery.
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Kap"r
Wood is moderately hard and heavy,

averaging 45-50 lb/Cll. ft. air dry. Sapwood
is distinct, yellow-brown with a pinkish tinge,
heartwood is dark reddish brown. Freshly
cut wood has a distinct camphor-like odour
and this is rather persistent in some species.
Grain is slightly interlocked, texture rather
coarse but even. Can be sawn and worked
moderately easily, but may blunt saws and
planer knives, owing to presence of silica.
Nails and screws well, but does not take a
high polish without filling. Excellent for
medium-heavy constructional work.

Sempilol'
This is a. non-pored wood and is of fine,

even texture. Colour ranges from pale buff
to pinkish brown. The timber is moderately
hard and moderately heavy, weighing 36-46
Ib/cu. f1. at 12 per cent. moisture content.
Works well and takes a high polish. Suitable
for veneers, interior joinery, and mouldings.

Nyatoh
The colour varies from deep pink to red

brown; the weight varies from 33 to 52 lb/cu.
ft. air dry but the major part of the timber
is about 40 Ib/cu. ft. air dry. Timber can
be sawn easily, may be readily worked to a
smooth finish, and takes a good polish.
Grain straight or only slightly interlocked,
sometimes wavy; texture even and moderately
fine. Holds nails well, and presents no
difficulty in seasoning. Not durable in
contact with the ground. Uses include
interior construction, joinery, and furniture.

Gerollggang
Wood soft and light, averaging about

31 Ib/cu. ft. air dry. Sapwood is pale yellow
or pinkish and usually about 1 in. in width.
Heartwood is a bright salmon pink when
freshly cut. Grain straight, texture rather
coarse but even. Can be sawn and worked
without difficulty, but may blunt cutting
tools owing to presence of silica. Seasons
without difficulty. A general utility timber
where high strength and durability are not
required. Suitable for interior joinery,
shelves, plywood.



FURNITURE DESIGN
COMPETITION

IN Newsletter No. 198 (July-September 1954)
details were given of a Furniture Design
Competition sponsored by the Forestry
Commission of New South Wales.

Designs for articles of furniture made
from New South Wales timbers were re
quired, and the Commission recently an
nounced the results of the competition.

The' prototypes of designs selected for
final judging were displayed at the N.S.W.
Guild of Furniture Manufacturers' Annual
Mart at the Sydney Showground.

The first prize was awarded to Mr. W. E.
Lucas, of Sydney, for a chair design, and
second prize to Mr. D. S. Bertrand, of
Ripponlea, Melbourne, for a bed design.

Details of the next competition', entries for
which close in December, will be published
.in a later issue of the Newsletter.

ROUND FENCE POSTS
Preservative Oil Treatment

FOR many years the Division of Forest
Products has advocated the preservative
treatment of round fence posts cut from
non-durable species as a means of offsetting
th~ increasing scarcity and price of split
durable posts.

Itl many districts the problem has become
more acute in recent years, and the Division
has spent a considerable amount of time
investigating the various factors involved in
economically treating round posts.

Tests of treated non-durable posts were
commenced by the Division 25 years ago in
Western Australia and nearly 21 years ago in
Victoria. Round posts of a number of non-

.durable species, including radiata pine, were
treated with a variety of preservatives and
set in fence lines in localities of severe decay
or termite hazard. The great majority of
these posts are still in very good condition,
and will last many more years.

On the basis of this experimental work,
supported by extensive field tests, t11e
Division has issued a publication dealing
'with all aspects of the treatment of round
fence posts with preservative oils.

C.S.I.R.O. Leaflet No. 12, "Round Fence
Posts: Pteservative Oil Treatment", may be
obtained on request to the Chief, Division of
Forest Products, C.S.I.R.O., 69-77 Yarra
Bank Road, South Melbourne.

STAFF NOTES
MR. STANLEY A. CLARKE, Chief of the
Division, is expected to return to Melbourne
on November 7. Mr. Clarke has been acting
as adviser to N.Z. Forest Products Ltd. for
the past four months and has visited New
Zealand, England, Europe, the United States
of America, and Canada, in company with
Sir David Henry, Chairman of Directors of
N.Z. Forest Products Ltd.

MR. D. S. JONES, of the Utilization Section,
returned to the Division early in October
after 12 months abroad, during which time
he studied the sawing, sawmilling, and wood
working research being conducted in overseas
forest products laboratories.

. Mr. Jones spent nine months at the
Swedish Forest Products Research Laboratory
in Stockholm, where he worked under the
direction of Dr. Berti1 Thunell, head of the
Wood Technology Department. Mr. Jones
also visited Norway, Finland, Germany,
Belgium, and France, and spent four weeks
at the Forest Products Research Laboratory,
Princes Risborough, England. He returned
to Australia via Canada and the United
States of America, spending some time at
the Canadian Forest Products Laboratory,
Ottawa, and the U.S. Forest Ptoducts Lab:.
oratory, Madison, Wis.

IT is with great regret that we announce
the death of Mr. 1. H. Boas, former
Chief of the Division of Forest Pro
ducts. Mr. Boas passed away on
October 16 after a short illness.

This Newsletter, prepared for general circulation by the Division of Forest Products, c.S.J.R.a., p.a. Box 18,
Soutll Melbourne. S.C.5, is issued !ree, on request, to members of the timber trade and timber users. Its contents

may be reprinted without special permission.

Printed by C.S.I.R.O., Melbourne
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BJ) W. G.  KEATING and M. A.  WILLIAMS, Utilizntior~ Section 

THE DIVISION of Forest Products is fre- 
quently consulted regarding the sanding, 
staining, and polishing of wooden floors, and 
although these topics are outside the scope 
of the Division's programme of research, 
general advice is usually given to the enquirer, 
as there is no research being conducted into 
problems associated with floor finishing in 
Australia, except by some paint manu- 
facturers. 

Instructions relative to proprietary lines 
are generally printed on the containers and 
may be supplemented with advice obtainable 
from reputable paint merchants. Such 
directions should always be carefully followed. 

Treatments with materials generally avail- 
able could be expected to produce good 
finishes on wooden floors if the following 
procedures are observed. t, 

Punch all nails below the floor surface 
and fill the holes with a suitable putty 
stained to match the surrounding wood. 
After 45 hr sand the floor smooth either by 
machine or by hand. When sanding by hand 
use M2 sandpaper on a cork block, and if 
necessary follow this with a finer grade 
paper, say No. 1. All sanding must be in 
the direction of the grain or the timber. 
Remove all dust after sanding, prefe rably by 
means of a vacuunl cleaner. 

Staining or Oiling 

If the floor is to be left in natural wood 
colour, this step is oinittecl. However, if 
the floor is to be coloured, select a suitable 
stain, either one with an oil base or a water- 
soluble type. For softwood floors the oil- 
type stain is usually advisable, while for 
hardwoods either type may be used. Oil 
stains are easily applied and do not raise 
the grain. Although water stail~s cause 
slight roughening of the timber surrace, they 
are more permanent in colour than oil stains 
and give good penetration. Gsain raised 
after water stains are applied can be removed 
by light sanding with No. 0 sandpaper. 
Brush the stain in the direction of the grain 
with a 2- or 3-in. soft bristle brush and allow 
it to dry for 24 hr. 

Another type of treatment consists of 
oiling with raw linseed oil or a combination 
or raw linseed oil and turpentine in the pro- 
portion of 3 parts to 1 part. Brush or mop 
the oil over the floor and allow to soak into 
the wood. Apply a second coat 24 111- later. 
If 30 tnin after this application there are 
any glossy patcl~es where excess oil remains 
on the surface, wipe it off before it has time 
to harden. A flirther single application can 
be given as the surface begins to wear. 

There ate also a number of proprietary 
brands of oil-type floor finishes which can 
be used in place of those described. 

C.S.I.B.O.
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Fillislling of '\Tooflen FIfto.·s
By TV G. KEATING and M. A. H1ILLIAMS, Utilization Sectioll

THE DIVISION of Forest Products is fre
quently consulted regarding the sanding,
staining, and polishing of wooden floors, and
although these topics are outside the scope
of the Division's programme of research,
general advice is usually given to the enquirer,
as there is no research being conducted into
problems associated with floor finishing in
Australia, except by some paint manu
facturers.

Instructions relative to proprietary lines
are generally printed on the containers and
may be supplemented with advice obtainable
from .reputable paint merchants. Such
directions should always be carefully followed.

Treatments with materials generally avail
able could be expected to produce good
finishes on wooden floors if the following
procedures are observed:,

• ~I i

Preparatioll "'; .

Punch all nails below the floor surface
and fill the holes with a suitable putty
stained to match the surrounding wood.
After 48 hr sand the floor smooth either by
machine or by hand. When sanding by hand
use M2 sandpaper on a cork block, and if
necessary follow this with a finer grade
paper, say No. 1. All sanding must be in
the direction of the grain of the timber.
Remove all dust after sanding, prefe rably by
means of a vacuum cleaner.

Stail1ing or Oilil1g.

If the floor is to be left in natural wood
colour, this step is omitted. However, if
the floor is to be coloured, select a suitable
stain, either one with an oil base or a water
soluble type. For softwood floors the oil
type stain is usually advisable, while for
hardwoods either type may be used. Oil

. stains are easily applied and do not raise
the grain. Although water stains cause
slight roughening of the timber surface, they
are more permanent in colmlr than oil stains
and give good penetration. Grain raised
after water stains are applied can be removed
by light sanding with No. 0 sandpaper.
Brush the stain in the direction of the grain
with a 2- or 3-in. soft bristle brush and allow
it to dry for 24 hr.

Another type of treatment consists of
oiling with raw linseed oil or a combination
of raw linseed oil and turpentine in the pro
portion of 3 parts to I part. Brush or mop
the oil over the floor and allow to soak into
the wood. Apply a second coat 24 hr later.
If 30 min after this application there are
any glossy patches where excess oil remains
on the surface, wipe it off before it has time
to harden. A further single application can
be given as the surface begins to wear.

There are also a number of proprietary
brands of oil-type floor finishes which can
be used in place of those described.
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If an oil-type finish is not required, the 
iiatural or stained timber should be sealed, 
Sealing involves the use of shellac or a 
proprietary sealer consisting generally of 
nitrocellulose and shellac. If shellac is used, 
prepare a solution by dissolving 3-4 lb  of 
bleached shellac in a gallon of methylated 
spirits or alcohol. Make sure that the 
shellac is freshly manufactured as old 
shellac may discolour the timber. Brush 
the solution on in the direction of the grain 
 s sing a 3-in. soft bristle brush. Allow to 
harden for 24 11r and then rub down lightly 
with fine sandpaper or  steel wool. Apply a 
second coat and ligl~tly rub down again. All 
dust must be removed after each operation. 
The procedure is similar with proprietary 
sealers, but it is advisable to follow closely 
the manufacturer's directions. 

The floor surface having been sealed, 
finishing materials can be applied. l f  a final 
high gloss is desired, a clear floor varnish is 
generally used. Brush on in the direction 
of the grain, and when dry, usually after 
48 hr,  rub lightly with fine sandpaper or  
steel wool and apply a second coat. When 
hard, the varnished floor is ready for use. 
Later coatings of varnish can be appljed as 
the old surface begins to wear. 

As an alternative finish, the floor may be 
waxed either with a paste-wax polish or with 
a liquid-type floor wax. Make sure that the 
liquid wax is not water-based, as in some 
instances water will turn shellac white. 
Liquid waxes are now widely sold and have 
slip-resistant properties con~bined with a 
moderate gloss. The liquid-type wax is best 
applied with a lambs' wool applicator, 
obtainable from har,$ware stores, or a mop. 
Two applications of wax are necessary before 
any traffic passes over the boards. Wax 
cannot be satisfactorily applied over an oily 
surface. 

The advantages and disadvantages of the 
various types of finishes are as follows: 
Oil.-Easily applied and renewed. Chief 
disadvantages are that oily surfaces tend to 
collect dust and "build up" to  cause darlten- 
ing of the wood. Not slippery if excess oil 
is wiped completely fronl surface. 
Vornish.-More dificult to  apply and repair. 

Glossy surface is suitable where foot traffic 
is light. Does not retain grime. 
Waxes.-Paste types although easily applied 
and maintained with glossy surface are often 
slippery. They tend to  "build up" layer 
upon layer with subsequent darkening of 
surface. Slip-resistant waxes are readily 
applied and renewed, and are particularly 
suitable for domestic use. No great dis- 
advantages. 

Furniture Design Competition 
ENTRIES for this year's Furniture Design 
Competition conducted by the Forestry Coin- 
mission of New South Wales will close at 
5 p.m. on January 27, 1956. Prizes of £75, 
&30, and £20 respectively will be awarded. 

The use of one or more of the following 
timbers is specified: New England oak 
(Eucalyptzis oYiqtm), tulip oak (Tarrietia sp.), 
negrohead beech (Notkofngus n~oorei). 

Drawings may be in either ink or  pencil, 
and each sheet of drawings should measure 
29 by 15 in. Sufficient details to enable 
construction to proceed without f ~ ~ r t h e r  
reference to  the designer are required, and 
any special fittings should be drawn in detail. 
The name of the designer must not appear 
on the face of the drawings, and an entrance 
fee of 5s. must accompany each entry. 

Entry forms and further information may 
be obtained from the Division of Wood Tech- 
nology, Forestry Commission of New South 
Wales, 96 Harrington Street, Sydney. 

DONATIONS 
THE following donations were received 
by the Division during October: 

Furness Ltd., Edwards- 
town, S.A. £50 0 0 

A. W. Pryor, South Bris- 
bane £ 1  5 0 

Orient Line, Melbourne f 10 10 0 
Town and Country Joinery 

Works Pty. Ltd., Brisbane £20 0 0 
Victorian Sawrnillers' Asso- 

ciation, Heyfield Branch £10 0 0 
South Australian Timber 

Merchants' Association, 
Adelaide E50 0 0 

Timbrol Ltd.. Melbourne El  5 0 0 

£50 0 0

£1 5 0
£ 10 10 0

Sealing

If an oil-type finish is not required, the
natural or stained timber should be sealed.
Sealing involves the use of shellac or a
proprietary sealer consisting generally of
nitrocellulose and shellac. If shellac is used,
prepare a solution by dissolving 3-4 lb of
bleached shellac in a gallon of methylated
spirits or alcohol. Make sure that the
sheJIac is freshly. manufactured as old
shellac may discolour the timber. Brush
the solution on in the direction of the grain
using a 3-in. soft bristle brush. AIJow t6
harden for 24 hI' and then rub down lightly
with fme sandpaper or steel wool. Apply a
second coat and lightly rub down again. All
dust must be removed after each operation.
The procedure is similar with proprietary
sealers, but it is advisable to follow closely
the manufacturer's directions.

Finishing
The floor surface having been sealed,

finishing materials can be applied. If a final
high gloss is desired, a clear floor varnish is
generally used. Brush on in the direction
of the grain, and when dry, usually after
48 hr, rub lightly with fine sandpaper or
steel wool and apply a second coat. When
hard, the varnished floor is ready for use.
Later coatings of varnish can be applied as
the ·old surface begins to wear.

As an alternative finish, the floor may be
waxed either with a paste-wax polish or with
a liquid-type floor wax. Make sure that the
liquid wax is not water-based, as in some
instances water will turn shellac white.
Liquid waxes are now widely sold and have
slip-resistant properties combined with a
moderate gloss. The liquid-type wax is best
applied with a lambs' wool applicator,
obtainable from ha]:~ware stores, or a mop.
Two applications of wax are necessary before
any traffic passes over the boards. Wax
cannot be satisfactorily applied over an oily
surface.

The advantages and disadvantages of the
various types of finishes are as follows:
Oil.-Easily applied and renewed. Chief
disadvantages are that oily surfaces tend to
collect dust and "build up" to cause darken
ing of the wood. Not slippery if excess oil
is wiped completely from surface.
Varnish.-More difficult to apply and repair.
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Glossy surface is suitable where foot tntffic
is light. Does not retain grime.
Waxes.-Paste types although easily applied
and maintained with glossy surface are often
slippery. They tend to "build up" layer
upon layer with subsequent darkening of
surface. Slip-resistant waxes are readily
applied and renewed, and are particularly
suitable for domestic use. No great dis
advantages.

Furniture Design Competition
ENTRIES for this year's Furniture Design
Competition conducted by the Forestry Com
mission of New South Wales will close at
5 p.m. on January 27, 1956. Prizes of £75.
£30, and £20 respectively wi1J be awarded.

The use of one or more of the following
timbers is specified: New England oak
(Eucalyptus o!Jliqua) , tulip oak (Tal'l'ietia sp.).
negrohead beech (Nothofagus 11100I'ei).

Drawings may be in either ink or pencil,
and each sheet of drawings should measure
29 by 15 in. Sufficient details to enable
construction to proceed without further
reference to the designer are required, and
any special fittings should be drawn in detail.
The name of the designer must not appear
on the face of the drawings, and an entrance
fee of 5s. must accompany each entry.

Entry forms and further information may
be obtained from the Division of Wood Tech
nology, Forestry Commission of New South
Wales, 96 Harrington Street, Sydney.

DONATIONS
THE following donations were received
by the Division during October:

Furness Ltd., Edwards
town, S.A.

A. W. Pryor, South Bris
bane

Orient Line, Melbourne
Town and Country Joinery

Works Pty. Ltd., Brisbane £20 0 0
Victorian Sawmillers' Asso-

ciation, Heyfield Branch £ 10 0 0
South Australian Timber

Merchants' Association,
Adelaide £50 0 0

Timbrol Ltd., Melbourne £ 15 0 0



AN INTENSIVE 5-day course in timber season- 
ing and utilization, hcld at Tumut, N.S.W., 
October 10-14, was conducted as a joint 
activity by oficers oS the New South Wales 
Forestry Commission and the Division of 
Forest Prcducts, C.S.I.R.O. Some 50 rep- 
resentatives of the timber ancl allicd in- 
dustries and forestry personnel attended. 

I n  an opcning addsess, Mr. E. L. S. 
Hudson, New South Walcs Forestry Com- 
missioner, said that Tumut had been selected 
as the venue because of its growing impor- 
tance as a timber producing centre. He 
inclicatcd that the planning programme for 
the Tumut asca envisages a pine plantatioii 
cstablisl~ment of some 70,000 acres with a log 

and  drying stresses; testing for moisture 
content; .anti-sapstain dip tseatments; kiln 
operation and maintenance ; factors affecting 
boiler pesformancc; steam and its use for 
heating; tlie use of flue gases for kiln heating; 
superheated steam drying; kiln cot~trol and 
instrumentation; and kiln installation and 
drying costs. 

Sevesal sessions \\7ere devoted to practical 
work on measuring moisture content. the 
preparation and use of sample boards, and 
methods of testing Tor stresses in wood. 
Talks on radiata pine logging and demon- 
strations and talks on tlie care and use of 
cl~ain saws were also given during field 
visits to pine plantations. 

output appsoxiniating 200 million super feet. 
The Coussc consisted of a scr-ies of 18 

lecturcs and discussions on plant layout and 
titiibes I~andling; air seasoning; stacking 
techniques and cquipmcnt: timber grading; 
the causc ancl prevention of warp in  wood; 
moctesn dsying kilns fos sawn timber and 
venccr: slisinkagc, collapse. and secondition- 
ing; thc cause a n d  alleviation oT checking 

Well-known New Soutli Wales companies 
representccl at the class included Messrs. 
Hansel1 Consolidatecl I~~d i~s t s i e s  L td . ;  Smith 
Rsos. Pty. Ltd., Rosebery; Sla7enge1-s (Au9t.) 
Ply. Ltcl., Alexandria; Vandcrfield & Reid 
Ltd., Sydney; Hardy's Joinery Pty. Ltd., 
Wagga; Donogliue & Hopkins Ltd., Quean- 
beyan: Monga Sanmills Pty. Ltd., Monga; 
T. S. Carson, Tumut; Oakley & Co. Pty. 

Timber Seasoning Course at Tumut, NaS.W.
AN INTENSIVE 5-day course in timber season
ing and utilization, held at Tumut, N.S.W.,
October 10-14, was conducted as a joint
activity by officers of the New South Wales
Forestry Commission and the Division of
Forest Products, C.S.I.R.O. Some 50 rep
resentatives of the timber and allied in
dustries and forestry personnel attended.

I n an opening address, Mr. E. L. S.
Hudson, New South Wales Forestry Com
missioner, said that TUl11ut had been selected
as the venue because of its growing impor
tance as a timber producing centre. He
indicated that the planning programme for
the Tumut area envisages a pine plantation
establishment of SOl11e 70,000 acres with a log

and drying stresses; testing for moisture
content; 'anti-sapstain dip treatments; kiln
operation and maintenance; factors affecting
boiler performance; steam and its use for
heating; the lIse offlue gases for kiln beating;
superheated steam drying; kiln control and
instrumentation; and kiln installation and
drying costs.

Several sessions were devoted to practical
work on measuring moisture content. the
preparation and us~ of sample boards, and
methods of testing for stresses in wood.
Talks on radiata pine logging and demon
strations and talks on the care and use or
chain saws were also given during field
visits to pine plantations.

Timber Seasoning Course 1955, TlIlIlllt, N.S, W.

output approximating 200 million super feet.
The Course consisted of a series of 18

lectures and discussions on plant layout and
timber handling; air seasoning; stacking
techniques and equipment; timber grading;
the cause and prevention of warp in wood;
modern drying kilns for sawn timber and
veneer; shl'inkage, collapse, and recondition
ing; the cause and alleviation of c11ecking
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Well-known New South Wales companies
represented at the class included Messrs.
Ha nsen Consolidated Ine! ustries Ltd. ; Smith
Bros. Pty. Ltd., Rosebery; Slazengers (Aust.)
Pty. Ltd., Alexandria; Vanderfield & Reid
Ltd., Sydney; Hardy's Joinery Pty. Ltd.;
Wagga; Donoghue & Hopkins Ltd., Quean
beyan; Monga Sawmills Pty. Ltd., Mong8;
T. S. Carson, Tumut; Oakley & Co. Pty,



Ltd., Rozelle; Wallace & McGee, Dubbo; 
Manilla Sawmills Ltd., Manilla; Riverina 
Sawmills Ltd., Wagga; Oakley & Ball, 
Wauchope; Rosebery Veneer Pty. Ltd. ; 
Neville Cush & Co., Kogarah ; National Box 
Co. Pty. Ltd., Rozelle; and Furniture 
Industries Pty. Ltd., Sydney. Represen- 
tatives of the New South Wales Forestry 
Commission, Country Timber Merchants' 
Association, Timber Development Asso- 
ciation, and timber companies at Devonport 
and Glen Avon, Tasmania, also attended. 

Mr. E. B. Huddleston, Chief, Division of 
Wood Technology of the New South Wales 
Forestry Commission, and his staff, and Mr. 
R. Forster, District Forester, and his staff, 
were responsible for local arrangeinents and 
spared 110 effort to ensure first-class facilities. 

Class lecturers were Messrs. G. ,W. 
Wright (Officer-in-Charge, Seasoning Sec- 
tion), R. F. Turnbull (Officer-in-Charge, 
Utilization Section), W. McKenzie, and 
G. S. Campbell of the Division of Forest 
Products, C.S.Z.R.O., and Messrs. Peter 
Marshall, R. Forster, and R. Hammond of 
the New South Wales Forestry Commission. 

This class followed an earlier one held in 
Adelaide during March this year. Both 
have proved so successful and have been so 
well attended by representatives of the timber 
producing and using organizations, that a 
f~irther class is to be given jointly with the 
Associated Sawmillers and Timber Merchants 
of Western Australia in Perth during May 
next year. It is hoped to follow this up with 
classes in other States. 

OBITUARY: I. N. Boas 
BY the death on October 16, 1955, of Isaac 
Herbert Boas, Australia lost one whose 
uilquenchable conviction that an Australian 
paper making industry could be based 011 

the pulping of light-weight eucalypt timbers 
was a big factor in the ultimate establish- 
ment of that industry. 

Born ill Adelaide, S.A., in 1878, a son of 
the Rev. A. T. Boas, Rabbi of the Adelaide 
Hebrew Congregation, I. H. Boas was 
educated at Prince Alfred College and 
Adelaide University. He graduated B.Sc. in 
1899 and did a post-graduate course in 
mining engineering and metallurgy. 

Twenty years of lecturing in physics and 
chemistry followed, first at Adelaide Uni- 
versity, then at Charters Towers Technical 
College, and finally at Pert11 Technical 
College, where he carried out research on 
the coal of the C~llie~fields; for this he was 
awarded an M.Sc. degree by the University of 
Western Australia. In Perth he had a practice 
as a consulting chemist, and in 1918 began 
his work on the pulping of Australian hard- 
woods for paper ~naking. The following 
year lie went abroad on behalf of the Bureau 
of Science and Industry to study forest 
products iiivestigations in U.S.A., Canada, 
England, and 011 the Continent. 

On his return Mr. Boas began, in asso- 

ciation with the Western Australian Govern- 
ment, to establish a forest products labora- 
tory. In 1921 he resigned to join Michaelis 
Hallenstein & Co., of Melbourne, as chief 
chemist. In 1928 he was invited to become 
the fipt Chief of the newly formed Division 
of Forest Products, C.S. I.R. 

When he retired in 1944 Mr. Boas had 
the satisraction of knowing that under his 
direction the new Division had made a big 
contribution to the increased efficiency of 
tlie Australian timber industry, and had 
earned a place amongst tlie leading forest 
products laboratories of the world. This 
was due in no small measure to his keen 
perception of the problems of prime impor- 
tance and his gift of encouraging and main- 
taining the enthusiasm of his staff. I n  the 
work of the Division lie maintained a happy 
balance between the pure scientific appsoach 
and the applied approach to practical 
problems, whicli won him the esteem of 
both scientific workers and timber men. 

He took an active part i n  the lire of 
the Jewish community and was all untising 
worker on behalf of those Jews who sought 
refuge in Australia. 

Mr. Boas is survived by his widow, Ihree 
sons, and two daughters. 

This Newsletter, prepored for get~eral circcdotiorz bj, the Division of Forest Products, C.S.I.R.O.,  P.O. Box 18, 
South Melborrrne, S.C.5, is issued free, on request, to members of the timber trade m d  timber risers. Its contents 

may be reprii~ted ~vitltortt special permission. a 
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OBITUARY: I. H. Boas
By the death on October· 16, 1955, of Isaac
Herbert Boas, Australia lost one whose
unquenchab1e conviction that an Australian
paper making industry could be based on
the pu1ping of light-weight eucalypt timbers
was a big factor in the ultimate establish
ment of that industry.

Born in Adelaide, S.A., in 1878, a son of
the Rev. A. T. Boas, Rabbi of the Adelaide
Hebrew Congregation, 1. H. Boas was
educated at Prince Alfred College and
Adelaide Univei"sity. He graduated B.Sc. in
1899 and did a post-graduate course in
mining engineering and metallurgy.

Twenty years of lecturing in physics and
chemistry followed, first at Adelaide Uni
versity, then at Charters Towers Technical
College, and finally at Perth Technical
College, where he carried out research on
the coal of the Collie fields; fot this he was
awarded anM.Sc. degf~e by the University of
Western Australia. In Perth he had a practice
as a consulting chemist, and in 1918 began
his work on the pulping of Australian hard
woods for paper making. The following
year he went abroad on behalf of the Bureau
of Science and Industry to study forest
products investigations in U.S.A., Canada,
England, and on the Continent.

On his return Mr. Boas began, in asso-

ciation with the Western Australian Govern
ment, to establish a forest products labora
tory. In 1921 he resigned to join Michaelis
Hallenstejn & Co., of Melbourne, as chief
chemist. In 1928 he was invited to become
the first Chief of the newly formed Division
of Forest Products, C.SJ.R.

When he retired in 1944 Mr. Boas had
the satisfaction of knowing that under his
direction the new Division had made a big
contribution to the increased efficiency of
the Australian timber industry, and had
earned a place amongst the leading forest
products laboratories of the world. This
was due in no small measure to his keen
perception of the problems of prime impor
tance and his gift of encouraging and main
taining the enthusiasm of his staff. In the
work of the Division he maintained a happy
balance between the pure scientific approach
and the applied approach to practical
problems, which won him the esteem of
both scientific workers and timber men.

He took an active part in the life of
the Jewish community and was an un tiring
worker on behalf of those Jews who sought
refuge in Australia.

Mr. Boas is survived by his widow, three
sons, and two daughters.
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